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EUROLEAGUE CLUB LICENSING RULES 

CHAPTER I 

Definitions , Object and EuroLeague Licences 

Article 1  Definitions  

For the purposes of these regulations, the applicable definitions of 
terms are the following: 

a) ęFvspMfbhvfĚ!jt!uif!cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpo!pshanised by EP in 
which the Clubs participate. 

b) ęFvspDvqĚ!jt!b!cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpo!pshbojtfe!cz!FQ/ 

c) ęFvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpotĚ!bsf!uif!FvspMfbhvf!boe!
the EuroCup competitions. 

d) ęDmvctĚ!bsf!uif!29!nfncfs!bttpdjbujpot!boe!dmvct!)sfhbsemftt!
of their juridical nature or type of incorporation) that have 
basketball teams with a licence to participate in the 
EuroLeague. 

e) ęMjdfotfe! DmvctĚ! bsf! uif! nfncfs! bttpdjbujpot! boe! dmvct!
(regardless of their juridical nature or type of incorporation) 
that participate i n the EuroLeague with a long-term licence. 

f) ęBttpdjbufe!DmvctĚ!bsf!uif!nfncfs!bttpdjbujpot!boe!dmvct!
(regardless of their juridical nature or type of incorporation) 
that participate in the EuroLeague with an annual licence or 
through a wild card and have the right to participate in the 
General Assembly with no voting rights. 

g) ęFDBĚ!jt!uif!mjnjufe!mjbcjmjuz!dpnqboz!FvspLeague Commercial 
Assets S.A., the shareholders of which are the Licensed Clubs 
and a number of Leagues. 
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h) ęHfofsbm!BttfncmzĚ!jt!uif!FDB!cpez!pg!representation and 
governance, where the ECA shareholders meet with the 
Associated Clubs, which is responsible for the general 
supervision of the topics regarding the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions and for approving the relevant bylaws. In 
addition, it  ensures the coordination of the Clubs and has the 
authority to make decisions and confer functions on the 
Shareholders Executive Board. 

i) ęTibsfipmefst!Fyfdvujwf!CpbseĚ!jt!uif!FDB!cpez!dpotujuvufe!cz!
the General Assembly held in Rome on 17 February 2009, 
which submits proposals and recommendations to the General 
Assembly, monitors and controls the observance of the 
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, adopts urgent 
measures when there is no time to call a meeting of the General 
Assembly (subject to the subsequent ratification thereof), and 
exercises any further functions conferred on it by the General 
Assembly. 

j) ęFQĚ!jt!uif!mjnjufe!mjbcjmjuz!dpnqboz!FvspLeague Properties 
S.A., or any of its relevant permitted successors, licensees or 
assignees, controlled by ECA, responsible for managing and 
organising the EuroLeague and the EuroCup, as well as for 
commercialising their properties. EP has assigned its 
responsibilities to EV. 

k) ęFWĚ!jt!uif!mjnjufe!mjbcjmjuz!dpnqboz!FvspLeague Ventures S.A., 
or any of its relevant permitted successors, licensees or 
assignees, incorporated by EP and IMG Media Limited 
according to the Joint Venture Agreement signed by both 
parties with the aim of increasing the stature, awareness and 
economic value of the Euroleague Basketball competitions and 
the Clubs. EP and IMG Media Limited have agreed on a long-
term cooperation in the management, administration and 
organisation of the Euroleague Basketball competitions as well 
as their promotion and commercialisation through the 
incorporation of EV. 

l) ęDpnqbojftĚ!sfgfst!up!FDB!boe!FQ!kpjoumz-!ps!boz!pg!uifjs!
respective permitted successors, licensees or assignees. 

m) ęSfqsftfoubujwftĚ!sfgfst!up!uif!joejwjevbm!qfstpot!fnqpxfsfe!
to represent the Clubs or Leagues. 

n) ęFvspMfbhvf!CzmbxtĚ!sfgfst!uo the set of rules formed by the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, EuroLeague Regulations, 
agreements, resolutions and contracts approved by the 
competent governing bodies whose aim is to regulate the 
EuroLeague. 
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o) ęDpousbduĚ! jt! uif! epdvnfou! tjhofe! cz! fbdi! Dmub and EP, 
whereby the Club accepts and adheres to the EuroLeague 
Bylaws, and agrees and commits itself to fulfil each and every 
rule appearing in the aforementioned bylaws and its 
modifications, amendments and appendices thereto. In 
addition, the Contract is the document whereby the rights and 
obligations that both parties assume for participating in the 
EuroLeague are established. 

p) ęGJCBĚ!jt!uif!Joufsobujpobm!Cbtlfucbmm!Gfefsbujpo/ 

q) ęMfbhvftĚ!bsf!uif!qspgfttjpobm!pshbojtbujpot!uibu!svo!epnftujd!
or regional competitions in which clubs participate. 

r) ęEpnftujd!DibnqjpotijqĚ!sfgfst!up!uif!nbjo!dpnqfujujpo!pg!b!
League, from beginning to end, including the Regular Season, 
and if any, the Playoffs and/or Final Four. 

s) ęEpnftujd!DpnqfujujpotĚ!sfgfst!up!bmm!official competitions of a 
League. 

Article 2  Object  

The object of these EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules (hereinafter 
uif!ęMjdfotjoh!SvmftĚ*!jt!up!ftubcmjti!uif!bddftt!svmft!boe!uif!
requirements that the clubs must fulfil in order to participate in the 
EuroLeague. 

The right to participate in the EuroLeague will only be held by those 
clubs that meet the requirements provided for in these Licensing 
Rules and any subsequent modifications, amendments and 
appendices thereto, as well as in all those agreements and 
resolutio ns of the competent governing bodies, and have the 
corresponding licence. 

The clubs may not in any way assign or transfer the right to 
participate in the EuroLeague to any third party without the prior 
authorisation of the General Assembly. 

Article 3  EuroLeague licences 

ECA will grant 18 licences to operate teams in the EuroLeague. 

These licences may be of two different types according to their 
duration, requirements and process for allocating each of them. 

Licensed Clubs will participate on a long-term basis and Associated 
Clubs will participate on a one-season basis, or through a wild card 
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under the conditions established in Article 13 , pursuant to the 
terms and conditions established in these Licensing Rules. 
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CHAPTER II 

Licensed Clubs 

Article 4  Criteria for allocating Licensed Club Licences 

ECA will grant Licensed Club Licences to the clubs based on the 
following criteria:  

4.1 Territorial area: the area of influence of a Licensed Club will be 
defined as a population of 200,000 inhabitants within a 
geographical area of 200km². 

One additional licence will only be granted in this area if the 
population is higher than 200,000 inhabitants. Nonetheless, the 
General Assembly may authorise an exception if there are a greater 
number of teams in the same territorial area and this does not affect 
the economic expectations of the Clubs and the Companies. 

4.2 Use of an arena with a minimum capacity for 10,000 seated 
spectators that is less than a four-hour commercial flight from 
Frankfurt am Main (on the understanding that this city is 
considered as being in the geographical centre of the European 
Union territory for the purposes of these Licensing Rules) and has 
all necessary technical elements duly approved for the game of 
basketball, as well as all other requirements demanded in the 
corresponding regulations. 

4.3 Availability of at least two 4 star hotels within a maximum distance 
of 25km by road from the arena. 

4.4 International airport at a maximum distance of 100km by road from 
the arena, with enough daily flights to allow the teams to have 
access to the city under the right conditions, without significant 
disruption to their schedule. 

4.5 The club must meet the requirements established in the 
EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations included in 
Appendix III. 

4.6 The club must be in a sound legal position and will not have, by itself 
or through its managers or employees, any conflict of interests with 
any other club participating in the EuroLeague or be involved in 
companies representing players and/or coaches. 
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4.7 The club must not be banned or temporarily suspended from 
participating in the Euroleague Basketball competitions by the 
Companies, regardless of the reason for the prohibition or 
suspension. 

4.8 When there are two or more Licensed Clubs from the same League, 
no additional Licensed Club Licences will be granted to clubs from 
that League. 

Article 5  Requirements for participation in t he EuroLeague as a Licensed 
Club 

The clubs that comply with the criteria stipulated in Article 4  must 
fulfil the following requirements for the allocation of a Licensed 
Club place, as well as those requirements that will be approved by 
the General Assembly: 

5.1 Signature of the Licensed Club Contract pursuant to the model of 
Appendix I. 

5.2 Compulsory subscription of the number of ECA shares set by the 
General Assembly for Licensed Clubs, as well as the signature of all 
the necessary documents required for the smooth and effective 
administration and organisation of ECA and the EuroLeague 
(including but not limited to powers of attorney, minutes of 
shareholders meetings, shareholders agreements, and any other 
documents). 

5.3 Participation in the Domestic Championship, unless an exception is 
approved by the Shareholders Executive Board. 

5.4 Express declaration of observance of the EuroLeague Bylaws and 
any future modifications, amendments and appendices thereto, as 
well as of any act or resolution approved by the governing bodies of 
the Companies. 

5.5 Payment of the registration fee established by the General 
Assembly each season. 

5.6 Fulfilment of the EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play 
Regulations, including the provision of an express declaration of 
sound financial position of the club, stating that the club has not 
been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a competent body 
in its home country and has not entered into liquidation or 
dissolution, following the model shown in Appendix IV. This 
declaration will be certified by an auditing firm. 
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5.7 Provision of an express declaration of sound legal position of the 
club, stating that the club, its managers and/or employees do not fall 
into the incompatibility situations established in Appendix V. 

5.8 The clubs must fulfil any other requirement that the General 
Assembly may establish. 

Article 6  Cancellatio n or suspension of the Licensed Club Contract 

6.1 ECA has the right to cancel the Licensed Club Contract, or 
temporarily suspend it at its own discretion, for one of the following 
reasons: 

6.1.1 In the event that the Licensed Club finishes in the last position of 
the EuroLeague standings in three different seasons during the 
term of its Licensed Club Contract. 

6.1.2 The Club has stopped fulfilling the requirements established in 
these Licensing Rules or for any other reason provided by the 
relevant Licensed Club Contract. 

6.1.3 The Club fails to comply with its duties as set down in the 
agreements and commitments entered into by the Club with the 
Companies, or prevents or obstructs the fulfilment of contracts 
entered into by the Companies with third parties, including but not 
limited to the Audiovisual Rights Agreements and Partnership 
Agreements, or fails to comply with the economic control rules 
approved by the General Assembly. 

6.1.4 If, in the season that has just finished, the Club has ranked among 
the clubs placed in the bottom half of the Domestic Championship 
final standings. For the purposes of this article, if the Domestic 
Championship has an odd number of teams, the bottom half 
includes half plus 0.5. 

6.1.5 In the case that, during two consecutive seasons, a Club does not 
manage to reach the threshold of 80% of paid attendance in relation 
to the minimum arena capacity throughout the EuroLeague season 
as established in the EuroLeague Bylaws. For the purposes of this 
article, it will be taken into account that the sale of the ticket 
products is effective, full-price, and according to a reasonable 
pricing policy. It will be evaluated if there is any evidence that the 
average of paid tickets has increased during this two-season period. 

6.1.6 The Club fails to fulfil the criteria and requirements established in 
the EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations. 
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6.1.7 If, in the country where the Club has its headquarters, reasonable 
expectations about audiovisual rights sales are not fulfilled with 
reference to the Club. These expectations must be established in 
the EuroLeague Commercial Plan, which will be subject to the 
approval of the General Assembly. 

This will not be applied to those Clubs that have participated for less 
than three seasons in the EuroLeague. 

6.1.8 The Club has been sanctioned with the prohibition of participating 
in the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

6.2 The cancellation of the Licensed Club Contract will entail the loss of 
uif!Dmvcėt!sjhiu!up!qbsujdjqbuf!jo!uif!FvspMfbhvf-!boe!uifsfgpsf!uif!
loss of all rights derived from the Dmvcėt!dpoejujpo!bt!b!FvspMfbhvf!
member. In addition, the Club will lose its condition as an ECA 
shareholder, which will entail the obligation to sell its shares in this 
company according to the procedures and pricing criteria 
established by the General Assembly. 

6.3 The suspension of the Licensed Club Contract will entail the loss of 
uif!Dmvcėt!sjhiu!up!qbsujdjqbuf!jo!uif!FvspMfbhvf-!uif!mptt!pg!uif!
Dmvcėt!sjhiut!efsjwfe!gspn!jut!qbsujdjqbujpo-!boe!uif!mptt!pg!uif!
economic and voting rights in ECA. Additionally, the suspension of 
uif!Mjdfotfe!Dmvc!Dpousbdu!xjmm!foubjm!uif!Dmvcėt!pcmjhbujpo!up!
refrain from executing any rights whatsoever (e.g. economic, voting, 
fud*!ifme!jo!uif!Dpnqbojft!ps-!bt! uif!dbtf!nbzcf-!uif!Dmvcėt!
obligation to sell its ECA shares according to the procedures, 
consideration and pricing criteria established by the General 
Assembly, during the period in which the licence is suspended. 

Article 7  Substitution of a club 

When a vacancy arises among the Licensed Clubs for whatever 
reason, the Shareholders Executive Board may propose to the 
General Assembly the substitution of the place for a wild card, 
which will be granted to the club that the General Assembly 
considers appropriate, for the period that it deems necessary and 
under the conditions that the General Assembly establishes. In 
whatever case, the endorsement of EV will be required. 
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CHAPTER III 

Associated Club Licences 

Article 8  Associated Club Licences to participate in the EuroLeague 

ECA will approve the clubs to which it will grant Associated Club 
Licences to participate in the EuroLeague. The endorsement of EV 
will be required. 

ECA will grant the EuroCup champion and runner-up a one-year 
Associated Club Licence for participating in the EuroLeague the 
following season, applying the mechanism established in 
Article  10.3. 

Article 9  Criteria for allocating Associated Club Licences 

ECA will grant at its own discretion Associated Club Licences to the 
clubs that comply with the following criteria:  

9.1 Use of an arena with a minimum capacity for 5,000 seated 
spectators that is less than a four-hour commercial flight from 
Frankfurt am Main (on the understanding that this city is 
considered as being in the geographical centre of the European 
Union territory for the purposes of these Licensing Rules) and has 
all necessary technical elements duly approved for the game of 
basketball, as well as all other requirements demanded in the 
corresponding regulations. 

9.2 Availability of at least two 4 star hotels within a maximum distance 
of 25km by road from the arena. 

9.3 International airport at a maximum distance of 100km by road from 
the arena, with enough daily flights to allow the teams to have 
access to the city under the right conditions, without significant 
disruption to their schedule. 

9.4 The club must meet the requirements established in the 
EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations. 

9.5 The club must be in a sound legal position and will not have, by itself 
or through its managers or employees, any conflict of interests with 
any other club participating in the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions or be involved in companies representing players 
and/or coaches. 
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9.6 The club must not be banned or temporarily suspended from 
participating in the Euroleague Basketball competitions by the 
Companies, regardless of the reason for the prohibition or 
suspension. 

Article 10  Special conditions for the EuroLeague champion, EuroCup 
champion and EuroCup runner-up 

10.1 ECA will grant the EuroLeague champion a one-year licence for 
participating in the EuroLeague the following season, provided that 
the EuroLeague champion is not already a Licensed Club for the 
following season. 

10.2 ECA will grant the EuroCup champion a one-year licence for 
participating in the EuroLeague the following season. 

10.3 ECA will grant a one-year licence for participating in the 
EuroLeague the following season, to the club that had originally 
qualified for the EuroLeague as EuroCup champion or EuroCup 
runner-up and has finished in the highest position among the top 
eight clubs of the EuroLeague standings. If that is not the case, ECA 
will grant the one-year licence to the EuroCup runner-up. 

10.4 In all cases, the allocation of the licence will be conditional upon the 
fulfilment of all terms and conditions established in these Licensing 
Rules for the Clubs with Associated Club Licences. In the case that 
the club does not fulfil these requirements, the Shareholders 
Executive Board will propose the allocation of a wild card to the 
General Assembly. 

Article 11  Requirements for participat ion in the EuroLeague as an 
Associated Club 

11.1 Signature of the Associated Club Contract pursuant to the model of 
Appendix II. 

11.2 Subscription of ECA shares if so agreed by the General Assembly for 
the Associated Clubs, as well as, if appropriate, the signature of all 
the necessary documents required for the smooth and effective 
administration and organisation of ECA and the EuroLeague 
(including but not limited to powers of attorney, minutes of 
shareholders meetings, shareholders agreements, and any other 
documents). 

11.3 Participation in the Domestic Championship, unless an exception is 
approved by the Shareholders Executive Board. 
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11.4 Express declaration of observance of the EuroLeague Bylaws and 
any future modifications, amendments and appendices thereto, as 
well as of any act or resolution approved by the governing bodies of 
the Companies. 

11.5 Payment of the registration fee established by the General 
Assembly each season. 

11.6 Reasonable expectation of resources generated from audiovisual 
and/or partnership rights for the EuroLeague as a whole, TV 
dpwfsbhf!pg!uif!dmvcėt!ipnf!hbnft!bod observance of the quality 
standards of TV production. 

11.7 Fulfilment of the EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play 
Regulations, including the provision of an express declaration of 
sound financial position of the club, stating that the club has not 
been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a competent body 
in its home country and has not entered into liquidation or 
dissolution, following the model shown in Appendix IV. This 
declaration will be certified by an auditing firm. 

11.8 Provision of an express declaration of sound legal position of the 
club, stating that the club, its managers and/or employees do not fall 
into the incompatibility situations established in Appendix V. 

11.9 The clubs that have participated in previous seasons with 
Associated Club Licences must have fulfilled the criteria and 
requirements established in the EuroLeague Financial Stability and 
Fair Play Regulations. 

11.10 The clubs must fulfil any other requirement that the General 
Assembly may establish. 

Article 12  Substitution of a club 

When a vacancy arises among the Clubs with, or having been 
granted, an Associated Club Licence for whatever reason, the 
Shareholders Executive Board will propose the substitution of the 
place for a wild card to the General Assembly, which will be granted 
to the club that the General Assembly considers appropriate at its 
own discretion. 

Article 13  Wild cards 

A club receiving a wild card that entitles it to participate directly in 
the EuroLeague by means of an Associated Club Licence, as a 
consequence of a vacancy or by direct assignment from the General 
Assembly, must meet the requirements established for these types 
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of licences, including any additional requirements that the General 
Assembly, following the proposal by the Shareholders Executive 
Board, considers appropriate at its own discretion and for the 
period that it deems necessary. 

Article 14  Waiving of rights  

If, after having registered in or having been admitted to the 
EuroLeague, a Club renounces its participation, fails to comply with 
the requirements for participation or withdraws from the 
EuroLeague in any of its phases, it will be subject to the opening of 
a possible disciplinary proceeding and liable for any further 
damages. Additionally, the Club acknowledges and accepts that any 
future entitlement to be registered in the following editions of the 
Euroleague Basketball competitions will not grant the Club an 
automatic right to be registered or admitted therein. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Transfer of the Licence, 

Change of City  and Transfer of Shares 

Article 15  Transfer of the licence 

Only the Licensed Clubs may grant their licence to a third-party 
club, with the prior approval of the General Assembly, which will be 
confirmed by EV, and provided that they fulfil the specific 
requirements for transferring licences that will be approved by the 
General Assembly. 

Under no circumstance will a Licensed Club that has not 
participated for at least three consecutive seasons with a Licensed 
Club Licence be authorised to transfer its licence. No act, 
commitment or resolution that is undertaken contravening this 
limitation will be legally effective. Neither the Companies nor the 
Clubs will be responsible before third parties for this non-
compliance. 

Article 16  Change of the city in which the team has its arena 

In the case that the Club decides to change the city in which the 
team has its arena, it must request the approval of the General 
Assembly. 

To grant the authorisation established in the above paragraph, the 
General Assembly will take into account if the operation in question 
guarantees the compliance with the EuroLeague Bylaws, and if it is 
beneficial for the EuroLeague, for the promotion of basketball and 
for the commercialisation of the EuroLeague properties. 

Article 17  Transfer of shares 

Any substitution of a Club, whatever the reason for this substitution 
is, will entail the obligation of the old member to sell its ECA shares 
according to the procedures, consideration and pricing criteria 
established by the General Assembly. 
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CHAPTER V 

Rights and Obligations of the Clubs, 

Special Obligations and Economic Rules 

Article 18  Rights and obligations of the clubs 

18.1 The Clubs have the following rights: 

18.1.1 To participate in the EuroLeague. 

18.1.2 To benefit from all agreements, covenants and dealings carried out 
by the Companies for the good of the EuroLeague. 

18.1.3 To benefit from the economic amounts established and allocated as 
a market and/or sports pool share for their participation in the 
EuroLeague according to the economic distribution agreed by the 
General Assembly. 

18.1.4 To participate, as provided by these Licensing Rules, in the 
management decisions regarding the EuroLeague. 

18.1.5 To be informed of the annual state of the profit and loss accounts 
related to the EuroLeague and the Companies. 

18.1.6 All other rights recognised in these Licensing Rules and all 
subsequent modifications, amendments and appendices thereto, as 
well as all other rights recognised in the EuroLeague Bylaws, 
agreements and resolutions governing the EuroLeague. 

18.2 The Clubs have the following obligations: 

18.2.1 To accept and comply with the EuroLeague Bylaws, which include 
the obligation to participate in the EuroLeague. 

18.2.2 To comply with the resolutions, agreements and commitments 
adopted or entered into by the Companies, the Shareholders 
Executive Board and the General Assembly. 

18.2.3 To report to the Companies any information that might be required 
and necessary for the optimal organisation of the EuroLeague. 
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18.2.4 To provide loyal and good faith cooperation with the Companies 
and the other Clubs, facilitate the smooth administration and 
management of the Companies and the EuroLeague and abstain 
from any conduct that may obstruct or delay the smooth 
administration and management of the Companies and the 
EuroLeague. 

18.2.5 To fulfil all other obligations that may arise out of these Licensing 
Rules and any subsequent modifications, amendments and 
appendices thereto, as well as all other obligations that may arise 
out of the EuroLeague Bylaws, agreements and resolutions 
governing the EuroLeague. 

Article 19  Special obligations  

The Shareholders Executive Board may establish special 
obligations or additional guarantees or even reject the admission of 
those clubs that have had a EuroLeague licence that has been 
cancelled for a reason attributable to the club, pursuant to these 
Licensing Rules. 

Article 20  Economic rules for the clubs 

The General Assembly may establish rules with the aim of 
guaranteeing the economic stability of the Clubs, by defining 
criteria that permit a homogeneous assessment of their economic 
and financial position, as well as making decisions to guarantee the 
smooth running of the EuroLeague. These criteria will be updated 
accordingly in the EuroLeague Regulations (Appendix III: 
EuroLeague Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations). 

The Shareholders Executive Board will establish the appropriate 
criteria for coordinating the economic monitoring actions with 
those Leagues that have similar rules. 
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ADDITIONAL PROVISION 

The General Assembly will be responsible for establishing, before the end of each 
season, the competition system and allocation of EuroLeague licences for the 
following season. 

TRANSITORY PROVISION 
Requirements of Clubs with a Licensed Club Licence 

The Euroleague Basketball CEO is empowered by the General Assembly to 
approve a temporary waiver of the requirement established in Article 4.2 
regarding a minimum arena capacity for 10,000 seated spectators for those clubs 
that have previously provided credible evidence that they are in the process to 
move to an arena with the required minimum capacity within a reasonable 
construction cycle. 

FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. Appendices 

All appendices to these Licensing Rules form an integral part of them. 

2. Disciplinary Procedures  

Any breach of these Licensing Rules may be sanctioned by the Companies pursuant 
to the Disciplinary Code or, if appropriate, with the cancellation of the Contract. 

3. Entry into Force  

These Licensing Rules will come into force beginning the date on which the General 
Assembly approves them, without prejudice to the subsequent modifications, 
amendments and appendices thereto that may be approved by the General 
Assembly. 
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APPENDIX I 

LICENSED CLUB CONTRACT 

Uijt!Dpousbdu-!foufsfe!joup!po!2!Kvmz!31ĝĝ-!jt!nbef!cfuxffo; 

EUROLEAGUE PROPERTIES S.A., with registered address at 60, Grand-Rue, L-
1660 Luxembourg (VAT number: LU 23387572, and telephone number: +352 274 
785 90) hereinafter refersfe!up!bt!ęFQĚ-!evmz!sfqsftfoufe!cz!jut!Fyfdvujwf!Ejsfdups!
Mr Gonzalo Pérez de Castro; and 

Uif! Dmvc! ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ-! xjui! sfhjtufsfe! beesftt! bu!
ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ!)WBU!
ovncfs;! ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ-! boe! ufmfqipof! ovncfs;! ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ*!
ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęDmvcĚ-!evmz!sfqsftfoufe!cz!jut!Qsftjefou!Ns0Nt!
ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ 

Cpui!qbsujft!nvuvbmmz!bdlopxmfehf!fbdi!puifsėt!mfhbm!dbqbdjuz!up!cf!cpvoe!cz!boe!
enter into this Contract in their respective capacities, freely and spontaneously to 
make the following 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS EP is a company whose core business consists in the promotion, 
organisation, management and exploitation of professional basketball 
competitions at European level named EuroLeague and EuroCup (hereinafter 
kpjoumz!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpotĚ*< 

WHEREAS the Club is a professional basketball club and as such is the owner or 
licensee of some commercial, image, audiovisual and intellectual property rights 
related to the Club and its players, coaches, staff and other club-related individuals; 

WHEREAS the Club is willing to access and participate in the competition named 
FvspMfbhvf!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspMfbhvfĚ*!boe!uifsfgpsf!up!gvmgjm!
the requirements established in the official and approved EuroLeague Bylaws 
)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspMfbhvf!CzmbxtĚ*<!boe 

WHEREAS the Club is willing to grant EP some commercial, image, audiovisual and 
intellectual property rights related to the Club and to the players, coaches, staff 
and other club-related individuals in order to allow the exploitation of the 
EuroLeague by EP (or by any third party appointed by EP) by any means, formats, 
materials or procedures. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, both parties have agreed to enter into this Contract, which 
will be governed by the following. 

CLAUSES 

1. The Club agrees and commits itself to fulfil each and every rule appearing in 
the EuroLeague Bylaws and any subsequent modifications, amendments and 
appendices thereto. 

2. Po!dpoejujpo!uibu!bmm!Dmvcėt!pcmigations are fulfilled, EP grants the Club the 
licence to participate for a 10-year period with its highest level team in the 
EuroLeague, as described in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, and any 
subsequent modifications, amendments and appendices thereto. 

3. The Club commits itself to participate in the EuroLeague (including events in 
pre- and post-games), as well as in any exhibition, preparation or friendly 
game or in any other competitions or events of any nature directly or 
indirectly organised by EP or by any of its successors, licensees or assignees 
xifo!uif!Dmvc!jt!sfrvjsfe!up!ep!tp!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFwfoutĚ*-!jo!
full compliance with the rules, regulations, agreements and resolutions of the 
management bodies of EP, EuroLeague Commercial Assets S.A. (hereinafter 
sfgfssfe!up!bt!ęFDBĚ*!boe!uif!dpnqboz!uibu!nbz!cf!dpotujuvufe!cz!FDB-!ps!
entrusted by ECA with the task, to deal with the organisation and 
benjojtusbujpo! pg! uif! FvspMfbhvf! )ifsfjobgufs! uif! ęDpnqbozĚ*/! Jo!
consideration of this, the Club will be entitled to all the rights derived from 
those rules, regulations, agreements and resolutions. 

4. The Club commits itself to subscribe for and purchase the number of ECA 
shares set by the General Assembly. 

The Club commits itself, in its capacity as an ECA shareholder, to respect all 
tibsfipmefstė!bhsffnfout!boe!sftpmvujpot!boe!up!tjho!xjui!uif!vunptu!dbsf!
and promptness all the necessary documents required for the smooth and 
effective administration and organisation of ECA and the EuroLeague 
(including but not limited to powers of attorney, minutes of shareholders 
meetings, and other corporate documents) in full compliance with any 
instruction and/or deadline as specified by the governing bodies of ECA, EP, 
and/or the Company. 

The Club also commits itself, upon expiry, suspension or cancellation of this 
Contract (including the notification of cancellation), to sell all its ECA shares 
in full compliance with the procedures and pricing criteria established by the 
General Assembly. 

5. The Club hereby grants EP on an exclusive and worldwide basis all its 
Audiovisual Rights (as defined in Appendix I attached to this Contract) 
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related to the Club and its participation in the EuroLeague or in any other 
Events. 

In particular, the Club grants EP an exclusive licence of the Audiovisual Rights 
for any business activities exclusively relating to the management, 
organisation, promotion and commercialisation of the EuroLeague, including 
but not limited to, filming and broadcasting audiovisual content related to the 
EuroLeague, licensing this content to third parties, entering into partnership 
arrangements, producing, advertising, distributing, selling, promoting and 
marketing products and services including those of any EuroLeague 
sponsors, licensees, TV broadcasters and other business parties (hereinafter 
dpmmfdujwfmz! sfgfssfe! up! bt! ęFvspMfbhvf! QbsuofstĚ*-! boe! jodmvejoh!
merchandise (including but not limited to calendars, agendas, clothing, 
footwear, sporting articles, toys and Video Games, as defined in Appendix I 
buubdife!up!uijt!Dpousbdu*!)uif!ęQvsqptfĚ*/ 

As the exclusive owner of all the Audiovisual Rights, EP will be entitled to 
hold, use and exploit them exclusively for the Purpose without any limitation 
and in the manner that it deems appropriate, through any form of exploitation 
and by any means, formats, materials or procedures, either during the term of 
this Contract or after its resolution or termination whatever the cause or 
reason. EP will also be entitled to assign, grant, license or transfer the 
Audiovisual Rights to any third parties, exclusively or not, and under the 
terms and conditions stipulated in the previous paragraph. 

Pursuant to the foregoing, the Club will not hold audiovisual rights or any 
other rights of a similar nature over the Audiovisual Rights nor may exploit 
them in any way or by any means, whether directly or indirectly, in whole or 
in part, unless with the previous written authorisation of EP. 

The rights assigned by virtue of this Contract may be exercised in connection 
with the whole or part of the Audiovisual Rights, as well as through the 
totality or pa rt of the authorised modalities of exploitation, without any kind 
of limitation.  

6. The Club expressly authorises EP, the Company, or any of their successors, 
licensees or assignees to use and exploit, without any restriction, all 
Intellectual Property (as defined in Appendix II to this Contract) of any logos, 
symbols, trademarks and names of the Club for any and all commercial, 
advertising and promotional purposes aimed at promoting the EuroLeague, 
including the production, licence and/or sale of EuroLeague merchandise and 
puifs!dpnnfsdjbm!nbufsjbmt!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęDmvc!JQĚ*/ 

In particular, the Club grants EP an exclusive and worldwide licence for the 
Club IP exclusively for the Purpose. 

The authorisation granted by means of this clause is made on a royalty-free 
basis and allows EP to use and exploit, without any restriction, any 
intellectual property of the Club IP exclusively for the Purpose, together with 
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the logos, symbols, trademarks and names of EP or together with the logos, 
symbols, trademarks and names of EP and of any third party, through any 
form of exploitation and by any means, formats, materials or procedures, for 
any and all commercial, advertising and promotional purposes. 

The assigned rights may be exercised exclusively for the Purpose in 
connection with the whole or part of the Club IP, as well as through the 
totality or part of the authorised modalities of exploitation, without any kind 
of limitation.  

The authorisation of the Club includes the right of EP to assign, grant, license 
or transfer the use and exploitation of the Club IP to any third party and, in 
particular but without any limitation, to the official EuroLeague Partners, 
under the terms and conditions stipulated in the previous paragraph. 

7. The Club declares to have obtained, and hereby grants EP, all the commercial 
and advertising exploitation of the image rights [including all rights for the 
name, nickname, initials, signature, number, image, likeness (photograph, 
caricature, etc.), voice, personal or biographical data or any combination, 
reproduction or simulation thereof] of its players, coaches, staff and other 
club-related individuals (hereinafter referred to as thf! ęJnbhf! SjhiutĚ*-!
exclusively for the Purpose and on a worldwide and royalty-free basis, 
provided that the Image Rights of these individuals appear linked to the Club, 
jodmvejoh!xfbsjoh!uif!Dmvcėt!bqqbsfm!boe!gppuxfbs!ps!qbsujdjqbujoh!jo!boz!pg!
the Events or any other public events organised by the Club or by EP, and 
provided that these events are related to the EuroLeague or to any other 
competitions or events organised by EP or by any of its successors, licensees 
or assignees. 

The choice of the system of commercial and advertising exploitation of the 
Image Rights, granted in accordance with the previous paragraph, will be the 
remit of EP or any of its successors, licensees or assignees. The Club commits 
itself to the collaboration of the individuals mentioned above in the selected 
system of commercial exploitation. 

The authorisation of the Club includes the right of EP to assign, grant, license 
or transfer the use and exploitation of the Image Rights above exclusively for 
the Purpose to any third party and, in particular but without limitation, to the 
EuroLeague Partners, under the terms and conditions stipulated in the 
previous paragraphs. 

The Club acknowledges that in certain countries the protection and 
fogpsdfnfou!pg!sjhiut!jo!bo!joejwjevbmėt!qfstpobmjuy (such as the Image Rights) 
requires the personal assertion of those rights by the individual in a manner 
prescribed by the relevant law in that jurisdiction. The Club agrees to assist 
EP in obtaining the necessary consents from the players, coaches, staff or 
other club-related individuals in order to allow EP to exploit the Image Rights 
in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Contract. 
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8. As for the audiovisual, partnership, advertising, internet and merchandising 
rights related to the EuroLeague: 

8.1. The Club hereby recognises and acknowledges that EP has been 
granted the sole and exclusive right to hold, use and exploit any and all 
commercial aspects of the EuroLeague, including, but not limited to, the 
right to retain:  

a) All revenues from any EuroLeague Partner. 

b) All revenues from the exploitation of any and all audiovisual rights 
(including the Audiovisual Rights) of any nature and pertaining to 
the EuroLeague competition, including without limitation the use 
of any and all still footage (provided that they have been extracted 
from moving footage) and moving footage, irrespective of how this 
footage has been recorded, reproduced, copied, stored, 
transmitted, or otherwise treated by any known or future means. 

c) All revenues from the exploitation of internet sites relating to the 
EuroLeague (but for the avoidance of doubt no revenues from 
internet sites owned by the Club are included). 

d) All revenues from the main/naming/presenting/title partner and 
other EuroLeague Partners and/or any EuroLeague game. 

e) All revenues from EuroLeague merchandise, it being understood 
that this right will extend to producing said merchandise or 
licensing the related rights. 

f) All revenues from the exploitation of the official EuroLeague 
suppliers (including without limitation, the suppliers of the ball, 
drink and computer services). 

g) All revenues from official publications of the EuroLeague. 

8.2. The Club also acknowledges and agrees that EP is fully entitled, without 
limitation, to assign, grant, license or transfer, in full or in part, any and 
all rights related to the EuroLeague, as referred to in the preceding 
paragraph, to a third party according to the terms and conditions to be 
agreed between EP and this third party. 

8.3. The Club acknowledges and agrees that EP is entitled to: 

a) One third of the entire commercial electronic inventory, including 
24 minutes on the electronic advertising boards around the 
playing court within the TV cameras coverage, in the arena where 
the Club is going to hold, as home team, the EuroLeague games 
except for the games designated as Game of the Week, for which 
what is established in the EuroLeague Regulations will apply. 
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b) One advertising space for EuroLeague self-promotion or for 
EuroLeague Partners positioned facing the playing court, on the 
upper side of each endline (so as to be within the TV cameras 
coverage) and between the team bench area and the backstop 
unit, and one advertising space for EuroLeague Partners placed on 
each end of the playing court, behind the endlines and in front of 
the backstop units, in the arena where the Club is going to hold, as 
home team, the EuroLeague games. 

c) The sole ownership of the advertising rights of the arena where 
the EuroLeague Final Four games and any other special events, 
including but not limited to All -Star games, are to be held. 

d) One third of the digital advertising inventory of the Club, including 
uif!Dmvcėt!pggjdjbm!xfctjuf-!gps!FvspMfbhvf!tfmg-promotion or for 
EuroLeague Partners. 

The Club acknowledges and agrees that any and all rights mentioned in 
this Paragraph 8.3 may be modified by the General Assembly. 

The Club further acknowledges and agrees that EP is fully entitled, 
without limitation, to assign, grant, license or transfer any and all rights 
arising from this Paragraph 8.3 to a third party. 

8.4. The Club also acknowledges and agrees that EP may grant exclusivity to 
the main/naming/presenting/title partner of the EuroLeague and may 
also grant exclusivity to up to four EuroLeague Partners. In this case, 
voefs!op!djsdvntubodf!nbz!uif!Dmvcėt!qbsuofst!)jodmvejoh!cvu!opu!
limited to advertising located within the TV cameras coverage on the 
playing court or elsewhere in the arena) enter into conflict with the 
EuroLeague Partners. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the main/naming/presenting/title 
partner of the Club will be protected when it coincides with the 
EuroLeague Partners above. In this case, the aforementioned EuroLea
gue Partners might share commercial, advertising and promotional  acti
vities within  the arena with  the main/naming/presenting/title  partner  
of the Club. 

9. For the rights granted in this Contract the Club will be entitled to receive the 
economic amounts established and allocated by EP as a market and sports 
pool share for its participation in the EuroLeague according to the economic 
distribution agreed by the General Assembly. 

The Club acknowledges and accepts that EP will retain annually the sum of 
300,000 euros from the amounts to be paid to the Club to guarantee that 
there are no overdue payables with EP, the Company and/or members of the 
Euroleague Basketball competitions during the season. 
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The aforementioned sum will be transferred back to the Club after the end of 
the EuroLeague season (fully, if the Club has fulfilled all its obligations, or 
partially if the Club has any overdue payables). 

The Club expressly agrees that EP may at its sole discretion offset and 
compensate for any sum due by the Club for any reason whatsoever 
(including but not limited to any economic obligations such as payment to 
referees or payment of fines or share transfer obligations) to EP, the 
Company, ECA and/or any other club that participates or has participated in 
the Euroleague Basketball competitions against any sum due by EP or any of 
its successors, licensees or assignees to the Club. 

10. The Club acknowledges and accepts that EP may assign, grant, license or 
transfer the organisation and administration of the EuroLeague to the 
Company or to a third party, which could be the direct or indirect 
beneficiaries or licensees of this Contract or of the rights granted by the Club 
to EP herein. 

11. The Club expressly declares that it neither directly nor indirectly:  

a) Holds or deals in the securities or shares of any other club 
participating in the EuroLeague, or 

b) Is a member of any other club participating in the EuroLeague, or 

c) Is involved in any role whatsoever in the management, 
administration and/o r sporting activity of any other club 
participating in the EuroLeague, or 

d) Has any power whatsoever in the management, administration 
and/or sporting activity of any other club participating in the 
EuroLeague. 

The Club accepts and declares that no person involved in any role whatsoever 
in the management, administration and/or sporting activity of the Club is or 
may at the same time, either directly or indirectly, be involved in any capacity 
whatsoever in the management, administration and/or sporting activity of 
another club participating in the EuroLeague. In addition, no person involved 
in the management of the Club may, either directly or indirectly, hold or deal 
in the securities or shares of any other club participating in the EuroLeague. 

The Club accepts and declares that no person directly or indirectly by 
themselves or involved in any company representing players and/or coaches 
may either hold or deal in the securities or shares of the Club or have any 
power whatsoever in the management, administration and/or sporting 
activity of the Club. 

12. The Club represents and warrants that it is the exclusive owner of all the 
rights granted by virtue of this Contract, that these rights are free of any 
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charges or limitations, that the use and exploitation thereof by EP will not 
involve or lead to an infringement of any third party rights and that there is 
no claim or dispute regarding these rights that could disrupt or affect their 
full and unhindered use and exploitation by EP in any way. The Club will 
indemnify, defend and hold fully harmless EP, its affiliates, owners, directors, 
officers, employees, licensees and agents against any liabilities, damages 
(including the loss of profits), expenses, costs, claims, proceedings, fines or 
penalties in connection with: (i) any inaccuracy, omission, misrepresentation 
or breach of any representation and warranty herein; and/or (ii) the breach of 
any other provision of this Contract. 

The Club undertakes not to request, demand or claim from EP any other 
economic consideration in the future in relation to the rights granted by 
virtue of this Contract and their use and exploitation by EP. 

13. The stipulated term of this Contract is for a 10-year period, commencing on 
the date mentioned above. Should the Contract be cancelled, any pending 
obligations that are derived from the participation of the Club in the 
EuroLeague will remain in force until complete fulfilment. 

14. Cancellation: 

EP has the right to immediately cancel this Contract and the licence granted 
hereunder or temporarily suspend it at its own discretion, by written notice 
to the Club, if the Club finds itself under any of the circumstances below, or 
for any other reason included in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules: 

a) In the case that the Club finishes in the last position of the 
EuroLeague standings on three different occasions during the 
term of this Contract. 

b) In the season that has just finished, the Club has ranked among the 
clubs placed in the bottom half of the domestic championship final 
standings. For the purposes of this article, if the domestic 
championship has an odd number of teams, the bottom half 
includes half plus 0.5. 

c) The Club fails to comply timely, accurately, completely and in good 
faith with any material obligation derived from this Contract, the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, or any other EuroLeague 
regulation, rule, agreement or resolution of the governing bodies 
of EP, ECA, and the Company. 

d) The Club fails to comply with its duties towards EP, ECA or the 
Company, as set down in the agreements and commitments 
entered into with these companies, prevents or obstructs the 
fulfilment of the contracts entered into with EP, ECA and the 
Company (including but not limited to the Audiovisual Rights 
Licence Agreements and Partnership Agreements) or fails to 
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comply with the economic control rules approved by the General 
Assembly. 

e) During two consecutive seasons, the Club does not manage to 
reach the threshold of 80% of paid attendance in relation to the 
minimum arena capacity throughout the EuroLeague season as 
established in the EuroLeague Bylaws. For the purposes of this 
clause, it will be taken into account that the sale of the ticket 
products is effective, full-price, and according to a reasonable 
pricing policy. It will be evaluated if there is any evidence that the 
average of paid tickets has increased during this two-season 
period. 

f) In the country where the Club has its headquarters, reasonable 
expectations about audiovisual rights sales are not fulfilled with 
reference to the Club. Said expectations must be established in the 
EuroLeague Commercial Plan, which will be subject to the 
approval of the General Assembly. 

This rule will not be applied to those Clubs that have participated 
for less than three seasons in the EuroLeague. 

g) The conduct or omission of the Club, its owner(s) or manager(s) or 
any person(s) acting for the Club, is or becomes seriously 
detrimental to the image and standing of EP, ECA, the Company, 
the EuroLeague or other clubs participating in the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions (including but not limited to any action 
incompatible with basic values of sports and ethics). 

h) The Club has been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a 
competent body in its home country, has entered into liquidation 
or dissolution or any similar proceeding affecting the ordinary 
course of its activity, or it is in a situation in which it is obliged 
under law to file an insolvency proceeding or be entered into 
liquidation or dissolution, winding up or any similar proceeding in 
its jurisdiction.  

i) The Club does not cooperate with the utmost diligence and in 
good faith with any governing body or representative of the 
EuroLeague, EP, ECA or the Company or any of their successors, 
licensees or assignees. 

j) The Club has been sanctioned with the prohibition of participating 
in the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

In addition to the cancellation or suspension of the Contract, EP may claim 
any damages related thereto. 
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15. The Club will not in any way assign, grant, license or transfer this Contract or 
the related licence to any third party nor will it assign, grant, license or 
transfer to any third party the rights and duties arising hereunder, without 
the prior written consent of the General Assembly. 

To grant the authorisation established in the paragraph above, the General 
Assembly will take into account if the operation in question guarantees the 
compliance with the EuroLeague Bylaws, and if it is beneficial for the 
EuroLeague, for the promotion of basketball and for the commercialisation of 
the EuroLeague properties. 

16. This Contract will be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
substantive law of Switzerland. 

All disputes arising out of or in connection with this Contract, including any 
question regarding its existence, validity, interpretation, breach, 
performance or termination, will be ultimately and exclusively settled under 
the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce by a 
panel of three arbitrators appointed in accordance with these Rules. The 
arbitration will be conducted in English and the seat of arbitration will be in 
Lugano (Switzerland). Prior to resorting to arbitration, the parties are obliged 
to attempt an amicable settlement through the good offices of a mediator 
appointed by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne in 
accordance with the CAS Mediation Rules; if the settlement is not achieved 
in 30 days, either party may resort to the arbitration procedure above. The 
parties will be bound by a duty of confidentiality. 

In witness whereof, the parties have caused this Contract to be executed by their 
duly authorised representatives as of the date mentioned on the first page hereof, 
in two original copies, each of which will be deemed an original, but all of which 
together will constitute one and the same instrument. 

Signfe!cz!ĝĝĝĝ Tjhofe!czĝĝĝ/ 

EuroLeague Properties S.A. The Club 
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APPENDIX I 
Audiovisual Rights 

For the purpose of this document, Audiovisual Rights means the right to attend, 
film and/or record the games (and any ancillary footage including interviews) at any 
venue and/or any other sound and/or moving picture images of any kind 
whatsoever pertaining to the EuroLeague and the exclusive right to copy, produce, 
reproduce, transmit, distribute, broadcast, communicate to the public, publish, 
download and/or otherwise exploit and/or authorise and contract with other 
persons to copy, produce, reproduce, transmit, distribute, broadcast, communicate 
to the public, publish, download and/or otherwise exploit the games and/or any 
other sound and/or moving picture images, audio, visual and audiovisual materials 
or broadcasts of any kind whatsoever pertaining to the EuroLeague (in whole or in 
part, whether live, deferred, delayed or as highlights and/or clips) by all methods of 
communication now known or hereafter invented or developed in any language to 
the public by way of electronic transmission and/or delivery or otherwise whether 
wire, wireless, cable or satellite, DVD, CD, Blu-ray or other multimedia device or 
storage medium, analogue and/or digital or otherwise in any format (including 
standard definition, high definition, 3D or otherwise), of audiovisual and or video 
materials now known or hereafter developed and by means of any payment 
mechanism including without limitation linear, on demand, by subscription, free or 
pay services, as well as by way of the internet (including simulcasting, download or 
streaming and including without limitation the right to offer some or all of the 
games as part of the interactive service and/or platform and enhanced 
programming services of the Euroleague Basketball competitions) or radio to any 
persons and premises (including on aircraft, cruise ships or other forms of 
transport or in hotels, motels or similar temporary or permanent living 
accommodation), whether commercial or domestic, and to any device (including 
mobile and other internet-enabled technology), on an unlimited number of 
occasions. 

In particular, Audiovisual Rights will include the following rights: 

-  Media Rights: means the right to exploit any programme and all footage and 
data in respect of each Event and coverage of each Event on a live and/or 
delayed basis via any Delivery System. 

-  Archive Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or otherwise 
exploit archive material via any Delivery System. Archive Material being 
audiovisual recordings of the Events involving the Club. 

-  Betting Audiovisual Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or 
otherwise exploit the coverage of the Events and to distribute such 
coverage of the Events to third party licensees for betting purposes for use 
by the following means of audiovisual, audio and visual media: (i) internet, 
online, interactive and related multi-media (including virtual image rights), 
whether now known or hereinafter invented; (ii) WAP, 3G, 4G, 5G and other 
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mobile wireless technology whether now known or hereinafter invented to 
mobile devices; and (iii) any means of display for use inside retail locations 
of bookmakers. 

-  Clip Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage of the 
Events to make clips and compilations and make available, distribute or 
otherwise exploit such clips and compilations via any Delivery System. 

-  Data Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or otherwise 
exploit all scoring, statistical, performance or other data relating to the 
Events and to distribute such scoring, statistical, performance or other data 
of the Events to third party licensees for all purposes, including betting and 
editorial media purposes for use via any Delivery System as well as for use 
inside retail locations of bookmakers. 

-  Editing Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage of the 
Events to: (i) add direct subtitles to the footage of the Events; (ii) dub the 
sound track of the footage of the Events; (iii) meet the requirements of 
broadcasting authorities in the appropriate territory; (iv) meet any 
applicable legal requirements in the appropriate territory; and (v) meet the 
demands of accurate timing or presentation; (vi) enable the insertion of 
advertising for TV exploitation. 

-  Fantasy Game Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage 
of the Events to be made available via any Delivery System in association 
with any so-dbmmfe!ęgboubtz!hbnfĚ!)bt!uibu!ufsn!jt!dpnnpomz!voefstuppe*!
linked to the Events. 

-  Highlights Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit live footage 
of the Events to create highlights programmes. 

-  Promotional Rights: means the right to use, and authorise the use of, clips 
boe!fyusbdut!)fbdi!vq!up!b!upubm!pg!uisff!njovuftė!evsbujpo*-!tujmmt!boe/or 
screen grabs from the Events for the promotion of the exploitation of the 
Audiovisual Rights granted hereunder via any Delivery System. 

-  Radio Rights: means the right to distribute the Events (as well as any 
programme produced by EP) live and/or deferred, wholly or in part, by 
Radio. Radio means all forms of audio only transmission whether as part of 
a linear or non-linear radio service, via analogue or digital signal, via air 
radio, cable radio, satellite radio mobile telephony communications, 
broadband, the internet or any other means of audio distribution, whether 
now known or hereafter invented. 

-  Social Media Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit clips of 
footage of the Events to be made available via any Delivery System on a 
near-live and delayed basis on any digital platform including, without 
limitation, www.youtube.com, www.yahoo.com, www.itunes.com and any 
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social media platforms such as but not limited to Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Periscope and Snapchat, as well as any other platform that could 
be created or exploited from time to time. 

-  Trading Card Rights: means the right to use content and/or clips of footage 
of the Events or programmes on trading cards or other collectibles and to 
make such trading cards or other collectibles available via any Delivery 
System or in hard copy form. 

-  Video Game Distribution Rights: means the right to engage in and/or 
otherwise authorise third parties to engage in the copying, distribution, 
exhibition and/or other exploitation of Video Games (including by way of 
the internet, mobile telephony communications and/or any other methods 
of Video Game distribution, whether now known or hereafter invented). 
Video Game means any audiovisual or other electronic game which is played 
either on a computer, mobile device or video game console which may or 
may not include footage from the Events or programmes. 

-  Virtual Media Rights: means any rights to manipulate footage of the Events 
or programmes by technological means so that a viewer may, by means of 
the use of a headset or other device, be afforded a 360 degree view or 
aspect of such digital content as if he himself or she herself was present at 
the Events and programmes. 

In this Appendix I, Delivery System means any and all means of audiovisual, audio 
and visual media including (i) all forms of TV whether now known or hereafter 
invented and whether live or recorded including terrestrial, cable and satellite, 
analogue and digital, video-on-demand, NVOD, DSL, ADSL, pay-per-view, 
subscription, pay and free TV; (ii) home video, DVD, Blu-ray, download to own and 
download to rent; (iii) theatrical and non-theatrical means including in-flight and 
in-ship and other transport rights; (iv) radio; (v) internet, on-line, interactive and all 
other multi -media (including all forms of virtual image distribution); (vi) WAP, 3G, 
4G, 5G and other mobile telephony/mobile communications; and (viii) all other 
means of audiovisual, audio and visual distribution, whether now known or 
hereafter invented. 
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APPENDIX II 
Intellectual Property  

Copyright and related rights, trademarks, signs, denominations, logos, symbols, 
business names and domain names, goodwill and the right to sue for passing off or 
unfair competition or any equivalent law, rights in designs, database rights, rights 
in TV and sporting formats, rights to use, and protect the confidentiality of, 
confidential information (including know -how and trade secrets) and all other 
intellectual property right s, in each case, whether registered or unregistered, and 
all similar or equivalent rights or forms of protection in any part of the world. 
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APPENDIX II 

ASSOCIATED CLUB CONTRACT 

This Contract, entered into on 1 July 20......, is made between: 

EUROLEAGUE PROPERTIES S.A., with registered address at 60, Grand-Rue, L-
1660 Luxembourg (VAT number: LU 23387572, and telephone number: +352 274 
896!:1*!ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!ęFQĚ-!evmz!sfqsftfoufe!cz!jut!Fyfdvujwf!Ejsfdups!
Mr Gonzalo Pérez de Castro; and 

Uif!Dmvc!ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ/-!xjui!sfhjtufsfe!beesftt!bu!
ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ/ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ!)WBU!
numbfs;! ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ//ĝ/ĝĝĝ///! boe! ufmfqipof! ovncfs;! ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ/ĝĝ*!
ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęDmvcĚ-!evmz!sfqsftfoufe!cz!jut!Qsftjefou!Ns0Nt!
ĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝĝ/ 

Cpui!qbsujft!nvuvbmmz!bdlopxmfehf!fbdi!puifsėt!mfhbm!dbqbdjuz!up!cf!cpvoe!cz!boe!
enter into this Contract in their respective capacities, freely and spontaneously to 
make the following 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS EP is a company whose core business consists in the promotion, 
organisation, management and exploitation of professional basketball 
competitions at European level named EuroLeague and EuroCup (hereinafter 
kpjoumz!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpotĚ*< 

WHEREAS the Club is a professional basketball club and as such is the owner or 
licensee of some commercial, image, audiovisual and intellectual property rights 
related to the Club and its players, coaches, staff and other club-related individuals; 

WHEREAS the Club is willing to access and participate in the competition named 
FvspMfbhvf!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspMfbhvfĚ*!boe!uifsffore to fulfil 
the requirements established in the official and approved EuroLeague Bylaws 
)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFvspMfbhvf!CzmbxtĚ*<!boe 

WHEREAS the Club is willing to grant EP some commercial, image, audiovisual and 
intellectual property right s related to the Club and to the players, coaches, staff 
and other club-related individuals in order to allow the exploitation of the 
EuroLeague by EP (or by any third party appointed by EP) by any means, formats, 
materials or procedures. 

NOW, THEREFORE, both parties have agreed to enter into this Contract, which 
will be governed by the following 
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CLAUSES 

1. The Club agrees and commits itself to fulfil each and every rule appearing in 
the EuroLeague Bylaws and any subsequent modifications, amendments and 
appendices thereto. 

2. Po!dpoejujpo!uibu!bmm!Dmvcėt!pcmjhbujpot!bsf!gvmgjmmfe-!FQ!hsbout!uif!Dmvc!uif!
licence to participate for one season with its highest level team in the 
EuroLeague, as described in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, and any 
subsequent modifications, amendments and appendices thereto. 

3. The Club commits itself to participate in the EuroLeague (including events in 
pre- and post-games), as well as in any exhibition, preparation or friendly 
game or in any other competitions or events of any nature directly or 
indirectly organised by EP or by any of its successors, licensees or assignees 
xifo!uif!Dmvc!jt!sfrvjsfe!up!ep!tp!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęFwfoutĚ*-!jo!
full compliance with the rules, regulations, agreements and resolutions of the 
management bodies of EP, EuroLeague Commercial Assets S.A. (hereinafter 
sfgfssfe!up!bt!ęFDBĚ*!boe!uif!dpnqboz!uibu!nbz!cf!dpotujuvufe!cz!FDB-!ps!
entrusted by ECA with the task, to deal with the organisation and 
administration of the EuroLeague )ifsfjobgufs! uif! ęDpnqbozĚ*/! Jo!
consideration of this, the Club will be entitled to all the rights derived from 
those rules, regulations, agreements and resolutions. 

4. The Club commits itself to subscribe for and purchase ECA shares if so agreed 
by the General Assembly. 

Uif! Dmvc! dpnnjut! jutfmg! up! sftqfdu! bmm! tibsfipmefstė! bhsffnfout! boe!
resolutions and to sign with the utmost care and promptness all the necessary 
documents required for the smooth and effective administration and 
organisation of ECA and the EuroLeague (including but not limited to powers 
of attorney, minutes of shareholders meetings, and other corporate 
documents) in full compliance with any instruction and/or deadline as 
specified by the governing bodies of ECA, EP, and/or the Company. 

The Club also commits itself, upon expiry or cancellation of this Contract 
(including the notification of cancellation), to sell all its ECA shares, if any, in 
full compliance with the procedures and pricing criteria established by the 
General Assembly. 

5. The Club hereby grants EP on an exclusive and worldwide basis all its 
Audiovisual Rights (as defined in Appendix I attached to this Contract) 
related to the Club and its participation in the EuroLeague or in any other 
Events. 

In particular, the Club grants EP an exclusive licence of the Audiovisual Rights 
for any business activities exclusively relating to the management, 
organisation, promotion and commercialisation of the EuroLeague, including 
but not limited to, filming and broadcasting audiovisual content related to the 
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EuroLeague, licensing this content to third parties, entering into partnership 
arrangements, producing, advertising, distributing, selling, promoting and 
marketing products and services including those of any EuroLeague 
sponsors, licensees, TV broadcasters and other business parties (hereinafter 
dpmmfdujwfmz! sfgfssfe! up! bt! ęFvspMfbhvf! QbsuofstĚ*-! boe! jodmvejoh!
merchandise (including but not limited to calendars, agendas, clothing, 
footwear, sporting articles, toys and Video Games, as defined in Appendix I 
buubdife!up!uijt!Dpousbdu*!)uif!ęQvsqptfĚ*/ 

As the exclusive owner of all the Audiovisual Rights, EP will be entitled to 
hold, use and exploit them exclusively for the Purpose without any limitation 
and in the manner that it deems appropriate, through any form of exploitation 
and by any means, formats, materials or procedures, either during the term of 
this Contract or after its resolution or termination whatever the cause or 
reason. EP will also be entitled to assign, grant, license or transfer the 
Audiovisual Rights to any third parties, exclusively or not, and under the 
terms and conditions stipulated in the previous paragraph. 

Pursuant to the foregoing, the Club will not hold audiovisual rights or any 
other rights of a similar nature over the Audiovisual Rights nor may exploit 
them in any way or by any means, whether directly or indirectly, in whole or 
in part, unless with the previous written authorisation of EP. 

The rights assigned by virtue of this Contract may be exercised in connection 
with the whole or part of the Audiovisual Rights, as well as through the 
totality or part of the authorised modalities of exploitation, without any kind 
of limitation.  

6. The Club expressly authorises EP, the Company, or any of their successors, 
licensees or assignees to use and exploit, without any restriction, all 
Intellectu al Property (as defined in Appendix II to this Contract) of any logos, 
symbols, trademarks and names of the Club for any and all commercial, 
advertising and promotional purposes aimed at promoting the EuroLeague, 
including the production, licence and/or sale of EuroLeague merchandise and 
puifs!dpnnfsdjbm!nbufsjbmt!)ifsfjobgufs!sfgfssfe!up!bt!uif!ęDmvc!JQĚ*/ 

In particular, the Club grants EP an exclusive and worldwide licence for the 
Club IP exclusively for the Purpose. 

The authorisation granted by means of this clause is made on a royalty-free 
basis and allows EP to use and exploit, without any restriction, any 
intellectual property of the Club IP exclusively for the Purpose, together with 
the logos, symbols, trademarks and names of EP or together with the logos, 
symbols, trademarks and names of EP and of any third party, through any 
form of exploitation and by any means, formats, materials or procedures, for 
any and all commercial, advertising and promotional purposes. 

The assigned rights may be exercised exclusively for the Purpose in 
connection with the whole or part of the Club IP, as well as through the 
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totality or part of the authorised modalities of exploitation,  without any kind 
of limitation.  

The authorisation of the Club includes the right of EP to assign, grant, license 
or transfer the use and exploitation of the Club IP to any third party and, in 
particular but without any limitation, to the official EuroLeag ue Partners, 
under the terms and conditions stipulated in the previous paragraph. 

7. The Club declares to have obtained, and hereby grants EP, all the commercial 
and advertising exploitation of the image rights [including all rights for the 
name, nickname, initials, signature, number, image, likeness (photograph, 
caricature, etc.), voice, personal or biographical data or any combination, 
reproduction or simulation thereof] of its players, coaches, staff and other 
club-related individuals (hereinafter referred up! bt! uif! ęJnbhf! SjhiutĚ*-!
exclusively for the Purpose and on a worldwide and royalty-free basis, 
provided that the Image Rights of these individuals appear linked to the Club, 
jodmvejoh!xfbsjoh!uif!Dmvcėt!bqqbsfm!boe!gppuxfbs!ps!qbsujdjqbujoh!jo!boz!pg!
the Events or any other public events organised by the Club or by EP, and 
provided that these events are related to the EuroLeague or to any other 
competitions or events organised by EP or by any of its successors, licensees 
or assignees. 

The choice of the system of commercial and advertising exploitation of the 
Image Rights, granted in accordance with the previous paragraph, will be the 
remit of EP or any of its successors, licensees or assignees. The Club commits 
itself to the collaboration of the individua ls mentioned above in the selected 
system of commercial exploitation. 

The authorisation of the Club includes the right of EP to assign, grant, license 
or transfer the use and exploitation of the Image Rights above exclusively for 
the Purpose to any third party and, in particular but without limitation, to the 
EuroLeague Partners, under the terms and conditions stipulated in the 
previous paragraphs. 

The Club acknowledges that in certain countries the protection and 
fogpsdfnfou!pg!sjhiut!jo!bo!joejwjevbmėt!qfrsonality (such as the Image Rights) 
requires the personal assertion of those rights by the individual in a manner 
prescribed by the relevant law in that jurisdiction. The Club agrees to assist 
EP in obtaining the necessary consents from the players, coaches, staff or 
other club-related individuals in order to allow EP to exploit the Image Rights 
in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Contract. 

8. As for the audiovisual, partnership, advertising, internet and merchandising 
rights related to the EuroLeague: 

8.1. The Club hereby recognises and acknowledges that EP has been 
granted the sole and exclusive right to hold, use and exploit any and all 
commercial aspects of the EuroLeague, including, but not limited to, the 
right to retain:  
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a) All revenues from any EuroLeague Partner. 

b) All revenues from the exploitation of any and all audiovisual rights 
(including the Audiovisual Rights) of any nature and pertaining to 
the EuroLeague competition, including without limitation the use 
of any and all still footage (provided that they have been extracted 
from moving footage) and moving footage, irrespective of how this 
footage has been recorded, reproduced, copied, stored, 
transmitted, or otherwise treated by any known or future means. 

c) All revenues from the exploitation of internet sites relating to the 
EuroLeague (but for the avoidance of doubt no revenues from 
internet sites owned by the Club are included). 

d) All revenues from the main/naming/presenting/title partner and 
other EuroLeague Partners and/or any EuroLeague game. 

e) All revenues from EuroLeague merchandise, it being understood 
that this right will extend to producing said merchandise or 
licensing the related rights. 

f) All revenues from the exploitation of the official EuroLeague 
suppliers (including without limitation , the suppliers of the ball, 
drink and computer services). 

g) All revenues from official publications of the EuroLeague. 

8.2. The Club also acknowledges and agrees that EP is fully entitled, without 
limitation, to assign, grant, license or transfer, in full or in part, any and 
all rights related to the EuroLeague, as referred to in the preceding 
paragraph, to a third party according to the terms and conditions to be 
agreed between EP and this third party. 

8.3. The Club acknowledges and agrees that EP is entitled to: 

a) One third of the entire commercial electronic inventory, including 
24 minutes on the electronic advertising boards around the 
playing court within the TV cameras coverage, in the arena where 
the Club is going to hold, as home team, the EuroLeague games 
except for the games designated as Game of the Week, for which 
what is established in the EuroLeague Regulations will apply. 

b) One advertising space for EuroLeague self-promotion or for 
EuroLeague Partners positioned facing the playing court, on the 
upper side of each endline (so as to be within the TV cameras 
coverage) and between the team bench area and the backstop 
unit, and one advertising space for EuroLeague Partners placed on 
each end of the playing court, behind the endlines and in front of 
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the backstop units, in the arena where the Club is going to hold, as 
home team, the EuroLeague games. 

c) The sole ownership of the advertising rights of the arena where 
the EuroLeague Final Four games and any other special events, 
including but not limited to All -Star games, are to be held. 

d) One third of the digital advertising inventory of the Club, including 
uif!Dmvcėt!pggjdjbm!xfctjuf-!gps!FvspMfbhvf!tfmg-promotion or for 
EuroLeague Partners. 

The Club acknowledges and agrees that any and all rights mentioned in 
this Paragraph 8.3 may be modified by the General Assembly. 

The Club further acknowledges and agrees that EP is fully entitled, 
without limitation, to assign, grant, license or transfer any and all rights 
arising from this Paragraph 8.3 to a third party. 

8.4. The Club also acknowledges and agrees that EP may grant exclusivity to 
the main/naming/presenting/title partner of the EuroLeague and may 
also grant exclusivity to up to four EuroLeague Partners. In this case, 
voefs!op!djsdvntubodf!nbz!uif!Dmvcėt!qbsuofst!)jodmvejoh!cvu!opu!
limited to advertising located within the TV cameras coverage on the 
playing court or elsewhere in the arena) enter into conflict with the 
EuroLeague Partners. 

Notwithstanding  the foregoing, the main/naming/presenting/title  
partner  of the Club will  be protected  when it  coincides with  the 
EuroLeague Partners above. In this case, the aforementioned 
EuroLeague Partners might share commercial, advertising and 
promotional  activities  within  the arena with  the 
main/naming/presenting/title partner of the Club.  

9. For the rights granted in this Contract the Club will be entitled to receive the 
economic amounts established and allocated by EP as a sports pool share for 
its participation in the EuroLeague according to the economic distribution 
agreed by the General Assembly. 

The Club acknowledges and accepts that EP will retain the sum of 100,000 
euros from the amounts to be paid to the Club to guarantee that there are no 
overdue payables with EP, the Company and/or members of the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions during the season. 

The aforementioned sum will be transferred back to the Club after the end of 
the EuroLeague season (fully, if the Club has fulfilled all its obligations, or 
partially if the Club has any overdue payables). 

The Club expressly agrees that EP may at its sole discretion offset and 
compensate for any sum due by the Club for any reason whatsoever 
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(including but not limited to any economic obligations such as payment to 
referees or payment of fines or share transfer obligations if any) to EP, the 
Company, ECA and/or any other club that participates or has participated in 
the Euroleague Basketball competitions against any sum due by EP or any of 
its successors, licensees or assignees to the Club. 

10. The Club acknowledges and accepts that EP may assign, grant, license or 
transfer the organisation and administration of the EuroLeague to the 
Company or to a third party, which could be the direct or indirect 
beneficiaries or licensees of this Contract or of the rights granted by the Club 
to EP herein. 

11. The Club expressly declares that it neither directly nor indirectly: 

a) Holds or deals in the securities or shares of any other club 
participating in the EuroLeague, or 

b) Is a member of any other club participating in the EuroLeague, or 

c) Is involved in any role whatsoever in the management, 
administration and/or sporting activity of any other club 
participating in the EuroLeague, or 

d) Has any power whatsoever in the management, administration 
and/or sporting activity of any other club participating in the 
EuroLeague. 

The Club accepts and declares that no person involved in any role whatsoever 
in the management, administration and/or sporting activity of the Club is or 
may at the same time, either directly or indirectly, be involved in any capacity 
whatsoever in the management, administration and/or sporting activity of 
another club participating in the EuroLeague. In addition, no person involved 
in the management of the Club may, either directly or indirectly, hold or deal 
in the securities or shares of any other club participating in the EuroLeague. 

The Club accepts and declares that no person directly or indirectly by 
themselves or involved in any company representing players and/or coaches 
may either hold or deal in the securities or shares of the Club or have any 
power whatsoever in the management, administration and/or sporting 
activity of the Club. 

12. The Club represents and warrants that it is the exclusive owner of all the 
rights granted by virtue of this Contract, that these rights are free of any 
charges or limitations, that the use and exploitation thereof by EP will not 
involve or lead to an infringement of any third party rights and that there is 
no claim or dispute regarding these rights that could disrupt or affect their 
full and unhindered use and exploitation by EP in any way. The Club will 
indemnify, defend and hold fully harmless EP, its affiliates, owners, directors, 
officers, employees, licensees and agents against any liabilities, damages 
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(including the loss of profits), expenses, costs, claims, proceedings, fines or 
penalties in connection with: (i) any inaccuracy, omission, misrepresentation 
or breach of any representation and warranty herein; and/or (ii) the breach of 
any other provision of this Contract. 

The Club undertakes not to request, demand or claim from EP any other 
economic consideration in the future in relation to the rights granted by 
virtue of this Contract and their use and exploitation by EP. 

13. The stipulated term of this Contract is one season. At the end of the one-
season period, the Contract will expire on 30 June of that year, without 
prejudice to any pending obligations that are derived from the participation 
of the Club in the EuroLeague and that will remain in force until complete 
fulfilment. Should the Club maintain the requirements that, according to the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, are necessary for participation in the 
EuroLeague, the Club will be entitled to sign a new Contract. 

14. Cancellation: 

EP has the right to immediately cancel this Contract and the licence granted 
hereunder, not to renew it or temporarily suspend it at its own discretion, by 
written notice to the Club, if the Club finds itself under any of the 
circumstances below, or for any other reason included in the EuroLeague 
Club Licensing Rules: 

a) The Club fails to comply timely, accurately, completely and in good 
faith wit h any material obligation derived from this Contract, the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules, or any other EuroLeague 
regulation, rule, agreement or resolution of the governing bodies 
of EP, ECA, and the Company. 

b) The Club fails to comply with its duties towards EP, ECA or the 
Company, as set down in the agreements and commitments 
entered into with these companies, prevents or obstructs the 
fulfilment of the contracts entered into with EP, ECA and the 
Company (including but not limited to the Audiovisual Rights 
Licence Agreements and Partnership Agreements) or fails to 
comply with the economic control rules approved by the General 
Assembly. 

c) The conduct or omission of the Club, its owner(s) or manager(s) or 
any person(s) acting for the Club, is or becomes seriously 
detrimental to the image and standing of EP, ECA, the Company, 
the EuroLeague or other clubs participating in the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions (including but not limited to any action 
incompatible with basic values of sports and ethics). 

d) The Club has been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a 
competent body in its home country, has entered into liquidation 
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or dissolution or any similar proceeding affecting the ordinary 
course of its activity, or it is in a situation in which it is obliged 
under law to file an insolvency proceeding or be entered into 
liquidation or dissolution, winding up or any similar proceeding in 
its jurisdiction.  

e) The Club does not cooperate with the utmost diligence and in 
good faith with any governing body or representative of the 
EuroLeague, EP, ECA or the Company or any of their successors, 
licensees or assignees. 

f) The Club has been sanctioned with the prohibition of participating 
in the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

In addition to the cancellation or suspension of the Contract, EP may claim 
any damages related thereto. 

15. The Club will not in any way assign, grant, license or transfer this Contract or 
the related licence to any third party nor will it assign, grant, license or 
transfer to any third party the rights and duties arising hereunder, without 
the prior written consent of the General Assembly. 

To grant the authorisation established in the paragraph above, the General 
Assembly will take into account if the operation in question guarantees the 
compliance with the EuroLeague Bylaws, and if it is beneficial for the 
EuroLeague, for the promotion of basketball and for the commercialisation of 
the EuroLeague properties. 

16. This Contract will be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
substantive law of Switzerland. 

All disputes arising out of or in connection with this Contract, including any 
question regarding its existence, validity, interpretation, breach, 
performance or termination, will be ultimately and exclusively settled under 
the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce by a 
panel of three arbitrators appointed in accordance with these Rules. The 
arbitration will be conducted in English and the seat of arbitration will be in 
Lugano (Switzerland). Prior to resorting to arbitration, the parties are obliged 
to attempt an amicable settlement through the good offices of a mediator 
appointed by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne in 
accordance with the CAS Mediation Rules; if the settlement is not achieved 
in 30 days, either party may resort to the arbitration procedure above. The 
parties will be bound by a duty of confidentiality. 

In witness whereof, the parties have caused this Contract to be executed by their 
duly authorised representatives as of the date mentioned on the first page hereof, 
in two original copies, each of which will be deemed an original, but all of which 
together will constitute one and the same instrument. 
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Signed by Signed by 

EuroLeague Properties S.A. The Club 
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APPENDIX I 
Audiovisual Rights 

For the purpose of this document, Audiovisual Rights means the right to attend, 
film and/or record the games (and any ancillary footage including interviews) at any 
venue and/or any other sound and/or moving picture images of any kind 
whatsoever pertaining to the EuroLeague and the exclusive right to copy, produce, 
reproduce, transmit, distribute, broadcast, communicate to the public, publish, 
download and/or otherwise exploit and/or authorise and contract with other 
persons to copy, produce, reproduce, transmit, distribute, broadcast, communicate 
to the public, publish, download and/or otherwise exploit the games and/or any 
other sound and/or moving picture images, audio, visual and audiovisual materials 
or broadcasts of any kind whatsoever pertaining to the EuroLeague (in whole or in 
part, whether live, deferred, delayed or as highlights and/or clips) by all methods of 
communication now known or hereafter invented or developed in any language to 
the public by way of electronic transmission and/or delivery or otherwise whether 
wire, wireless, cable or satellite, DVD, CD, Blu-ray or other multimedia device or 
storage medium, analogue and/or digital or otherwise in any format (including 
standard definition, high definition, 3D or otherwise), of audiovisual and or video 
materials now known or hereafter developed and by means of any payment 
mechanism including without limitation linear, on demand, by subscription, free or 
pay services, as well as by way of the internet (including simulcasting, download or 
streaming and including without limitation the right to offer some or all of the 
games as part of the interactive service and/or platform and enhanced 
programming services of the Euroleague Basketball competitions) or radio to any 
persons and premises (including on aircraft, cruise ships or other forms of 
transport or in hotels, motels or similar temporary or permanent living 
accommodation), whether commercial or domestic, and to any device (including 
mobile and other internet-enabled technology), on an unlimited number of 
occasions. 

In particular, Audiovisual Rights will include the following rights: 

-  Media Rights: means the right to exploit any programme and all footage and 
data in respect of each Event and coverage of each Event on a live and/or 
delayed basis via any Delivery System. 

-  Archive Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or otherwise 
exploit archive material via any Delivery System. Archive Material being 
audiovisual recordings of the Events involving the Club. 

-  Betting Audiovisual Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or 
otherwise exploit the coverage of the Events and to distribute such 
coverage of the Events to third party licensees for betting purposes for use 
by the following means of audiovisual, audio and visual media: (i) internet, 
online, interactive and related multi-media (including virtual image rights), 
whether now known or hereinafter invented; (ii) WAP, 3G, 4G, 5G and other 
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mobile wireless technology whether now known or hereinafter invented to 
mobile devices; and (iii) any means of display for use inside retail locations 
of bookmakers. 

-  Clip Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage of the 
Events to make clips and compilations and make available, distribute or 
otherwise exploit such clips and compilations via any Delivery System. 

-  Data Rights: means the right to make available, distribute or otherwise 
exploit all scoring, statistical, performance or other data relating to the 
Events and to distribute such scoring, statistical, performance or other data 
of the Events to third party licensees for all purposes, including betting and 
editorial media purposes for use via any Delivery System as well as for use 
inside retail locations of bookmakers. 

-  Editing Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage of the 
Events to: (i) add direct subtitles to the footage of the Events; (ii) dub the 
sound track of the footage of the Events; (iii) meet the requirements of 
broadcasting authorities in the appropriate territory; (iv) meet any 
applicable legal requirements in the appropriate territory; and (v) meet the 
demands of accurate timing or presentation; (vi) enable the insertion of 
advertising for TV exploitation. 

-  Fantasy Game Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit footage 
of the Events to be made available via any Delivery System in association 
with any so-dbmmfe!ęgboubtz!hbnfĚ!)bt!uibu!ufsn!jt!dpnnpomz!voefstuppe*!
linked to the Events. 

-  Highlights Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit live footage 
of the Events to create highlights programmes. 

-  Promotional Rights: means the right to use, and authorise the use of, clips 
boe!fyusbdut!)fbdi!vq!up!b!upubm!pg!uisff!njovuftė!evsbujpo*-!tujmmt!boe0ps!
screen grabs from the Events for the promotion of the exploitation of the 
Audiovisual Rights granted hereunder via any Delivery System. 

-  Radio Rights: means the right to distribute the Events (as well as any 
programme produced by EP) live and/or deferred, wholly or in part, by 
Radio. Radio means all forms of audio only transmission whether as part of 
a linear or non-linear radio service, via analogue or digital signal, via air 
radio, cable radio, satellite radio mobile telephony communications, 
broadband, the internet or any other means of audio distribution, whether 
now known or hereafter invented. 

-  Social Media Rights: means the right to record, produce and edit clips of 
footage of the Events to be made available via any Delivery System on a 
near-live and delayed basis on any digital platform including, without 
limitation, www.youtube.com, www.yahoo.com, www.itunes.com and any 
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social media platforms such as but not limited to Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Periscope and Snapchat, as well as any other platform that could 
be created or exploited from time to time. 

-  Trading Card Rights: means the right to use content and/or clips of footage 
of the Events or programmes on trading cards or other collectibles and to 
make such trading cards or other collectibles available via any Delivery 
System or in hard copy form. 

-  Video Game Distribution Rights: means the right to engage in and/or 
otherwise authorise third parties to engage in the copying, distribution, 
exhibition and/or other exploitation of Video Games (including by way of 
the internet, mobile telephony communications and/or any other methods 
of Video Game distribution, whether now known or hereafter invented). 
Video Game means any audiovisual or other electronic game which is played 
either on a computer, mobile device or video game console which may or 
may not include footage from the Events or programmes. 

-  Virtual Media Rights: means any rights to manipulate footage of the Events 
or programmes by technological means so that a viewer may, by means of 
the use of a headset or other device, be afforded a 360 degree view or 
aspect of such digital content as if he himself or she herself was present at 
the Events and programmes. 

In this Appendix I, Delivery System means any and all means of audiovisual, audio 
and visual media including (i) all forms of TV whether now known or hereafter 
invented and whether live or recorded including terrestrial, cable and satellite, 
analogue and digital, video-on-demand, NVOD, DSL, ADSL, pay-per-view, 
subscription, pay and free TV; (ii) home video, DVD, Blu-ray, download to own and 
download to rent; (iii) theatrical and non-theatrical means including in-flight and 
in-ship and other transport rights; (iv) radio; (v) internet, on-line, interactive and all 
other multi -media (including all forms of virtual image distribution); (vi) WAP, 3G, 
4G, 5G and other mobile telephony/mobile communications; and (viii) all other 
means of audiovisual, audio and visual distribution, whether now known or 
hereafter invented. 
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APPENDIX II 
Intellectual Property  

Copyright and related rights, trademarks, signs, denominations, logos, symbols, 
business names and domain names, goodwill and the right to sue for passing off or 
unfair competition or any equivalent law, rights in designs, database rights, rights 
in TV and sporting formats, rights to use, and protect the confidentiality of, 
confidential information (including know -how and trade secrets) and all other 
intellectual property rights, in each case, whether registered or unregistered, and 
all similar or equivalent rights or forms of protection in any part of the world. 
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APPENDIX III 

EUROLEAGUE FINANCIAL STABILITY AND FAIR PLAY REGULATIONS 

Article 1  Object  

The object of these regulations is the following: 

a) Ensure good financial practice in the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions. 

b) Guarantee the transparency and credibility in the finances of 
the participating clubs. 

c) Ensure the financial stability of the clubs and the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions through a balanced budget and a 
consolidated equity, protecting the long-term viability and 
sustainability of the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

d) Guarantee the fulfilment of the economic commitments 
adopted by the clubs. 

e) Define the role and tasks of the Management Control 
Commission and the external auditing firm, the minimum 
procedures to be followed in their assessment of the 
requirements that the clubs must meet, and the financial 
responsibilities of the clubs in relation to the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions. 

Article 2  Definitions  

For the purpose of these regulations, the applicable definitions of 
terms are the following: 

a) T SEASON: the official basketball season (from 1 July to 30 June) 
in which the club participates in the EuroLeague. 

b) T-1 SEASON: the season immediately preceding the T season. 
The T-1 season is the one in which the club submits its 
application to participate in the EuroLeague the following 
season. 

c) T-2 SEASON: the season immediately preceding the T-1 season. 

d) T-3 SEASON: the season immediately preceding the T-2 season. 

e) T-4 SEASON: the season immediately preceding the T-3 season. 
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f) PLAYER: Any individual who has been under a labour contract 
with the club within the reporting period  which may enable him 
to participate as a player in any basketball game during this 
period. 

g) FAIR PLAY RESULT: the difference between total revenues and 
total expenses for each reporting period, which must be 
calculated in accordance with Exhibit A and Exhibit B hereto. 

If total expenses are less than total revenues for a reporting 
period, then the club has a surplus/profit. 

If total expenses are greater than total revenues for a reporting 
period, then the club has a deficit/loss. 

In case of an aggregate deficit for the monitoring period and to 
enable a better understanding of the facts, the club may 
demonstrate that the aggregate deficit is reduced by a surplus 
(if any) resulting from the sum of the results from the two 
reporting periods prior to T-2 (i.e. reporting periods T-3 and 
T-4). 

Jg!b!dmvcėt!gjobodjbm!tubufnfout!bsf denominated in a currency 
other than euros, then the fair play result must be converted 
into euros at the average exchange rate of the reporting period. 

h) AGGREGATE RESULT: the sum of the fair play results of each 
reporting period covered by the monitoring period (i.e. 
reporting periods T-1, T-2 and T-3). 

i) AGGREGATE DEFICIT: the situation when the aggregate fair play 
result for the monitoring period is negative (below 0). 

j) INVESTMENTS IN THE CLUBėS FACILITIES: Any type of investment in 
tangible or intangible attfut!sfmbufe!up!uif!dmvcėt!gbdjmjujft!)ofx!
acquisition or renovation of the arena/offices and all its related 
tangible or intangible assets). 

k) OVERDUE PAYABLES: Payables are considered as overdue if they 
are not paid according to the agreed terms. 

Payables are not considered as overdue if the club is able to prove 
that:  

i. The club has paid the relevant amount in full; or 

ii. The club has concluded an agreement that has been 
accepted in writing by the creditor to extend the deadline for 
payment beyond the applicable deadline; or 
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iii. The club has brought or contested a legal claim that has been 
deemed admissible by the competent authority under 
national law or has opened proceedings with the national or 
international authorities or relevant arbitration tribunal 
contesting liability in relation to the overdue payables; 
however, if the decision-making bodies [EuroLeague 
Dpnnfsdjbm! Bttfut! T/B/! )ifsfjobgufs! ęFDBĚ*! boe0ps! uif!
Management Control Commission] consider that this claim 
or contestation has been brought or these proceedings have 
been opened for the sole purpose of avoiding the deadlines 
set out in these regulations (i.e. in order to buy time) and/or 
that this claim or contestation is unfounded, the relevant 
amount will still be considered as an overdue payable. 

l) COSTS OF ACQUIRING A PLAYERėS REGISTRATION: amounts paid 
and/or payable to another club and/or a third party for the 
bdrvjtjujpo! pg! b! qmbzfsėt! sfhjtusbujpo-! jodmvejoh! usbjojoh!
compensation and solidarity contributions and excluding any 
internal development or other costs. 

Accounting requirements for player registrations: 

1. Notwithstanding that each club has to prepare audited 
annual financial statements under its own national 
accounting practice for incorporated companies, the 
International Financial Reporting Standards or the 
International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and 
Medium-sized Entities, these regulations include specific 
accounting requirements for player registrations carried as 
intangible fixed assets. 

2. Clubs that capitalise the costs of bdrvjsjoh! b! qmbzfsėt!
registration must apply certain minimum accounting 
requirements as described in paragraph 4. 

3. If a club has an accounting policy to expense the costs of 
bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!sbuifs!uibo!dbqjubmjtf!uifn-!
and this is permitted under its national accounting practice, 
there is no requirement for this club to apply the minimum 
accounting requirements set out below and it does not have 
to prepare restated figures. In this case, the total amount 
would be considered as an expense of the relevant season. 

4. The minimum accounting requirements for clubs that 
dbqjubmjtf!uif!dptut!pg!bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!bsf!bt!
follows: 

a) In respect of ebdi!joejwjevbm!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo-!uif!
depreciable amount must be allocated on a systematic 
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basis over its useful life. This is achieved by the 
systematic allocation of the cost of the asset as an 
fyqfotf!pwfs!uif!qfsjpe!pg!uif!qmbzfsėt!dpousbdu/ 

b) Only djsfdu!dptut!pg!bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dbo!
be capitalised. For accounting purposes, the carrying 
value of an individual player must not be revalued 
upwards, even though management may believe market 
value is higher than carrying value. In addition, whilst it 
is acknowledged that a club may be able to generate 
some value from the use and/or transfer of locally 
trained players, for accounting purposes costs relating 
up!b!dmvcėt!pxo!zpvui!tfdups!nvtu!opu!cf!jodmvefe!jo!uif!
balance sheet Ĕ as only the cost of players purchased is 
to be capitalised. 

c) Bnpsujtbujpo!nvtu!cfhjo!xifo!uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!
is acquired. Amortisation ceases when the asset is 
classified as held for sale or when the asset is 
derecognised (i.e. the registration is transferred to 
another club), whichever comes first. 

d) All capitalised player values must be reviewed 
individually each year by management for impairment. If 
the recoverable amount for an individual player is lower 
than the carrying amount on the balance sheet, the 
carrying amount must be adjusted to the recoverable 
amount and the adjustment charged to the profit and 
loss account as an impairment cost. It is recommended 
for each club to apply consistent accounting policies in 
respect of player registration costs. 

5. The club must prepare supplementary information (to be 
submitted to the Management Control Commission) if the 
accounting requirements described in these regulations are 
not met by the disclosures and accounting treatment in the 
audited annual financial statements. The supplementary 
information must include a restated balance sheet, profit and 
loss account and any associated notes to meet the 
requirements set out above. There must also be included a 
note (or notes) reconciling the results and financial position 
shown in the supplementary information document to those 
shown in the audited financial statements (that were 
prepared under the national accounting practice). The 
restated financial information must be assessed by the 
auditor by way of agreed-upon procedures. 
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m) NET PLAYER TRANSFER REVENUES: the profit/(loss) on the disposal 
pg!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!up!bopuifs!dmvc!up!cf!sfdphojtfe!jo!uif!
profit and loss account is the difference between the disposal 
qspdffet! boe! uif! sftjevbm! dbsszjoh! wbmvf! pg! uif! qmbzfsėt!
registration in the balance sheet as at the date of the transfer. 
In the event that the result of this operation is a negative 
bnpvou-!uijt!bnpvou!xjmm!cf!dpotjefsfe!xjuijo!uif!qmbzfsėt!
registration costs allocated to expenses for the relevant 
season. 

n) NET PLAYER TRANSFER BALANCE: the difference between the net 
player transfer revenues of the club for the relevant season and 
uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft!gps!uif!
same season. 

With regard to Article 3e) of these regulations, the following 
concepts will be considered within the player remunerations 
for the relevant season: 

¶ If the net player transfer revenues of a specific season are 
greater than the plbzfsėt! sfhjtusbujpo! dptut! bmmpdbufe! up!
expenses of the same period, then the club has a surplus 
transfer balance. This surplus will be used to reduce the 
cumulative player remuneration cost of the relevant season. 

¶ If the net player transfer revenues of a specific season are lower 
uibo!uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft!pg!uif!
same period, then the club has a deficit transfer balance. This 
deficit increases the cumulative player remuneration cost of 
the relevant season. 

o) PLAYER REMUNERATIONS: 

The following concepts will be included within the player 
remunerations of a particular club for the relevant season: 

¶ Gross remuneration received by all players under contract with 
the club  

¶ Qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft 

¶ Any fee paid by the club to the player agents related to the 
services provided to the players.. 

¶ Any additional revenues and/or benefits that the players 
receive for their activity for the club as basketball players, 
including those from third parties 

The gross remuneration of the season will be fully registered in 
the profit and loss account of that season on an accrual basis. 
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The criteria used in paragraphs l), m), n) and o) for players will 
also be applied for coaches. 

Only with regard to compliance with the provisions of Article 
3e) of these regulations, the Net Player Transfer Balance will be 
taken into account. 

p) GROSS REMUNERATION: aggregate amount of wages received by 
an individual on a regular basis, usually monthly, including any 
tax payments made by the club originating from the net 
remuneration . In addition, social security contributions, 
payments according to image rights, compensation for early 
termination, provisions for any bonuses and payments in kind 
must be included in the gross remuneration . 

q) IMAGE RIGHTS PAYMENTS: the amounts due to employees (either 
directly or indirectly) as a result of contractual agreements with 
the clubs for the right to exploit the image or reputation of the 
employees in relation to basketball and/or non-basketball 
activities. 

r) PAYMENT IN KIND: the use of goods or services as payment 
instead of cash (such as housing, cars and free or subsidised 
goods or services) plus any applicable taxes. 

s) RELATED PARTY: a person or entity that is related to the club, 
taking into account the substance of the relationship and not 
merely the legal form. 

i. A person is considered a related party to the club if that 
person has control, joint control or significant influence over 
the club. 

ii. An entity is considered a related party to the club if: 

¶ Both entities are members of the same group. 

¶ Both entities are controlled, jointly controlled or significantly 
influenced by the same government. 

¶ One entity has significant influence over the other entity. 

¶ One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or 
an associate or joint venture of a member of a group of which 
the other entity is a member). 

¶ Both entities are joint  ventures of the same third party. 

¶ One entity is a third party of a joint venture and the other entity 
is an associate of the third party. 
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¶ The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person 
identified in Paragraph i. above. 

¶ A person identified in Paragraph i above has significant 
influence over the entity or is a member of the key management 
personnel of the entity. 

¶ The entity, or any member of a group of which the entity is a 
member, provides key management personnel services to the 
club. 

¶ The entity, alone or in aggregate together with other entities 
which are linked to the same owner or government, represent 
more than 40% of the club's total revenues. 

t) SHAREHOLDER/RELATED-PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS. Contributions 
from shareholders/related parties include: 

i. Amounts received from a shareholder/related party as a 
donation that are an unconditional gift made to the club and 
uibu!jodsfbtf!uif!dmvcėt equity without any obligation for 
repayment; and/or 

ii. Share capital increase: payments for shares through the 
share capital or share premium reserve accounts less capital 
reductions; and/or 

iii. Revenue transactions from a related party: the amount to be 
considered as a contribution will be no more than an amount 
equivalent to the difference between the actual revenues in 
a reporting period and the fair value of the transaction(s) in a 
reporting period; and/or  

iv. Club contribution to the basketball department.  

u) RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION: a transfer of resources, services 
or obligations between related parties, regardless of whether a 
price has been charged. 

v) FAIR VALUE: the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, 
or a liability settled, between knowledgeable willing parties in 
bo!bsnėt!mfohui!usbotbdujpo/!Bo!bssbohfnfou!ps!b!usbotbdujpo!jt!
effnfe!up!cf!Ėopu!usbotbdufe!po!bo!bsnėt!mfohui!cbtjtė!jg!ju!ibt!
been entered into on terms more favourable to either party to 
the arrangement than would have been obtained if there had 
been no related party relationship. 
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Article 3  Financial criteria  

Each club (club holding a licence and/or club applying for a licence 
in accordance with the EuroLeague Bylaws) will have to comply 
with the following criteria:  

a) Not having any overdue payables with former or registered 
players, coaches and/or employees for more than 45 days, any 
other club participating in the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions, EuroLfbhvf!Qspqfsujft!T/B/!)ifsfjobgufs!ęFQĚ*!
and/or the company designated by EP to manage the 
Euroleague Basketball competitions (hereinafter the 
ęDpnqbozĚ*-!boe0ps!boz!uby!ps!tpdjbm!bvuipsjujft/!Jo!uif!fwfou!pg!
training agreements the aforementioned deadline will be 
reduced to 20 days. 

b) Not having been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a 
competent body in its home country, not having entered into 
liquidation or dissolution or any similar proceeding affecting 
the ordinary course of its activity, or not being in a situation in 
which it is obliged under law to file an insolvency proceeding or 
be entered into liquidation or dissolution, winding up or any 
similar proceeding in its jurisdiction. In the event that a club has 
undergone any of the aforementioned situations prior to 
participating in the Euroleague Basketball competitions, a 
period of one year after having exited that situation must have 
passed prior to applying for a licence to participate. The club 
will provide the corresponding certificate from the competent 
official body. 

c) Not presenting an aggregate deficit from the three immediately 
previous seasons (T-1, T-2 and T-3) that exceeds 10% of the 
dmvcėt!cvehfu!bwfsbhf!gspn!uiptf!tbnf!tfbtpot!)U-1, T-2 and T-
3). Depreciations, write-pggt-!jowftunfout!jo!uif!dmvcėt!gbdjmjujft-!
and expenses related to the youth programmes will not be 
taken into account for the deficit calculation. 

d) Presenting a revenue budget of a minimum of 7,000,000. 

e) Having a budget allocated to gross player remunerations that 
does not exceed 65% of the total budgeted expenses of the club 
for the T season. Extraordinary expenses will not be considered 
for the ratio calculation. 

f) Not having direct or indirect contributions from the 
shareholders/related parties of each club representing more 
than 50% of the budgeted expenses. 
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g) Having a financial year from 1 July to 30 June in order to be 
analysed and compared in terms of annual accounts coinciding 
with the official basketball season. 

h) Presenting a positive equity by season 2025-26. The annual 
financial statements submitted cannot disclose a negative 
frvjuz!qptjujpo!)jg!b!dmvcėt!equity is not positive, the club will not 
be considered in breach if it has reduced its negative equity 
qptjujpo!cz!31&!ps!npsf!dpnqbsfe!xjui!uif!qsfwjpvt!zfbsėt!
annual financial statements). 

Article 4  Documentation and deadlines 

Each club will submit the following documents to the Management 
Control Commission: 

4.1 No later than 15 June: 

Information of the legal structure of the club, including: 

a) Name and legal form of the club and, if appropriate, structure of 
the group of which it forms part (any subsidiary, associated 
company and controlling entity up to the ultimate parent 
company and ultimate controlling party). 

b) Articles of Association/Bylaws of the club. 

c) Type of business/main activity of the club. 

d) Share capital. 

e) List of shareholders. 

f) List of authorised signatories and type of required signature 
(e.g. individual, collective). 

g) Express declaration of sound legal position according to 
Appendix V to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

h) Express declaration of sound financial position according to 
Appendix IV to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

In case of overdue payables, the club must submit to the governing 
bodies (ECA and the Management Control Commission) the 
necessary information stating the reason for the payables, their 
amount and their creditors, and must also provide a deadline by 
which the payables will be paid. 
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4.2 Financial statements of the club in accordance with the criteria 
established in these regulations as well as in Exhibit A and Exhibit B 
hereto, which will include: 

a) The economic information of each player must be submitted 
upon registration and either on 30 June of the season or upon 
termination of the contract (if the contract te rminates before 
30 June), including the final bonuses paid to each player and, in 
case the player has left the club, specifying what (if anything) 
from the original contract has been renounced by the player or 
club. Any potential amount between a player and a related 
party to the club must be also disclosed.  

b) Declaration of quarterly remuneration payment as per 
Schedule 1b to be provided on 15 October, 15 January, 15 April 
and 15 July. 

c) No later than 15 June (T-1 season): 

¶ The club must present the following information 
regarding the three seasons immediately preceding the 
season for which it is applying for a licence (T season): 

i. Audited annual financial statements of the two 
immediately previous seasons (T-2 and T-3). 

ii. Closing Forecast dated 30 June of the annual 
financial statements of the T-1 season. 

¶ Those clubs that have already provided the audited 
annual financial statements of the two immediately 
previous seasons (T-2 and T-3) because of their 
participation in the Euroleague Basketball competitions 
in the immediately preceding season will not need to 
submit these documents again. 

¶ Budgeted profit and loss account of the T season. 

d) No later than 30 September (T season): 

¶ Update of the budgeted profit and loss account. This 
update will highlight any changes that can affect their 
current season budgeted profit and loss account, which 
was submitted no later than 15 June. 
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e) No later than 20 December (T season): 

¶ Audited annual financial statements of the T-1 season. 

¶ Express declarations according to Schedule 1a, Schedule 1b, 
Schedule 2, Schedule 3, Schedule 4, and Schedule 5 to these 
regulations that must be certified by the auditing firm. 

f) No later than 30 January (T season): 

¶ Update of the budgeted profit and loss account. This update will 
highlight any changes that can affect their current season 
budgeted profit and loss account, which was submitted no later 
than 30 September. 

4.3 The audited annual financial statements according to the period 
from 1 July to 30 June for each reporting period must consist of at 
least the following: 

a) Balance sheet according to Exhibit A. 

b) Profit and loss account according to Exhibit B. 

c) Notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies 
and other explanatory notes according to Exhibit A and Exhibit 
B. 

d) Bvejupsėt!sfqpsu!jo!Fohmjti!xjui!bo!pqjojpo!po!uif!qsftfoufe!
annual financial statements. 

The annual financial statements must be audited by an independent 
auditor:  

a) The auditor must be independent in compliance with the 
Internatio nal Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Code of Ethics 
for Professional Accountants. 

b) The auditor must be a member of one of the relevant IFAC 
member bodies. If there is no member of the IFAC within a 
dmvcėt!ufssjupsz-!uif!dmvc!jt!sfrvjsfe!up!vtf!bo!joefqfoefot 
auditor who is permitted by national law to carry out audit 
work. 

c) Uif!bvejupsėt!sfqpsu!nvtu!jodmvef!b!tubufnfou!dpogjsnjoh!uibu!
the audit was conducted in accordance with the International 
Standards on Auditing or relevant national auditing standards 
or practices where these comply with, at least, the 
requirements of the International Standards on Auditing. 
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4.4 In case of multi-sports clubs or consolidated groups, besides the 
audited annual accounts of the whole entity/group, the audited 
annual financial statements according to Article 4.3 of these 
regulations must be provided only for the basketball 
department/single entity.  

4.5 All documents provided by the club will be in English and all 
financial amounts will be in euros. If the original financial 
statements are denominated in a currency other than euros, all the 
amounts must be converted into euros at the average exchange 
rate of the reporting period. 

4.6 For the purpose of the spirit of financial stability and fair play, it is 
forbidden to circumvent the present regulations. 

4.7 Basis for the preparation of financial statements 

Financial statements as defined in Article 4.3 must be based on the 
accounting standards required by local legislation for incorporated 
companies Ĕ either the applicable financial reporting framework of 
the relevant country, the Internati onal Financial Reporting 
Standards or the International Financial Reporting Standard for 
Small and Medium-sized Entities Ĕ regardless of the legal structure 
of the club. The financial statements must be approved by 
management and this must be evidenced by way of a brief 
statement and signature on behalf of the executive body of the 
reporting entity.  

Consolidation/combination requirements:  

1) The financial information of all entities included in the 
reporting perimeter must be either consolidated or combined 
as if they were a single company. 

2) Consolidated financial statements are the financial statements 
of a group in which the assets, liabilities, equity, revenues, 
expenses and cash flows of the parent and its subsidiaries are 
presented as those of a single company. 

3) Combined financial statements are those that include 
information about two or more commonly controlled entities 
without information about the controlling entity.  

Article 5  Analysis and assessment of documents 

Once the documents have been submitted, they will be analysed by 
the Management Control Commission. The club will reply to all 
requests for clarifications and complementary information that it 
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receives so that the Management Control Commission can have a 
reliable image of its financial and accounting position. 

The reports on analyses based on parameters will be provided. They 
will have to be completed according to the following criteria (IAS 
criteria):  

a) GOING CONCERN: financial statements prepared on the 
assumption that the club is a going concern and will continue in 
operation for the foreseeable future; 

b) ACCRUAL BASIS OF ACCOUNTING: transactions and events 
are recognised when they occur (and not when cash or its 
equivalent is received or paid) and they are entered in the 
accounting records and reported in the financial statements of 
the period to which they relate; 

c) CONSISTENCY: the presentation and classification of items in 
the financial statements will be retained from one period to 
another; 

d) OFFSETTING: assets and liabilities will not be offset; 

e) RELEVANCE: financial statements provide information that is 
relevant to the decision-making needs of users; and 

f) RELIABILITY: financial statements represent faithfully the 
result and the financial position of the club and reflect the 
economic substance of events and transactions and not merely 
the legal form. They are also neutral (free from bias), prudent 
and complete in all material aspects. 

The information presented by the clubs must be adapted to the 
standards set by the Management Control Commission in those 
cases in which the local legislation does not establish the accounting 
criteria mentioned in the previous paragraphs. 

Article 6  Relevant facts 

The clubs will report to the Management Control Commission any 
relevant facts that may affect the situation regarding their 
economy, equity or ownership structure within 30 days following 
these relevant facts, as well as their economic impact in the case 
that it can be assessed. In addition, the clubs will provide the 
Management Control Commission with all necessary 
documents/infor mation at any time to demonstrate that the object 
of these rules is accomplished and notify in writing about any 
subsequent events that may constitute a significant change to the 
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information previously submitted with regard to relevant facts. To 
these effects, relevant facts will include but will not be limited to: 

a) Early termination of partnership contracts. 

b) Termination, non-renewal or considerable modification of the 
agreement for the use of the arena. 

c) Player transfers affecting the budget of the club. 

d) Any pending disputes with players, coaches, other clubs or 
agents before sports courts, arbitration courts or ordinary 
courts (at a national or international level) or tax entities, 
whereby the total disputed amount is above 40,000 euros. 

e) Change in the ownership of shares of the club when it involves 
shareholders holding at least 25% of the share capital as a result 
of the operation. 

f) Loss or purchase of assets that may be relevant for the equity 
of the club. 

g) Bad debts. 

h) Cash flow constraints. 

i) Any type of economic operations amounting to 10% of the 
annual budget. 

j) Modification of the share capital or other statutory provisions. 

Article 7  Inaccurate Information and disciplinary procedures  

If the audited financial statements in Article 4.2e) are not consistent 
with the financial information previously submitted , or the player 
economic information is not fully disclosed, ECA, upon proposal by 
the Management Control Commission, may either revoke the 
decision to register the club, decide the cancellation of the licence, 
or impose a sanction pursuant to the Euroleague Basketball 
Disciplinary Code, depending on the gravity of the breach and the 
importance of the differences between the financial information 
submitted and the audited financial statements. 
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Article 8  Non-fulfilment of obligations  

8.1 ECA has the right to cancel a licence, temporarily suspend it, reject 
the application for a licence at its own discretion, and/or apply the 
corresponding procedure in accordance with the Euroleague 
Basketball Disciplinary Code for one of the following reasons: 

a) Not fulfilling the criteria stated in paragraphs a), b), c), d), g) 
and/or h) from Article 3 . Notwithstanding this, if a club does not 
meet the criteria set forth in paragraphs a), b) and/or c) from 
Article 3 , ECA may request to the club that its financial position 
be evaluated by an external auditing firm in order to establish if 
it is possible for the club to follow an alternative compliance 
plan to overcome the insolvency situation within a reasonable 
deadline. In this case, ECA may accept a provisional registration 
of the club. The Company may exceptionally authorise a club 
not meeting the criteria set forth in Article 3  paragraph g). 

b) Not providing the documentation or not respecting the 
deadlines established in Article 4 . 

c) Providing false or inaccurate statements or documents or 
omitting to provide due information or documents. 

8.2 The non-fulfilment of the criteria stated in paragraphs e), and/or f) 
from Article 3 , and the failure to provide accurate and truthful 
information regarding the relevant facts from Article 6 , will be 
subject to the corresponding proceeding in accordance with the 
Euroleague Basketball Disciplinary Code. 

Article 9  Compliance plan 

The compliance plan, which will be subject to a monitoring process 
by the Management Control Commission, will include the following, 
depending on the reason for its implementation: 

a) A feasibility plan that enables the club to guarantee a balanced 
budget between revenues and expenses. 

b) A proposal for actions to recover the balanced equity of the 
club and completion deadlines. 

c) Debt payment scheme. 

The completion period of the plan may not exceed three seasons. 
During the assessment process, the Management Control 
Commission may request the information considered appropriate 
to check the compliance status of the plan. The failure to comply 
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with the requirements established herein will lead to the 
consequences set forth in Article 7 . 

Article 10  Management control and supervision bodies 

The bodies responsible for management control, decision-making 
and supervision will be the following: 

a) Management Control Commission  

¶ This commission will be composed of three members 
economically independent of and without any working 
relationship with the clubs. 

These members must be experts of recognised prestige 
in finance and accounting and must also know the 
particularities of basketball clubs. 

The members and the President of the Management 
Control Commission will be appointed by the General 
Assembly at the proposal of the Euroleague Basketball 
CEO. 

Duties: 

¶ Defining the general accounting criteria applicable to the clubs. 

¶ Defining the specific accounting criteria applicable to those 
clubs that are not incorporated as limited companies. 

¶ Creating the documents that the clubs must complete and send 
regularly. 

¶ Requiring complementary documents and explanations when 
they consider it appropriate and/or appointing accounting and 
bvejujoh!fyqfsut!up!sfwjfx!uif!epdvnfoubujpo!bu!uif!dmvcėt!
offices. 

¶ Elaborating, by 30 April each season, a report about the 
documentation submitted by the clubs participating in the 
EuroLeague determining whether they will be authorised to 
part icipate and/or apply for a licence in the following 
EuroLeague season in the case that these clubs show signs of 
doubtful financing and poor economic feasibility. 

¶ Deciding on conducting investigations by itself, by requesting 
the Company to carry out an investigation and/or compliance 
audits of the clubs at any time in order to ensure that they are 
fulfilling their obligations and that licences were correctly 
granted. 
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¶  Conclude a settlement agreement with the consent of the club 
in order to establish a compliance plan to be fulfilled by the club. 
The settlement agreement may also include the application of 
disciplinary measures. 

¶ Submitting to the corresponding governing and/or disciplinary 
bodies, if appropriate, proposals for any actions to be taken. 

¶ Reporting to ECA any relevant facts. 

In carrying out these duties, the Management Control Commission 
will ensure equal treatment to all clubs and will at all times bear in 
mind the overall objectives of these regulations, in particular to 
defeat any attempt to circumvent these regulations and their 
objectives. 

b) Auditing Firm 

An external auditing firm (one of the top four on an 
international level) independent of the clubs will be selected by 
ufoefs!up!pqfsbuf!vqpo!bqqpjounfou!cz!FDB!bu!uif!dmvcėt!
expense. 

Duties: 

¶ Checking the reliability of the data appearing in the reports 
provided by the clubs. 

¶ Guaranteeing that the statements presented to the fiscal and 
social security bodies are correct and that the player 
remunerations stated are the actual ones. 

¶ In short, verifying and certifying the information provided by 
the clubs. 

¶ In the event that the information is not accurate, the 
Management Control Commission will propose the stipulated 
sanctions. Sanctions will be applied according to the gravity of 
the infringement. 

Article 11  Confidentiality  

All the information provided by the clubs will be processed by the 
different bodies with the utmost confidentiality.  
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EXHIBIT A  
BALANCE SHEET 

ITEMS TO DETAIL IN THE BALANCE SHEET: 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

EQUITY 

¶ Share capital (see Note 1 enclosed) 

¶ Reserves (legal and other reserves) 

¶ Retained earnings/accumulated deficit brought forward 

¶ Net profit/loss  of the season 

CURRENT LIABILITIES (< OR =1 YEAR) 

¶ Loans (see Note 2 enclosed) 

¶ Liabilities towards employees (see Note 3 enclosed) 

¶ Liabilities from player transfers (see Note 4 enclosed) 

¶ Liabilities towards associated companies and other related 
parties 

¶ Trade payables 

¶ Liabilities towards tax authorities (see Note 5 enclosed) 

¶ Prepayments received 

¶ Provisions (taxes, pensions, others) 

¶ Other current liabilities  

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES (> 1 YEAR) 

¶ Liabilities towards employees (see Note 3 enclosed) 

¶ Liabilities from player transfers (see Note 4 enclosed) 

¶ Liabilities towards associated companies and other related 
parties 
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¶ Trade payables 

¶ Liabilities towards tax authorities (see Note 5 enclosed) 

¶ Prepayments received 

¶ Provisions (taxes, pensions, others) 

¶ Loans (see Note 2 enclosed) 

¶ Other non-current liabilities  
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ASSETS 

CURRENT ASSETS 

¶ Cash and cash equivalents 

¶ Accounts receivable 

a) Trade receivables 

b) Player transfers 

c) From associated companies and other related parties 

d) From tax authorities 

¶ Accrued income or prepaid expenses 

¶ Inventories 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 

¶ Tangible fixed assets. This item must be divided into categories 
(see Note 6 enclosed). 

¶ Financial investments (see Note 7 enclosed) 

¶ Intangible fixed assets 

a) Trademarks or other patents 

b) Goodwill  

c) Player registrations 

d) Prepayments made for acquisition of players 

¶ Other items.  These will follow accounting criteria commonly 
accepted (see Note 8 enclosed). 

ENCLOSED NOTES 

1. SHARE CAPITAL. The type of company and capital structure (shares, interests, 
single-nfncfs!dpnqbozĝ*!nvtu!cf!jodmvefe/ 

2. LOANS OR BANK OVERDRAFTS. The reason for the debt and its repayment period 
must be detailed, as well as the loan holder. 
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3. LIABILITIES TOWARDS EMPLOYEES. The reason for the debt and its creditors must 
be mentioned, as well as the deadline by which the debt must be repaid. 

4. LIABILITIES FROM PLAYER TRANSFERS. The name of the player who is the origin of 
the debt and the name of the club involved must be detailed, as well as the 
deadline by which the debt must be repaid. 

5. LIABILITIES TOWARDS TAX AUTHORITIES. The type of tax and the deadline by 
which the debt must be repaid will be specified.  

6. TANGIBLE/ INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS. The following informati on must be 
disclosed for each type of tangible/intangible fixed asset: 

a) The gross carrying amount and the accumulated depreciation 
(aggregated with accumulated impairment losses) at the 
beginning and at the end of the period; and 

b) A reconciliation of the carrying amount at the beginning and 
at the end of the period, showing additions, disposals, 
increases or decreases during the period resulting from 
revaluations, impairment losses recognised in the profit and 
loss account during the period (if any), impairment losses 
reversed in the profit and loss account during the period (if 
any) and depreciation. 

The depreciation methods and useful lives (or depreciation rates) used must 
be disclosed in the accounting policy notes. 

For further information in relation to a ccounting requirements for player 
registrations, refer to Article 2 l). 

7. FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (in associated companies and other related parties, 
other loans, deposits, securities, etc). 

Investments must include investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled 
entities and associates. In respect of investments in subsidiaries, jointly 
controlled entities and associates, the following information must be 
disclosed as a minimum for each investment: 

a) Name 

b) Country of incorporation or residence 

c) Type of business/operations of the entity 

d) Proportion of ownership interest  

e) If different, proportion of voting power held  

f) Description of the method used to account for the investments 
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8. OTHER ITEMS. The items of a relative importance in their accounting records 
must be mentioned and detailed. 

9. OTHER SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS (ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, TRADE PAYABLES, 
PROVISIONSĝ*/ All amounts of a relative importance in their accounting 
records must be clearly detailed with their relevant explanatory notes and 
accounting policies. 
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EXHIBIT B  
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

ITEMS TO SPECIFY IN THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT: 

REVENUES 

GAME DAY REVENUES 

¶ TICKET SALES. The ticket sales of the EuroLeague must be 
separated from those corresponding to the domestic 
championship, season tickets and other competitions in which 
the club may participate: exhibition games, etc. (VAT, ticketing 
fees and facility fees added to the price of the tickets must be 
reported separately) 

¶ FOOD AND BEVERAGE. The total revenues from catering services 
at the arena. 

COMMERCIAL RIGHTS 

¶ CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS. Amount corresponding to the 
revenues obtained by the corporate partners of the club. The 
clubs must report the name, business sector and amount 
received from all their partners. Agreements with related 
qbsujft!nvtu!cf!sfqpsufe!bu!gbjs!wbmvf!)bsnėt!mfohui!qsjodjqmf*/!Jg!
the value of the agreement is higher than the fair value, the 
difference must be considered a contribution from 
shareholders/related parties (see Note 1 enclosed). 

¶ ECONOMIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE EUROLEAGUE BASKETBALL 

COMPETITIONS. Amount received from the Company 
corresponding to audiovisual rights as well as competition 
premiums (any cost attributable to the club such as officiating 
expenses must be reported separately). 

¶ OTHER AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS AND PREMIUMS (domestic 
championships and others) (any cost attributable to the club 
such as officiating expenses must be reported separately). 

¶ MERCHANDISING. Amount corresponding to merchandise sales. 
Game day sales must be separated from the rest. 

OTHER REVENUES 
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¶ NON-PROFESSIONAL AND YOUTH PROGRAMMES. All revenues 
related to non-professional and youth programmes. 

¶ NET PLAYER/COACH TRANSFERS REVENUES. Player/coach transfer 
fees (net player/coach transfer amount after deducting any 
possible pending amortisation). All transfer revenues must be 
specified per club/player/coach. Refer to Article 2m) of these 
regulations. 

¶ REVENUES FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR (see Note 2 enclosed) 

¶ OTHER REVENUES. Sfwfovft!opu!hfofsbufe!cz!uif!dmvcėt!core 
business. The clubs must detail all sources of revenues above 
100,000 euros each. 

¶ EXTRAORDINARY REVENUES. Revenues that are not likely to occur 
sfhvmbsmz!ps!bsf!voqsfejdubcmf!boe!ep!opu!sfmbuf!up!uif!dmvcėt!
core business. The clubs must detail all sources of revenues 
above 100,000 euros each. 

¶ SHAREHOLDER/RELATED-PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS. All contributions 
from owners, shareholders, related parties, etc. For more 
details, refer to Article 2 t) , u) and v) of these regulations. 

SEASON LOSS 

EXPENSES 

SPORTS AREA 

¶ STAFF EXPENSES. The item of gross remunerations must be 
divided into remunerations of the players, coaches and other 
sports area staff (including General Manager). The clubs must 
report information of all gross and net player and coach 
remunerations in euros. 

¶ COSTS OF ACQUIRING A PLAYERėS REGISTRATION. All transfer 
expenses must be specified per club/player/coach. Refer to 
Article 2 l), m), n), o) of these regulations. 

¶ NON-PROFESSIONAL AND YOUTH PROGRAMMES EXPENSES. All 
expenses related to non-professional and youth programmes of 
the club including gross remunerations of all the staff working 
in this area. 

BUSINESS AREA 
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¶ NON-SPORTS AREA STAFF EXPENSES. E.g. Chief Business Officer, 
Media, Ticket Sales, Management, Finance, Human Resources, 
Nbslfujohĝ 

¶ MERCHANDISING, ADVERTISING AND OTHER MARKETING EXPENSES. 
All expenses related to merchandising, advertising and 
marketing. 

OVERHEADS 

¶ ARENA EXPENSES. All expenses related to the arena (rental, 
nbjoufobodfĝ*/ 

¶ OTHER OVERHEADS. Cost of material, technical expenses, 
administrative overheads and costs related to other general 
business operations. 

COMPETITION EXPENSES 

¶ COMPETITION EXPENSES. This item must include the officiating 
expenses (the EuroLeague expenses will be separated from 
those corresponding to the domestic championship), licence 
expenses, etc. 

¶ TRAVEL EXPENSES. Uif!usjqt!)gmjhiu!ujdlfut-!bddpnnpebujpoĝ*!
corresponding to the EuroLeague will be separated from the 
other competitions in which the club participates. 

OTHER EXPENSES 

Financial expenses (see Note 3 enclosed) 

¶ TAX EXPENSES. All taxes except for those derived from staff 
remunerations (these must be considered within the 
player/staff remunerations). Each type of tax must be 
individually detailed and the applicable percentage of the 
corporate tax must be specified. 

¶ DEPRECIATIONS AND WRITE-OFFS. Tangible fixed assets, 
intangible fixed assets and financial investments. Each type of 
tangible/intangible fixed asset and financial investment must 
be detailed. 

Depreciable amounts of the capitalised cost of acquiring a 
qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!bsf!opu!dpotjefsfe!jo!uijt!tfdujpo!)uiftf!
are considered within transfer expenses). 

¶ OTHER EXPENSES. Fyqfotft!uibu!ep!opu!sfmbuf!up!uif!dmvcėt!dpsf!
business. (see Note 4 enclosed) 
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¶ EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES. Expenses that are not likely to occur 
sfhvmbsmz!ps!bsf!voqsfejdubcmf!boe!ep!opu!sfmbuf!up!uif!dmvcėt!
core business. (see Note 4 enclosed) 

SEASON PROFIT 
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ENCLOSED NOTES 

1. CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS. If it is contracted per game, the amount 
corresponding to the EuroLeague games must be specified in the notes. If it is 
determined by contracts that include all competitions, these contracts must 
be detailed. 

2. REVENUES FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR. The type of body (town, province or state) 
must be specified, as well as the amount that each of them contributes. 

3. FINANCIAL EXPENSES. The reason for these expenses must be specified (loan for 
renovation, financing of future revenues...). 

4. OTHER EXPENSES AND EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES. The origin of these expenses 
must be mentioned. 

5. REVENUE AND EXPENSE TRANSACTIONS FROM RELATED PARTIES MUST BE ADJUSTED 

TO REFLECT THEIR FAIR VALUE. 

For the purpose of the break-even result, the club must determine the fair 
value of any related-party transactions. If the estimated fair value is different 
from the recorded value, the revenues must be adjusted accordingly, taking 
into account that no upward adjustments can be made to the revenues. 

Examples of related-party transactions that require a club to demonstrate 
their estimated fair value include but are not limited to: 

¶ Sale of partnership rights by a club to a related party; 

¶ Any transaction with a related party whereby goods or services 
are provided to a club. 

The fair value of the partnership transactions with related parties will be 
determined by a renowned independent external firm appointed by ECA. 
Clubs may provide the MCC with an additional value (determined by one of 
the top international firms, which must be previously approved by the MCC) 
so the final fair market value would be determined after considering both 

6. MULTISPORT CLUB INDIRECT REVENUE/EXPENSE (revenue/expense initially 
allocated to the club general operations that has a direct impact/relation with 
the basketball activity of the club). Its allocation criteria to the basketball 
department must be agreed with the MCC. 

7. SEASON BUDGET. The season budget must be based on reasonable and 
conservative assumptions and projections, trying to foresee all possible 
expenses at the end of the season. For example, the bonuses that are normally 
paid to players with their victorie s. The club must be able to demonstrate that 
it can generate the revenues presented. 

8. EACH ITEM ON THE FACE OF THE BALANCE SHEET AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

MUST BE CROSS-REFERENCED TO ANY RELATED INFORMATION IN THE NOTES. 
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SCHEDULE 1A 

DECLARATION OF NON-EXISTENCE OF OVERDUE PAYABLES 

After the audit process that has been carried out by our auditing firm 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęBvejujoh!GjsnĚ*-!jo!xijdi!uif!
accounts of the company .......................................................................... (hereinafter the 
ęDmvcĚ*!ibwf!cffo!evmz!bvejufe!bddpsejoh!up!uif!gjtdbm!zfbs!svoojoh!gspn!2!Kvmz!
[year] to 30 June [year], and following the requirements established in the 
Euroleague Basketball Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations (hereinafter 
ęGTGQSĚ*-!xf!ifsfcz!dpogjsn!up!ibwf!tvggjdjfou!cbtjt!up!dpodmvef!uif!gpmmpxjoh; 

As of 30 June [year], the Club does not have any overdue payables with former or 
registered players, coaches and/or employees, any other club and/or any tax or 
social authorities.  

In order to reach the conclusion above, the Auditing Firm has based the analysis on 
the concepts appearing in Article 2  of the FSFPR, mainly the one related to the 
following:  

OVERDUE PAYABLES: Payables are considered as overdue if they are not paid 
according to the agreed terms. 

Payables are not considered as overdue if the club is able to prove that: 

a) The club has paid the relevant amount in full; or 

b) The club has concluded an agreement that has been accepted in 
writing by the creditor to extend the deadline for payment 
beyond the applicable deadline; or 

c) The club has brought or contested a legal claim that has been 
deemed admissible by the competent authority under national 
law or has opened proceedings with the national or 
international authorities or relevant arbitration tribunal 
contesting liability in relation to the overdue payables; 
however, if the decision-making bodies (ECA and/or the 
Management Control Commission) consider that this claim or 
contestation has been brought or these proceedings have been 
opened for the sole purpose of avoiding the deadlines set out in 
these regulations (i.e. in order to buy time) and/or that this 
claim or contestation is unfounded, the relevant amount will 
still be considered as an overdue payable. 
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In the event that any overdue payables existed as of 30 June [year], these must be 
expounded below with the confirmation from the Auditing Firm: 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

[The Auditing Firm]  [The Club] 

By:  By: 

Title:   Title:  
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SCHEDULE 1B 

DECLARATION OF QUARTERLY REMUNERATION PAYMENT 

J-!ĝ-!xjui!qspgfttjpobm!beesftt!bu!ĝ!boe!obujpobm!jefoujuz!dbse!ovncfs!ĝ!jo!nz!
dpoejujpo!pg!ĝ!pg!uif!dmvc!ĝ/!HEREBY DECLARE ON BEHALF OF THE CLUB AND 
UNDER MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY THAT: 

-  I am empowered to act on behalf of the club and issue this declaration. 

-  As of the date of this certificate (check the applicable box), 

ἦ the club has fulfilled all its financial obligations towards former or 
registered players, coaches and/or employees, any other club and/or 
any tax or social authorities. 

ἦ the club has the remaining financial obligations towards the 
individuals mentioned in the declaration attached (name of the 
individuals, amounts due and date of overdue payments). 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

[The Auditing Firm] 

By: 

Title:  
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SCHEDULE 2 

DECLARATION OF NON-BANKRUPCY OR NON-INSOLVENCY 

After the audit process that has been carried out by our auditing firm 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęBvejujoh!GjsnĚ*-!jo!xijdi!uif!
accounts of the company .......................................................................... (hereinafter the 
ęDmvcĚ*!ibwf!cffo!evmz!bvejufe!bddpsejoh!up!uif!gjtdbm!zfbs!svoojoh!gspn!2!Kvmz!
[year] to 30 June [year], and following the requirements established in the 
Euroleague Basketball Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations (hereinafter 
ęGTGQSĚ*-!xf!ifsfcz!dpogjsn!up!ibwf!tvggjdjfou!cbtjt!up!dpodmvef!uif!gpmmpxjoh; 

As of 30 June [year], the Club has not been formally declared bankrupt or 
insolvent by a competent body in its home country, has not entered into 
liquidation or dissolution or any similar proceeding affecting the ordinary course 
of its activity, is not in a situation in which it is obliged under law to file an 
insolvency proceeding or be entered into  liquidation or dissolution, winding up 
or any similar proceeding in its jurisdiction.  

Signed in [place] on [date] 

[The Auditing Firm]  [The Club] 

By:  By: 

Title:   Title:  

   

In the event that the Club has undergone any of the aforementioned situations in 
the three years prior to the date of this document, the corresponding certificate 
from the competent official body with the confirmation from the Auditing Firm 
must be attached hereto. 
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SCHEDULE 3 

DECLARATION OF PLAYER REMUNERATIONS 

After the audit process that has been carried out by our auditing firm 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęBvejujoh!GjsnĚ*-!jo!xijdi!uif!
accounts of the company .......................................................................... (hereinafter the 
ęDmvcĚ*!ibwf!cffo!evmz!bvejufe!bddpsejoh!up!uif!gjtdbm!zfbs!svoojoh!gspn!2!Kvmz!
[year] to 30 June [year], and following the requirements established in the 
Euroleague Basketball Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations (hereinafter 
ęGTGQSĚ*-!xf!ifsfcz!dpogjsn!up!ibwf!tvggjdjfou!cbtjt!up!dpodmvef!uif!gpmmpxjoh; 

As of 30 June [year], the amount considered within the gross player 
remunerations  of the Club for the relevant season according to the definition of 
Article 2  of the FSFPR is_______________________. 

Within the above -mentioned amount, the total amount of tax payments related 
to player  remunerations  (individual personal taxation and social security 
contributions made by the employee and the employer) 
is______________________________________. 

In order to reach the conclusion above, the Auditing Firm has based the analysis on 
the concepts appearing in Article 2  of the FSFPR, mainly the ones related to the 
following:  

a) PLAYER: Any individual who has been under a labour contract with the club 
within the reporting period which may enable him to participate as a player 
in any basketball game during this period. 

b) PLAYER REMUNERATIONS: The following concepts will be included within the 
player remunerations for the relevant season: 

¶ Gross remuneration  received by players 

¶ Qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft 

¶ Any fee paid by the club to the agent of the players related to the 
provision of services towards the players. Playersė!bhfou!gfft!bsf!
considered to be paid directly by the player. 

¶ Any additional income and/or benefit that the Players receive for 
their activity for the Club as a basketball player for the relevant 
season, including those from third parties. 
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The gross remuneration of the season will be fully registered in the profit 
and loss account of that season on an accrual basis. 

Only with regard to compliance with the provisions of Article 3e) of the 
FSFPR, the Net Player Transfer Balance will be taken into account. 

c) GROSS REMUNERATION: aggregate amount of wages received by an individual 
on a regular basis, usually monthly, including any tax payments made by the 
club originating from the net remuneration . In addition, social security 
contributions, payments according to image rights, compensation for early 
termination, provisions for any bonuses and payments in kind must be 
included in the gross remuneration . 

d) IMAGE RIGHTS PAYMENTS: the amounts due to employees (either directly or 
indirectly) as a result of contractual agreements with the clubs for the right 
to exploit the image or reputation of the employees in relation to basketball 
and/or non-basketball activities. 

e) PAYMENT IN KIND: the use of goods or services as payment instead of cash 
(such as housing, cars and free or subsidised goods or services) plus any 
applicable taxes. 

f) NET PLAYER TRANSFER REVENUES: uif!qspgju0)mptt*!po!uif!ejtqptbm!pg!b!qmbzfsėt!
registration to another club to be recognised in the profit and loss account 
is the difference between the disposal proceeds and the residual carrying 
wbmvf!pg!uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!jo!uif!cbmbodf!tiffu!bt!bu!uif!ebuf!pg!uif!
transfer. In the event that the result of this operation is a negative amount, 
uijt! bnpvou! xjmm! cf! dpotjefsfe! xjuijo! uif! qmbzfsėt! sfhjtusbujpo! dptus 
allocated to expenses for the relevant season. 

g) NET PLAYER TRANSFER BALANCE: the difference between the net player 
usbotgfs!sfwfovft!pg!uif!dmvc!gps!uif!sfmfwbou!tfbtpo!boe!uif!qmbzfsėt!
registration costs allocated to expenses for the same season. 

The following concepts will be considered within the player remunerations 
for the relevant season: 

¶ If the net player transfer revenues of a specific season are greater 
uibo!uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft!pg!uif!tbnf!
period, then the club has a surplus transfer balance. This surplus will 
be used to reduce the cumulative player remuneration cost of the 
relevant season. 

¶ If the net player transfer revenues of a specific season are lower than 
uif!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!dptut!bmmpdbufe!up!fyqfotft!of the same 
period, then the club has a deficit transfer balance. This deficit 
increases the cumulative player remuneration cost of the relevant 
season. 
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h) COSTS OF ACQUIRING A PLAYERėS REGISTRATION: amounts paid and/or payable 
to another club and/or a uijse!qbsuz!gps!uif!bdrvjtjujpo!pg!b!qmbzfsėt!
registration, including training compensation and solidarity contributions 
and excluding any internal development or other costs. 

Accounting requirements for player registrations: 

1. Notwithstanding that each club has to prepare audited annual financial 
statements under its own national accounting practice for incorporated 
companies, the International Financial Reporting Standards or the 
International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized 
Entities, these regulations include specific accounting requirements for 
player registrations carried as intangible fixed assets. 

2. Dmvct!uibu!dbqjubmjtf!uif!dptut!pg!bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!nvtu!bqqmz!
certain minimum accounting requirements as described in paragraph 4. 

3. Jg!b!dmvc!ibt!bo!bddpvoujoh!qpmjdz!up!fyqfotf!uif!dptut!pg!bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!
registration rather than capitalise them, and this is permitted under its 
national accounting practice, there is no requirement for this club to apply 
the minimum accounting requirements set out below and it does not have 
to prepare restated figures. In this case, the total amount would be 
considered as an expense of the relevant season. 

4. The minimum accounting requirements for clubs that capitalise the costs of 
bdrvjsjoh!b!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!bsf!bt!gpmmpxt; 

a. Jo!sftqfdu!pg!fbdi!joejwjevbm!qmbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo-!uif!efqsfdjbcmf!
amount must be allocated on a systematic basis over its useful life. 
This is achieved by the systematic allocation of the cost of the asset 
bt!bo!fyqfotf!pwfs!uif!qfsjpe!pg!uif!qmbzfsėt!dpousbdu/ 

b. Pomz! ejsfdu! dptut! pg! bdrvjsjoh! b! qmbzfsėt! sfhjtusbujpo! dbo! cf!
capitalised. For accounting purposes, the carrying value of an 
individual player must not be revalued upwards, even though 
management may believe market value is higher than carrying value. 
In addition, whilst it is acknowledged that a club may be able to 
generate some value from the use and/or transfer of locally trained 
qmbzfst-!gps!bddpvoujoh!qvsqptft!dptut!sfmbujoh!up!b!dmvcėt!pxo!zpvui!
sector must not be included in the balance sheet Ĕ as only the cost of 
players purchased is to be capitalised. 

c. Amortisation must begin when the plbzfsėt!sfhjtusbujpo!jt!bdrvjsfe/!
Amortisation ceases when the asset is classified as held for sale or 
when the asset is derecognised (i.e. the registration is transferred to 
another club), whichever comes first. 

d. All capitalised player values must be reviewed individually each year 
by management for impairment. If the recoverable amount for an 
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individual player is lower than the carrying amount on the balance 
sheet, the carrying amount must be adjusted to the recoverable 
amount and the adjustment charged to the profit and loss account as 
an impairment cost. It is recommended for each club to apply 
consistent accounting policies in respect of player registration costs. 

5. The club must prepare supplementary information (to be submitted to the 
Management Control Commission) if the accounting requirements 
described in these regulations are not met by the disclosures and 
accounting treatment in the audited annual financial statements. The 
supplementary information must include a restated balance sheet, profit 
and loss account and any associated notes to meet the requirements set out 
above. There must also be included a note (or notes) reconciling the results 
and financial position shown in the supplementary information document to 
those shown in the audited financial statements (that were prepared under 
the national accounting practice). The restated financial information must 
be assessed by the auditor by way of agreed-upon procedures. 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

The Auditing Firm  The Club 

By:  By: 

Title:   Title:  
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SCHEDULE 4 

DECLARATION OF SHAREHOLDER CONTRIBUTIONS 

After the audit process that has been carried out by our auditing firm 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęBvejujoh!GjsnĚ*-!jo!xijdi!uif!
accounts of the company .......................................................................... (hereinafter the 
ęDmvcĚ*!ibwf!cffo!euly audited according to the fiscal year running from 1 July 
[year] to 30 June [year], and following the requirements established in the 
Euroleague Basketball Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations (hereinafter 
ęGTGQSĚ*-!xf!ifsfcz!dpogjsn!up!ibwf!tvfficient basis to conclude the following: 

As of 30 June [year], the amount received by the Club from its shareholders or 
related parties within the analysed period is ___________________________________. 

Since the amount above is considered as a source of revenues for the relevant 
season according to Exhibit B to the FSFPR: 

-  The total revenues of the Club for the reporting period have 
been_____________________. 

-  The total expenses of the Club for the reporting period have 
been_____________________. 

-  The resulting financial profit or loss of the year as of 30 June [year] has 
been_____________________________. 

In order to reach the conclusion above, the Auditing Firm has based the analysis on 
the concepts appearing in Article 2  of the FSFPR, mainly the ones related to the 
following:  

a) SHAREHOLDER/RELATED-PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS. Contributions from 
shareholders/ related parties include: 

i. Amounts received from a shareholder/related party as a 
donation that are an unconditional gift made to the club and 
uibu!jodsfbtf!uif!dmvcėt!frvjuz!xjuipvu!boz!pcmjhbujpo!gps 
repayment; and/or 

ii. Share capital increase: payments for shares through the share 
capital or share premium reserve accounts less capital 
reductions; and/or 
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iii. Revenue transactions from a related party: the amount to be 
considered as a contribution will be no more than an amount 
equivalent to the difference between the actual revenues in a 
reporting period and the fair value of the transaction(s) in a 
reporting period; and/or  

iv. Club contribution to the basketball department.  

b) RELATED PARTY: a person or entity that is related to the club, taking into 
account the substance of the relationship and not merely the legal form. 

i. A person is considered a related party to the club if that 
person has control, joint control or significant influence over 
the club. 

ii. An entity is considered a related party to the club if: 

¶ Both entities are members of the same group. 

¶ Both entities are controlled, jointly controlled or significantly 
influenced by the same government. 

¶ One entity has significant influence over the other entity. 

¶ One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or 
an associate or joint venture of a member of a group of which 
the other entity is a member). 

¶ Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party. 

¶ One entity is a third party of a joint venture and the other entity 
is an associate of the third party. 

¶ The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person 
identified in Paragraph i above. 

¶ A person identified in Paragraph i above has significant 
influence over the entity or is a member of the key management 
personnel of the entity. 

¶ The entity, or any member of a group of which the entity is a 
member, provides key management personnel services to the 
club. 

¶ The entity, alone or in aggregate together with other entities 
which are linked to the same owner or government, represent 
more than 40% of the club's total revenues. 

c) RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION: a transfer of resources, services or obligations 
between related parties, regardless of whether a price has been charged. 
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d) FAIR VALUE: the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability 
tfuumfe-! cfuxffo! lopxmfehfbcmf! xjmmjoh! qbsujft! jo! bo! bsnėt! mfohui!
transaction. An arrangement or b! usbotbdujpo! jt! effnfe! up! cf! Ėopu!
usbotbdufe!po!bo!bsnėt!mfohui!cbtjtė!jg!ju!ibt!cffo!foufsfe!joup!po!ufsnt!
more favourable to either party to the arrangement than would have been 
obtained if there had been no related party relationship. 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

The Auditing Firm  The Club 

By:  By: 

Title:   Title:  
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SCHEDULE 5 

DECLARATION OF AGGREGATE DEFICIT 

After the audit process that has been carried out by our auditing firm 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęBvejujoh!GjsnĚ*-!jo!xijdi!uif!
accounts of the company .......................................................................... (hereinafter the 
ęDmvcĚ*!ibwf!cffo!euly audited according to the fiscal year running from 1 July 
[year] (T-1 season) to 30 June [year] (T season), and following the requirements 
established in the Euroleague Basketball Financial Stability and Fair Play 
Sfhvmbujpot!)ifsfjobgufs!ęGTGQSĚ*-!xf!iereby confirm to have sufficient basis to 
conclude the following: 

As of 30 June [year] (T-1 season), the aggregate deficit of the Club according to 
Exhibit B to th e FSFPR for the last three seasons (T-1 season, T-2 season and T-3 
season) is _____________________________________________. 

Depreciations and write-pggt-!jowftunfout!jo!uif!dmvcėt!gbdjmjujft-!boe!fyqfotft!
related to the youth programmes have not been considered for the deficit 
calculation. 

For the same period, the total aggregate revenues of the Club have been 
_____________________. 

In order to reach the conclusion above, the Auditing Firm has based the analysis on 
the concepts appearing in Article 2  of the FSFPR, mainly the ones related to the 
following:  

a) FAIR PLAY RESULT: the difference between total revenues and total expenses 
for each reporting period, which must be calculated in accordance with 
Exhibit A and Exhibit B hereto. 

If total expenses are less than total revenues for a reporting period, then the 
club has a surplus/profit. 

If total expenses are greater than total revenues for a reporting period, then 
the club has a deficit/loss. 

b) AGGREGATE RESULT: the sum of the fair play results of each reporting period 
covered by the monitoring period (i.e. reporting periods T-1, T-2 and T-3). 

c) AGGREGATE DEFICIT: the situation when the aggregate fair play result for the 
monitoring period is negative (below 0). 
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d) DEPRECIATIONS AND WRITE-OFFS: All depreciations and write-offs from 
tangible fixed assets, intangible fixed assets and financial investments. 

Depreciable amounts of the capitalised cost of acquiring a qmbzfsėt!
registration are excluded. 

e) INVESTMENTS IN THE CLUBėS FACILITIES: Any type of investment in tangible or 
joubohjcmf! bttfut! sfmbufe! up! uif! dmvcėt! gbdjmjujft! )ofx! bdrvjtjujpo! ps!
renovation of the arena/offices and all its related tangible or intangible 
assets). 

f) NON-PROFESSIONAL AND YOUTH PROGRAMMES: All expenses related to non-
professional and youth programmes of the club including gross 
remunerations of all the staff working in this area. 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

The Auditing Firm  The Club 

By:  By: 

Title:   Title:  
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APPENDIX IV 

DECLARATION OF SOUND FINANCIAL POSITION 

J-!ĝ-!xjui!qspgfttjpobm!beesftt!bu ĝ!boe!obujpobm!jefoujuz!dbse!ovncfs ĝ-!jo!nz!
dpoejujpo!pg!ĝ!pg!uif!dmvc!ĝ-!HEREBY DECLARE ON BEHALF OF THE CLUB AND 
UNDER MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY THAT: 

-  I am empowered to act on behalf of the club and issue this certificate. 

-  The club does not have any overdue payables with former or registered 
players, coaches, employees, any other club participating in the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions, EuroLeague Properties S.A. and/or the company 
designated by EuroLeague Properties S.A. to manage the Euroleague 
Cbtlfucbmm!dpnqfujujpot!)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęDpnqbozĚ*-!boe0ps!boz!uby!ps!
social authorities unless a write-off plan has been approved by the 
Company. 

-  The club has not been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent by a 
competent body in its home country. 

-  The club has not entered into liquidation or dissolution or any similar 
proceeding affecting the ordinary course of its activity. 

-  The club is not in a situation in which it is obliged under law to file an 
insolvency proceeding or be entered into liquidation or dissolution, winding 
up or any similar proceeding in its jurisdiction. 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

[The Club]  [Auditing Firm]  

By:  By: 

Title:  Title: 
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APPENDIX V 

DECLARATION OF SOUND LEGAL POSITION 

J-!ĝ!-!xjui!qspgfttjpobm!beesftt!bu!ĝ!-!boe!obujpobm!jefoujuz!dbse!ovncfs!ĝ-!jo!nz!
condition of  ĝ pg!uif!dmvc!ĝ-!HEREBY DECLARE ON BEHALF OF THE CLUB AND 
UNDER MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY THAT: 

-  The club, either directly or indirectly: 

a) does not hold or deal in the securities or shares of any other club 
participating in the same Euroleague Basketball competition, or 

b) is not a member of any other club participating in the same 
Euroleague Basketball competition, or 

c) is not involved in any role whatsoever in the management, 
administration and/or sporting activity of any other club 
participating in the same Euroleague Basketball competition, or 

d) does not have any power whatsoever in the management, 
administration and/or sporting activity of any other club 
participating in the same Euroleague Basketball competition. 

-  No person involved in any role whatsoever in the management, 
administration and/or sporting activity of the club is or may at the same 
time, either directly or indirectly, be involved in any capacity whatsoever in 
the management, administration and/or sporting activity of another club 
participating in the same Euroleague Basketball competition. In addition, no 
person involved in the management of the club may either directly or 
indirectly, hold or deal in the securities or shares of any other club 
participating in the same Euroleague Basketball competition. 

-  No person directly or indirectly by themselves or involved in any company 
representing players and/or coaches may either hold or deal in the 
securities or shares of the club or have any power whatsoever in the 
management, administration and/or sporting activity of the club. 

Signed in [place] on [date] 

[The Club] 

By: ĝ 

Title: ĝ 
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EUROLEAGUE REGULATIONS 

CHAPTER I 

General Regulations 

Article 1  Company structure  

1.1 EuroLeague Commercial Assets S.A. is the limited liability company 
)ifsfjobgufs! ęFDBĚ*-! bdujoh! qvstvbou! up! Mvyfncpvsh! mbx-! xjui!
registered office at 146, boulevard de la Pétrusse, L-2330 
Luxembourg. It is governed by its Statutes and the resolutions of its 
governing bodies, and its shareholders are the licensed clubs and a 
number of leagues. 

1.1.1 The General Assembly is the ECA body of representation and 
governance, where the ECA shareholders meet with the associated 
clubs, which is responsible for the general supervision of the topics 
regarding the EuroLeague and the EuroCup (hereinafter the 
ęFvspmfbhvf! Cbtlfucbmm! dpnqfujujpotĚ*! boe! gps! bqqspwjoh! uif!
relevant bylaws, as stipulated in the EuroLeague Club Licensing 
Rules. In addition, it ensures the coordination of the clubs and has 
the authority to make decisions and confer functions on the 
Shareholders Executive Board. 

Any regularly constituted meeting of the ECA shareholders will 
represent the entire body of shareholders of the company. 
Resolutions of the shareholders are made by the General Assembly 
and are recorded in the minutes that are deposited in the registered 
office of ECA. 

General meetings of the General Assembly will be held in the place, 
on the day and at the time specified in the notice of the meeting. If 
an amendment of any provision of the articles of the ECA Statutes 
is needed, an extraordinary meeting of the General Assembly will 
be held. 

Written notices convening a meeting of the General Assembly will 
be sent by email to each shareholder at least eight days before the 
meeting, except for the annual meeting of the General Assembly to 
approve the annual accounts of ECA, for which the notice will be 
sent by registered letter at least 21 days prior to the date of the 
meeting. 
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If all shareholders are present or represented at the meeting of the 
General Assembly and state that they have been duly informed 
regarding the agenda of the meeting, the meeting of the General 
Assembly may be held without prior notice. 

Any shareholder entitled to attend a meeting of the General 
Assembly may appoint as proxy another person who does not need 
to be a shareholder. This appointment will be made by the 
shareholder in writing (by email or fax) prior to the commencement 
of the meeting of the General Assembly. 

Decisions in ordinary meetings of the General Assembly will be 
made by the majority of the votes of the members present or 
represented. 

Extraordinary meetings of the General Assembly will not validly 
deliberate unless at least one half of the capital is represented and 
the agenda indicates the proposed amendments to the articles of 
the ECA Statutes and, where applicable, the text of those articles 
concerning the object or the form of the company. If the first of 
these conditions is not satisfied, a second extraordinary meeting of 
the General Assembly may be convened by means of a notice 
published twice, at a 15-day interval at least and 15 days before the 
meeting, in the Mémorial Recueil des Sociétés et Associations and 
in two Luxembourg newspapers. Such convening notice will 
reproduce the agenda and indicate the date and the results of the 
previous meeting. The second meeting will validly deliberate 
regardless of the proportion of the capital represented. At both 
meetings, resolutions, in order to be adopted, must be carried by at 
least two-thirds of the votes cast. Votes cast will not include votes 
attaching to shares in respect of which the shareholder has not 
taken part in the vote or has abstained or has returned a blank or 
invalid vote. 

1.1.2 The General Assembly constituted the Shareholders Executive 
Board and granted it the duties to submit proposals and 
recommendations to the General Assembly, monitor and control 
the observance of the resolutions made by the General Assembly, 
take urgent measures when there is no time to convene a meeting 
of the General Assembly (subject to the subsequent ratification of 
the General Assembly), and exercise any further functions 
conferred on it by the General Assembly. 

The Shareholders Executive Board will consist of the following 
members, elected by the General Assembly, for a three-year term 
of office: 

¶ 13 representatives of the licensed clubs that participate in the 
EuroLeague. 
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¶ The Chief Executive Officer, who will act as chairman of the 
Shareholders Executive Board. The chairman is only 
empowered to vote in the event of equality of votes, in which 
case they will have the casting vote only. 

The clubs will appoint their representatives for the General 
Assembly, and if appropriate for the Shareholders Executive Board, 
when registering. This representation is personal during the entire 
season and may only be changed with the authorisation of the 
Company. 

Any person sanctioned for the commission of any serious 
infringements in the course of the three previous seasons in 
accordance with the Euroleague Basketball Disciplinary Code may 
not be appointed as club representative and/or attend the General 
Assembly, the Shareholders Executive Board and/or any other 
clubs meeting. 

1.2 EuroLeague Properties S.A., or any of its relevant permitted 
tvddfttpst-!mjdfotfft!ps!bttjhofft!)ifsfjobgufs!ęFQĚ*-!jt!uhe limited 
liability company, controlled by ECA, responsible for managing and 
organising the Euroleague Basketball competitions in which the 
EuroLeague and EuroCup clubs participate, as well as for 
commercialising the properties of these competitions (to deal with 
the promotion and development of the commercial activities linked 
to these competitions), in accordance with what is established in the 
relevant bylaws. 

1.3 EP has designated the company EuroLeague Entertainment & 
Tfswjdft-!T/M/V/!)ifsfjobgufs!uif!ęDpnqbozĚ*-!dpouspmmfe!cz!FDB-!bt!
the body responsible for the management and administrative 
organisation of the Euroleague Basketball competitions in 
accordance with what is established in the relevant bylaws. The 
Company must adhere to the EuroLeague Regulations (hereinafter 
uiftf!ęSfhvmbujpotĚ*!boe!boz!gvuvsf!npejgjdbujpot-!bnfoenfout!ps!
derogations whenever the governing bodies approve them. 

Article 2  Management and organisation of the competition  

2.1 Uif!Dpnqboz!xjmm!tfu!vq!bo!pggjdf-!uif!ęFvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!
pggjdfĚ, which will be the unit of operation and administrative 
assistance for the undertaking of the objectives of the EuroLeague. 
It is understood that all administrative procedures the participating 
clubs have in relation to their participation in the competition, 
either provided in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules or in these 
Regulations, will be carried out with the Company. 
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2.2 The executive functions of the Company will be entrusted to its 
Dijfg!Fyfdvujwf!Pggjdfs!)ifsfjobgufs!ęFvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!DFPĚ*!
who will be appointed by ECA and who will report to this body. The 
Euroleague Basketball CEO will be the executive responsible for 
organising the competition and develop any other functions 
entrusted by the governing bodies of the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions. To these effects, the Euroleague Basketball CEO will 
adopt all necessary agreements and resolutions for the execution of 
these Regulations. 

The president (hereinafter "Euroleague Basketball President") who 
will be appointed by ECA and will report to this body, will be 
responsible for representing Euroleague Basketball, and for the 
institutional relationships of Euroleague Basketball in the global 
basketball community. In addition, he will ensure proper 
transparency and sound relationships amongst ECA shareholders, 
and develop any other functions entrusted by the governing bodies 
of the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

2.3 Each season the Company, in addition to dealing with the 
organisation and administration of the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions, may organise the SuperCup competition, to be played 
between the EuroLeague champion and the EuroCup champion 
from the previous season. 

2.4 The Company may also organise games or tournaments of friendly 
nature with the participation of EuroLeague clubs, players and 
coaches, as well as any other promotional event. 

Article 3  Object of these regulations  

The object of these Regulations is to regulate the development of 
the EuroLeague in each and all of its phases and to establish the 
relationship between the participating clubs and the Company 
throughout the season, without prejudice to what is stipulated in 
the EuroLeague Bylaws (including its appendices) and in any 
decisions adopted by the governing bodies. 

Article 4  Official Season 

The official basketball season will start on 1 July and will end on 30 
June of the following year. 

Article 5  Participants  

The clubs, players, coaches, team followers, referees, referee 
coaches, Euroleague Basketball delegates and unified scorers who 
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wish to participate in the EuroLeague must register in compliance 
with these Regulations. 

Article 6  Club headquarters  

Up! bmm! uif! fggfdut! qspwjefe! jo! uiftf! Sfhvmbujpot-! uif! dmvcėt!
headquarters will be considered as the place where the club has its 
registered address. 
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CHAPTER II 

Registration of Clubs 

Article 7  Requirements for registration  

7.1 The right to participate in the EuroLeague will only be held by those 
clubs that meet the conditions provided in the EuroLeague Club 
Licensing Rules or those that might be established in the future as a 
result of any modification or amendment approved in the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. Valid annual registration in the 
competition will also require compliance with the following: 

a) Underwriting of the official model of the relevant Contract 
according to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules (Appendices 
I and II to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules). 

b) Subscription of the number of shares set by the General 
Assembly, when appropriate according to what is established in 
the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

c) Participation in the domestic championship, unless an 
exception is approved by the Shareholders Executive Board. 

d) Fulfilment of the requirements established in the EuroLeague 
Financial Stability and Fair Play Regulations included as 
Appendix III to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

e) Provision of an express declaration of sound financial position 
of the club, stating the following: 

¶ The club does not have any overdue payables with former or 
registered players, coaches and/or employees, any other club 
participating in the Euroleague Basketball competitions, EP 
and/or the Company, and/or any tax or social authorities, 
unless a write-off plan has been approved by the Company. 

¶ The club has not been formally declared bankrupt or insolvent 
by a competent body in its home country, has not entered into 
liquidation or dissolution or any similar proceeding affecting 
the ordinary course of its activity, or is not in a situation in 
which it is obliged under law to file an insolvency proceeding or 
be entered into liquidation or dissolution, winding up or any 
similar proceeding in its jurisdiction. 

This declaration will follow the model shown in Appendix IV to 
the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules and will be certified by an 
auditing firm. 
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f) Provision of an express declaration of sound legal position of 
the club, stating that the club, its managers and/or employees 
do not fall into the incompatibility situations established in 
Appendix V to the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

g) Payment of the amount of the annual registration fee agreed by 
the General Assembly. 

h) Provision of a list of the shareholders of the club. In case of any 
change during the season, the club must inform the Company 
accordingly within 10 days of the change taking place. 

i) Provision of documents to demonstrate that the club complies 
with the requirements set forth by the rules of the game and 
these Regulations. 

j) Provision of a document to demonstrate the existence of an 
international airport at a maximum distance of 100km by road 
from the arena, with enough daily flights to allow the visiting 
team and referees to have access to the city under the right 
conditions, without significant disruption to their schedule. 
High-quality high-speed train service within the area may be 
exceptionally authorised. 

k) Submission of documents including the Arena Short Form to 
demonstrate that the club has use of an arena to hold its home 
games with the minimum capacity established in the 
EuroLeague Club Licencing Rules, including a certificate issued 
by the competent local authority specifying the maximum all-
seater capacity of the arena authorised in basketball format, 
which is less than a four-hour commercial flight from Frankfurt 
and with all necessary technical elements duly approved for the 
game of basketball, as well as all other requirements set forth in 
these Regulations. If it is necessary, the Company may request 
the club to provide information regarding another arena that 
might replace the first one in the case that it cannot be used. 
Both must comply with the provisions of these Regulations. If 
requested by the Company, the documents that the club 
submits concerning its arena(s) will require the approval from 
its league. 

The minimum arena capacity for EuroLeague licensed clubs is 
10,000 seated spectators. 

The minimum arena capacity for EuroLeague associated clubs 
is 5,000 seated spectators. 

The club must also send floor plans of all floors in the arena and 
the digital photographs of key areas of the arena as requested 
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by the Company, including but not limited to the team bench 
bsfb-!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!bsfb-!bsfob!tfbujoh!bsfb-!nfejb!jo-arena 
seating area, locker rooms, doping control room, press 
conference room, hospitality area, suites and any other areas 
that have been renovated in the previous two years. 

In addition, the club must send photos and videos of the shot 
clocks and additional game clocks showing how they operate. 

l) Provision of documents to demonstrate the availability of a 
minimum number of two 4 star hotels within a maximum 
distance of 25km by road from the arena. 

m) Submission of the Club Pre-Registration Form, or the 
EuroLeague Club Licensed Verification Form when 
appropriate, duly completed in all boxes and signed. 

7.2 Other requirements are included in Article 5  and Article 11  of the 
EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

Article 8  Period and procedures for admission 

8.1 The period for the clubs to present documents to the Euroleague 
Basketball office for registration will end on 30 April for their 
participation the following season. If this day were to be a holiday, 
the deadline would be the following working day. In the event that 
on this date it is not possible to register the teams because the 
domestic championships have not finished, the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO may set another date. 

8.2 The Company may reject the registration of a club in the event that 
a sanction from FIBA for not honouring a BAT Award is in force, 
banning the club from registering new players coming from other 
countries and/or participating in international club competitions.  

8.3 The Company will approve or reject the registration of a club once 
it has been verified that the requirements set forth in these 
Regulations and in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules have been 
fulfilled.  

8.4 If the Company should find a formal omission in the documentation, 
it may grant a period of no more than fifteen calendar days for the 
club to correct it.  

8.5 The registration will be rejected if the requirements are not fulfilled 
or when the formal omissions have not been corrected within the 
given time. 
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8.6 Should a vacancy become available in the competition, either 
because of a club's refusal, through the provisions of Article 8.5, or 
due to a disciplinary sanction, the advisability of a substitution and 
the procedure to carry it out will be decided in accordance with 
what is established in Article 7  and Article 12  of the EuroLeague 
Club Licensing Rules, depending on the type of licence that the club 
has left vacant. 

Article 9  Name of the team 

9.1 The clubs may register their team in the competition with either the 
name of the sports entity (the club) or its trade name, or with that of 
the title or naming or presenting partner, with both of them or the 
obnf!pg!uif!djuz!pomz-!efqfoejoh!po!uif!dmvcėt!efdjtjpo/!Jo!bmm!dbtft-!
the name of the city must be included in English in the name of the 
team. This name, which must be written in Latin characters, will be 
the official one in regard to all effects related to or derived from the 
competition. Should two or more clubs request to register their 
team with the name of the same city only, the Company will have 
full discretion to ask them to make all the necessary modifications 
to avoid any likelihood of confusion. 

9.2 The Company may authorise the abbreviation of the name of the 
city in the name of the team, further boundary line, back of the 
playing uniform shirt and back of the warm-up shirt. The name of 
the city or its abbreviation must be exactly the same (either the 
name or the abbreviation) in all advertising spaces where it is to be 
displayed. 

9.3 The name of one commercial company at most may appear in the 
name of the team, without detriment to what is provided in Article 
66 that governs advertising exposure on the playing uniforms. 

9.4 No change in the name of the team will be allowed after 31 July, 
unless caused by the change of the title or naming or presenting 
partner and only if the club is signing an agreement with a new 
partner for at least two seasons. If the club loses the title or naming 
or presenting partner for any reason not attributable to the club, 
the Company may waive the requirement for the agreement with a 
new partner as mentioned above. In whatever case, the prior 
approval of the Company will be required before proceeding to the 
change. If a change is made after the mentioned deadline, the club 
will pay for all related costs for its implementation on all platforms. 
Implementations will be made by the deadlines determined by the 
Company.  
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CHAPTER III 

Registration of Teams 

Article 10  Documentation and periods 

10.1 The clubs must register their members through the Euroleague 
Basketball registration platform together with the documentation 
necessary to apply for registration of their teams in the 
competition, including a minimum of 10 players, at least 3 weeks 
prior to Round 1. The registration documents, including a minimum 
of 13 players and the other team members, must be submitted, 
through the Euroleague Basketball registration platform, one week 
before the first Regular Season game. Any addition or change in the 
roster after the registration documents have been completed one 
week before the start of the season will be computed within the 
maximum number of players allowed during the entire season. Each 
individual must sign the registration documents. Within the 
registration documents, the clubs will include the name and 
surname of the team members to be used in all public 
communications, as well as the name or alias to be included on the 
back of the playing uniform, which may differ from the name 
featured in their passport. The name on the playing uniform and 
alias will have to be approved by the Company before being used, 
and cannot be changed during the entire season. It is highly 
recommended that the alias does not change during the entire 
career of the player. 

10.2 The registration documents of each team will include the following 
members: 

a) A minimum of 13 and a maximum of 16 players 

b) One head coach 

c) A minimum of one assistant coach 

d) One team manager 

e) A minimum of one doctor, who must be a licensed medical 
practitioner.  

f) Additional team followers  
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10.3 The position of coach, player or team follower will not be 
compatible with a managerial or executive position in the club, nor 
with the club representative position at the General Assembly 
and/or the Shareholders Executive Board. 

10.4 The maximum number of players that may be registered in a team 
during the entire season will be 20, commencing one week before 
the first Regular Season game, when the registration documents are 
submitted. At no time may there be more than 16 players registered 
simultaneously. 

10.5 During the Regular Season, player additions to the team roster may 
be made up to and including Round 26. For rounds where games are 
in the calendar on Tuesday/Wednesday the deadline is Monday at 
18:00 CET. For rounds where games are in the calendar on 
Thursday/Friday the deadline is Wednesday at 18:00 CET. 

These deadlines refer to the arrival of the documentation at the 
Euroleague Basketball office. 

10.6 During the same season, a player registered in the competition may 
only transfer to another EuroLeague club during the period 
between Rounds 17 and Round 26 of the Regular Season until 
Wednesday at 18:00 CET on the week of the calendar date for the 
game in question, provided he was deregistered prior to Round 18. 
Should the round be played on Tuesday/Wednesday, the deadline 
will be Monday at 18:00 CET. 

10.7 During the competition, the clubs will be obligated to communicate 
all player transactions, indicating whether a player release is 
temporary (for example, in the case of a short term injury) or 
permanent, the same day that they occur. 

A player who has been inactive due to injury may be added to the 
roster after the deadline to register players. A club must deregister 
a player if they are above the limit of 16 registered players. A player 
who is inactive is considered registered, however he does not count 
for the maximum of 16 players a team may have registered at any 
time. 

The clubs will also be obligated to report all player injuries or 
illnesses to the Company on the same day that they occur, using an 
electronic platform selected by EP that will provide a secure, 
standardized and centralized database of players medical 
information,  classifying the cause of the injury or illness, as well as 
documenting the number of days that the injured or ill player is 
likely to miss. If injury or illness occurs on a day when the team is 
scheduled to play a EuroLeague game, the club must notify the 
Company via the electronic platform pg!boz!qmbzfsėt!rvftujpobcmf!
playing status at least five hours before the start time of the game. 
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The Company may disclosf!b!qmbzfsėt!mjlfmjippe!pg!qmbzjoh!ps!opu-!
but will not specify his injury or illness without permission from the 
club. The club will be considered to have given implicit permission 
with its own publication of the description of the injury or illness. 

10.8 For the other team members included in the registration 
documents, the deadline for new registrations or replacements will 
be Wednesday at 18:00 (CEST) on the week of the Final Four. 
Before the deadline above, changes will be allowed until 18:00 (CET 
or CEST) on the Wednesday of the week of the calendar date for the 
game in question. Should the round be played on 
Tuesday/Wednesday the deadline will be Monday at 18:00. These 
deadlines refer to the arrival of the documentation at the 
Euroleague Basketball office. 

10.9 The Euroleague Basketball CEO may request any other information 
uibu! nbz! cf! sfrvjsfe! jo! sfmbujpo! up! uif! dmvcėt! qbsujdjqbujpo!
requirements. 

Article 11  Players 

11.1 Only those players who are duly registered with their clubs will be 
entitled to participate.  

11.2 The minimum of 13 registered players applies during the entire 
season. 

11.3 The clubs must submit the following documents through the 
Euroleague Basketball registration platform: 

¶ Individual Registration Form duly signed by the club and the 
player. 

¶ Letter(s) of Clearance. 

¶ Passport(s) showing the full names of the player [and, if 
applicable, his former name(s)], date and place of birth, 
nationality and date of expiry. 

¶ Contract signed by the club and the player in accordance with 
the Standard Player Contract. 

¶ Any other documents required by the Company in order to 
guarantee the fulfilment of these Regulations. 

Under no circumstances will documents received in any language 
other than English be accepted. The sworn translation into English 
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of documents originally written i n another language will be 
submitted. 

The Company may request original documents when it considers it 
essential. 

11.4 A player registration request will be answered within a maximum 
period of five days from the time the request has been submitted. A 
request may be rejected in the event that the club has any overdue 
payables with the Company. 

11.5 A player will not be allowed to play simultaneously for two different 
clubs, even if they are from different competitions. The exceptions 
are those players that can play with two teams of different category 
in their country, in accordance with the internal rules of the 
domestic championship. In all cases, the player must be registered 
for the EuroLeague and be authorised by the Company. When 
registering the player, the club will provide the documents 
supporting this circumstance. 

11.6 The clubs may register players who are 20 years old and under 
during the season (U20 players), 1 January being the cut-off date of 
birth, provided that they abide by what is set forth in Article 11.5, 
without any limitation on the number of U20 players. The U20 
players will be counted in the minimum of 10 per game and 
minimum of 13 registered players at any time during the season and 
will not be counted in the maximum of 16 registered simultaneously 
or the maximum of 20 per season stated in Article 10.4. The cut-off 
date of birth for the U20 players for the 2023Ĕ24 season will be set 
at 1 January 2004. 

Article 12  Coaches and team followers  

12.1 The club must state which coach is the Head Coach, and the others 
will be assistant coaches. 

The club must submit the contract with the head coach together 
with its relevant appendix, the model of which is included as ANNEX 
VII to these Regulations, both duly signed by the club and the head 
coach. 

12.2 Each club must register one team manager and one doctor, who will 
be considered as team followers. 

12.3 The club must upload to the Euroleague Basketball registration 
platform a scanned copy of each of their passports. 
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12.4 The deadline for the registration of the team members mentioned 
in10.2b), c), d), and e) will be 3 weeks prior to Round 1 of the Regular 
Season. 

12.5 The team manager will be responsible for submitting the 
Authorisation List, as approved by the Company, and the Game List, 
duly completed, to the Euroleague Basketball delegate at least 40 
minutes before the tip-off time of the game. 

Article 13  Team member authorisation  

After all the documents required in this chapter have been 
submitted and approved, the Company will provide the 
corresponding Authorisation List. 

Article 14  Deregistration  of Team members 

Upon termination of a contract , in addition to notifying the 
economic information as per Article 4.2a) of the FSFPR, the club 
must inform of the terms of any sporting and/or economic rights 
reserved in favour of the club, if any. 

Euroleague Basketball will hold an updated list of reserved rights 
available, upon request, to clubs, registered in the Euroleague 
Basketball competitions. 

Article 15  Disputes 

The clubs or players/coaches will inform the Company in the event 
of dispute related to the breach or termination of their employment 
contracts, and will keep the Company updated of any change in the 
status of the dispute. 

Euroleague Basketball will hold an updated list of active disputes 
available, upon request, to clubs, players or coaches registered in 
the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

The fact that a player or coach has an active dispute with a club may 
not prevent his registration with a club participating in the 
Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

In the case that a player/coach is required to pay compensation to a 
club by a binding decision or by a settlement agreement, the 
player/coach and the new club that has hired him will be jointly and 
severally liable for its payment. 

The Company may deduct from and accrue to the economic 
distribution of the clubs any amounts owed as a consequence of the 
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aforementioned joint and several liability of a club participating in 
the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

Article 16  Mediation regulation  

In the event of any dispute between clubs (participating in the 
EuroLeague and/or the EuroCup) arising out of or in connection 
with the hiring and transfer of a player or coach, the clubs must 
submit the matter to amicable settlement proceedings under the 
Mediation Regulation, included as Appendix XI to these 
Regulations, prior to resorting to any other authority or mechanism 
of adjudication or settlement. 

The dispute of a club registered in the Euroleague Basketball 
competitions with a player or coach, or with any other club not 
registered for the Euroleague Basketball competitions, may 
likewise be submitted to this mechanism on a voluntary basis. 

In the event of any prior compulsory proceeding as per the internal 
regulations of a country, the parties will inform Euroleague 
Basketball of the result of the dispute. 
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CHAPTER IV  

Competition  

Article 17  General rules 

The General Assembly is the competent body to approve and 
modify the competition system of the EuroLeague. 

Article 18  Competition system 

The competition will be played in four different phases as follows: 
Regular Season, Play-In, Playoffs and Final Four. 

18.1 Regular season 

18.1.1 Regular season calendar 

The Regular Season calendar (pairings) will be determined through 
a computer draw taking into consideration the availability of the 
arenas and promotional or commercial events. 

18.1.2 System of play 

The 18 teams will play in a round-robin format (each team against 
all the others both home and away). 

18.1.3 Regular season standings 

After each round and at the end of the Regular Season, a standing 
will be established based on the number of games won by each 
team, with ties being resolved according to what is provided in 
Article 19 . 

At the end of the Regular Season, the top six teams will move on to 
the next Playoffs. Teams between seventh and tenth place will 
move on to the Play-In phase. The rest of the teams will be 
eliminated from the competition.  

18.2 Play-In 

The teams in positions seventh to tenth from the Regular Season 
will play the Play-In. 

18.2.1 System of play 

The Play-In will be held in a single format on the playing court of the 
best-placed teams. The pairings for the Playoffs will be as follows: 
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¶ Play-In A: 7th place Regular Season vs 8th place Regular 
Season 

¶ Play-In B: 9th place Regular Season vs 10th place Regular 
Season 

¶ Play-In C: Loser of Play-In A vs Winner of Play-in B 

The winners of Play-In A and C will advance to the Playoffs. 

The rest of the teams will be eliminated from the competition.  

18.3 Playoffs  

The six qualified teams from the Regular Season and the two 
qualified teams from the Play-In will play the Playoffs. 

18.3.1 System of play 

The Playoffs will be held in a best of five games format. The team 
that wins the series will be the first team to win three games. The 
first two games will be played on the playing court of the four 
highest-place teams, the third game and, if necessary, the fourth, 
will be played on the playing court of the next four highest-place 
teams and the fifth game, if necessary, will be played on the playing 
court of the four highest-place teams. The pairings for the Playoffs 
will be as follows: 

¶ Playoff A:  1st place Regular Season vs Winner of Play-In C 

¶ Playoff B: 4th place Regular Season vs 5th place Regular 
Season 

¶ Playoff C: 3rd place Regular Season vs 6th place Regular 
Season 

¶ Playoff D: 2nd place Regular Season vs Winner of Play-In A 

The winners of the Playoffs will advance to the Final Four. 

The rest of the teams will be eliminated from the competition. 

18.4 Final four  

18.4.1 System of play 

The four teams remaining in the competition after the Playoffs will 
play the Final Four. This event will be held in a venue to be 
determined by the Company. The pairings for the Semifinals will be 
as follows: 

Semifinal A: Winner of Playoff A vs Winner of Playoff B 

Semifinal B: Winner of Playoff D vs Winner of Playoff C 
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The order of play for the Semifinals will be decided by the Company. 

The losers of the Semifinals will play the Third Place Game as 
follows: 

Third Place Game: Loser of Semifinal A vs Loser of Semifinal B 

The winners of the Semifinals will play the Championship Game as 
follows: 

Championship Game: Winner of Semifinal A vs Winner of Semifinal 
B 

The winner of the Championship Game will be the EuroLeague 
champion. 

If a team(s) from the host area participates in the Final Four, they 
will be treated as the home team in all the games they will play, 
except if they play each other, in which case the criteria mentioned 
above will prevail. 

18.4.2 General principles  

The Final Four will be considered as a whole in terms of 
organisation, and the Company will be responsible for organising it. 

Responsibilities related to the organisation of the Final Four may be 
delegated only under the supervision and approval of the Company 
with the understanding that the progress and results will remain 
subject to the supervision and approval of the Company. 

Depending on the capacity of the arena and ticket demand, the 
Company may decide that the two Semifinals will be played and 
ticket ed separately as two different sessions played on the same 
day and in the same arena. 

EP will be the owner of all audiovisual, advertising and marketing 
rights for the Final Four event. 

The Company will establish the financial and infrastructural 
condition s for selecting the venue for the event. 

The Company may carry out various activities both inside and 
outside the venues with the goal of promoting and commercialising 
the Final Four, and will supervise all decisions related to 
communication, advertising and public relations. 

The clubs will participate and collaborate in the press conferences 
and other events of the Final Four when they are required to do so 
by the Company. 
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EP will reserve a minimum of 600 tickets for each of the 
participating clubs, so that the clubs can purchase them exclusively 
for their fans. 

The clubs cannot resell the tickets without the prior authorisation 
of EP. In the case that the clubs do not sell all tickets to their 
customers, they will return them to EP to redistribute them. 

Each participating club must appoint a fan security coordinator, 
who must understand and speak English fluently, will travel with the 
fans and will be the liaison with them. The position of fan security 
coordinator will not be compatible with any other Final Four 
position. 

Bu!uif!Dpnqbozėt!sfrvftu-!uif!dmvc!xjmm!qspwjef!uif!Dpnqboz!xjui!
all the information regarding its fans attending the Final Four, such 
as their profile, travel plans and accommodation, as well as any 
other information that the Company considers necessary for the 
smooth running of the event. The club will also follow the 
instructions of the Company concerning the trip of the fans to the 
arena and the city area where they should be accommodated. 

The clubs may not organise any fan zone or other activity for their 
fans without the previous authorisation of the Company. 

Bu!uif!Dpnqbozėt!sfrvftu-!fbdi!dmvc!xjmm!ublf!bmm!ofdfttbsz!tufqt!tp!
that the police from its country accompany its team fans during the 
entire Final Four and cooperate with the qpmjdf!gspn!uif!Iptuėt!
country. 

The Company will establish the rules that the clubs participating in 
the Final Four must fulfil. These rules include but are not limited to 
the following areas: 

a) Game and practice schedules. 

b) Benches and locker rooms. 

c) Playing uniform colours. 

d) Accreditation and invitation system for games and other 
activities organised during the event. 

e) Use of the Final Four logos. 

f) Means of transport (including arrival and departure dates) and 
accommodation in the host city of the Final Four. 
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g) Activities that require the participation of the clubs, their 
players, coaches and representatives. 

h) Requirements of EuroLeague.net, EuroLeague TV and other 
media. 

i) Number of tickets reserved for each participating club and their 
location in the arena, as well as the deadlines for acquiring 
them. 

j) Attendance at Final Four meetings. 

The Company reserves the right to adjust the pre-game timing and 
the duration of the team presentation and to increase the rest time 
between the second and third quarters of the games from 15 to 20 
minutes. 

18.5 EuroLeague champion 

The EuroLeague champion will participate in the competition the 
following season provided that the club fulfils the requirements of 
the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules. 

18.6 Final standings 

At the end of the competition, the final standings will be established 
as follows: 

First place will correspond to the EuroLeague champion. Second 
place will be occupied by the runner-up. The winning team in the 
Third Place Game will occupy third place, and the loser will occupy 
fourth place. 

Fifth to eighth places will correspond to the losing teams in the 
Playoffs ranked according to their standings at the end of the 
Regular Season. 

Loser of Play-In C will occupy the ninth place. Loser of Play-In B will 
occupy the tenth place. 

Eleventh to eighteenth places will correspond to the other eight 
teams that played the Regular Season, ranked according to their 
standings at the end of the Regular Season. 

Should one or more teams withdraw from the competition or be 
sanctioned with a disqualification, all the results against this team(s) 
will be annulled. 

18.7 Non-completion of the competition  
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Should the competition not be completed due to exceptional 
circumstances, the General Assembly will decide on the final 
standings of the season, if any. 

Article 19  Tie breakers 

19.1 Should a team have been sanctioned with the loss of a game or 
points or victories discounted from its standings by the disciplinary 
bodies on its season record, this team will occupy, in any case, the 
last place of all the teams with whom it may be tied in victories. 

19.2 Should one of the tied teams have fewer games, this team will 
occupy the first place of all the teams tied with the same number of 
victories, without prejudice to what is provided in Article 19.1. 

19.3 Applying the same criteria, should there be two or more teams that 
have played fewer games than other teams involved in the tie, they 
will receive the higher ranking, and ties between two or more such 
teams will be resolved according to the following paragraphs. 

19.4 All points scored in overtime(s) will not be counted in the standings 
nor for any tie-break situation. 

19.5 When establishing the ranking at the end of a round or at the end of 
a phase of the competition, and when the home advantage has to be 
determined for the Playoffs and there are two or more teams tied in 
the number of victories, the following will be applied without 
detriment to what is provided in the three previous paragraphs: 

19.5.1 When the tied teams have not met or they have only done so on one 
occasion: 

a) Should the tie in the number of victories occur between teams 
that, not having finished the phase in question, have not faced 
all the other teams or have met only once, the tie will be 
resolved, firstly, by the greatest goal difference (score 
difference), considering all the games played in that phase. If 
the tie is not entirely resolved, the ranking of those that are still 
tied will be resolved by the greatest number of points scored, 
taking into account all the games played in that phase. 

b) Should the tie persist, the goal average (sum of the quotients of 
points in favour divided by points against) of each game played 
in that phase will be determined for each team, and the teams 
will be ranked according to this number, with the team with the 
higher number being awarded the higher ranking. 
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19.5.2 When all of the tied teams have met twice, both home and away: 

I) WHEN ONLY TWO TEAMS ARE TIED 

a) The ranking will be established taking into account firstly the 
number of victories in the games played between them, with 
the winner being the one with the most victories. If the two 
teams have the same number of victories, the tie will be 
resolved by the goal difference in the games played between 
them. Should the tie persist, the tie will be broken by taking into 
account all the games played in the current phase of 
competition firstly by using the overall goal difference and then, 
if necessary, the greatest number of points scored. 

b) Should the tie persist, the goal average of each game played in 
that phase will be determined for each team, and the teams will 
be ranked according to this number, with the team with the 
higher number being awarded the higher ranking. 

II) WHEN MORE THAN TWO TEAMS ARE TIED 

a) The ranking will be established taking into account the victories 
obtained in the games played only among them. Should the tie 
persist among some, but not all, of the teams, the ranking of the 
teams still tied will be determined by again taking into account 
the victories in the games played only among them, and 
repeating this same procedure until the tie is entirely resolved. 

b) If a tie persists, the ranking will be determined by the goal 
difference in favour and against in the games played only 
among the teams still tied. 

c) Should the tie fail to be resolved through the previous 
procedures, the tie will be broken by taking into account all the 
games played in the current phase of the competition firstly by 
using the goal difference, secondly by the greatest number of 
points scored and lastly, if necessary, by the goal average. 

d) If, in the course of applying any of the criteria provided in the 
three previous paragraphs, the tie were to be resolved partially 
but still with more than two teams remaining tied, the entire 
procedure will be applied again beginning with paragraph a), 
applying the greatest number of victories in the games played 
only among the teams still tied. 
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e) If, in the course of applying any of the criteria provided in 
paragraphs a), b) or , c) the tie were to be resolved partially so 
that only two teams remain tied, the entire procedure will be 
applied again beginning with Section I), paragraph a), applying 
the greatest number of victories in only the games played 
between the two remaining tied teams. 

19.5.3 Reference to the quotient of goal average in favour and against is 
understood as having a level of precision of one-hundred 
thousandths. 

19.6 When resolving a tie between two or more teams, if one of the 
teams tied has a winning score of 20-0 against a specific team and 
the criteria to be applied to break the tie must be one of the 
following:  

a) the goal difference of each game played in that phase 

b) the greatest number of points scored in all games played in that 
phase 

c) the greatest goal average of all games played in that phase 

then none of the scores of the games played between the teams tied 
and that specific team that has a losing score of 0-20 will be taken 
into account. 
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CHAPTER V 

Calendar, Dates and Times of the Games 

Article 20  Calendar 

The General Assembly will approve the official calendar of the 
competition. This calendar is enclosed with these Regulations as 
Appendix I. 

Article 21  Dates and times of the games and arenas 

21.1 The games will be held on the official dates established in the 
calendar. 

21.2 Taking into account the interests of broadcasting, optimising ticket 
sales and the competition itself, the Euroleague Basketball CEO will 
set the day on which the games are held. 

21.3 All games will be considered held on the date that appears on the 
official calendar, even when they are held on another date. As a 
result, to all regulatory effects, the date appearing on the calendar 
will be adhered to by all. 

21.4 Exceptions to the provisions of this article will be anything related 
to the fulfilment of sanctions, for which the provisions of the 
corresponding article in the Disciplinary Code will be abided by. 

21.5 The clubs may request only once during the season not to play at 
home on a calendar date due to the unavailability of the arena. The 
Company will comply with or refuse the request after evaluating its 
effects on the calendar. 

21.6 Under exceptional circumstances, the Euroleague Basketball CEO 
may designate an alternative arena to hold the games. 

Games may not be relocated to an arena in another territory unless 
authorised by the Euroleague Basketball CEO. 

21.7 Tip-off times of the games 

a) The Euroleague Basketball CEO will establish the tip-off times 
of all games. If a club would like a home game to start at a 
particular time, it must submit a request to the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO. 
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b) On the last round of the Regular Season, the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO reserves the right to schedule all games on the 
same day and at the same time (CEST). 

21.8 Without detriment to what is provided in the previous paragraphs, 
the Euroleague Basketball CEO may exceptionally authorise the 
request for a change of the arena, date or time of a game, bearing in 
mind the following conditions: 

a) When the requesting club has not complied with the provision 
stated in the second bullet point of Article 126 d), its request for 
a date or time change will not be attended to. 

b) The arena, date and/or time may be changed within the limits 
established in this article when the home club requests this at 
least 15 days before the game is held. When this request is 
made less than 15 days in advance, the approval of the visiting 
club will be required. The home club will compensate any 
additional travelling expenses of the visiting team, officials and 
IFPC. 

c) A change in date requested by the visiting club will, in all cases, 
require the acceptance of the home club. The visiting club will 
compensate any additional expenses of the home team, officials 
and IFPC. 

d) The time may be changed when the visiting club requests this at 
least 15 days before the game is held. The approval of the home 
club will be required in all cases. 

e) A request by the home team rights holder to change the date 
and/or time of a game made less than 15 days before the 
original date scheduled for the game will require the 
authorisation of the home club and visiting club in order for the 
change to be approved by the Euroleague Basketball CEO. The 
rights holder will compensate any additional expenses of the 
home team, visiting team and officials. 

f) A request by the visiting team rights holder to change the date 
and/or time of a game made less than 15 days before the 
original date scheduled for the game will require the 
authorisation of the home club and visiting club in order for the 
change to be approved by the Euroleague Basketball CEO. The 
rights holder will compensate any additional expenses of the 
home team, visiting team and officials. 
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g) Before authorising any change, the Euroleague Basketball CEO 
will evaluate the effect that the modification  may have on the 
competition, on the programming schedules of the rights 
holders and on the optimisation of ticket sales. 

h) All changes of date and time will be reported to the other clubs 
and the media within 24 hours following authorisation. 

21.9 An inability t o reach the city where the game is to be held will not be 
considered a case of force majeure that would be reason for the 
tvtqfotjpo!pg!uif!hbnf-!jg!uif!ufbnėt!usbwfm!qmbo!epft!opu!jodmvef!b!
scheduled arrival in that city before midnight on the night prior to 
the game and/or in the case that the club has not submitted the 
ufbnėt!usbwfm!qmbo/ 

21.10 A game may only be suspended when, due to injury or illness, the 
club does not have a minimum of eight of the players included on 
the Authorisation List and fit to play prior to the tip -off of the game. 
The Company may require or make any ascertainment it deems 
suitable concerning the diagnosis of the injuries or illnesses. 

Article 22  Standard pre-game timing format  

22.1 The arena must be prepared and available for the teams 90 minutes 
before the game is scheduled to begin. 

22.2 Regardless of the scheduled tip-off time, all games must follow a 
standard pre-game timing format in line with the example below: 
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Example, for a game that has a scheduled tip-off time of 20:45:  

 
TIME 

TIME TO 
TIP-OFF 

Court Available for Teams, Clock Starts 19:15:00 (01:30:00) 

Horn Sounds and Teams to Benches 20:37:30 (00:07:30) 

Visiting Team Presentation 20:38:00 (00:07:00) 

Home Team Presentation 20:39:00 (00:06:00) 

Teams to Bench Area 20:42:00 (00:03:00) 

Starting Fives and Referees Line-Up 20:43:30 (00:01:30) 

EuroLeague Anthem 20:44:00 (00:01:00) 

Players and Referees Shake Hands 20:44:30 (00:00:30) 

Tip-Off  20:45:00 (00:00:00) 

22.2.1 All pre-game activities scheduled by the club must take place before 
the team presentation in order to preserve the standard pre-game 
timing format and the team presentation. 

The clubs cannot alter under any circumstance the last 15 minutes 
of the standard pre-hbnf!ujnjoh!gpsnbu!xjuipvu!uif!Dpnqbozėt!
approval, which must be requested at least 24 hours before the 
game. 

22.2.2 Clubs must introduce the players in accordance with what is set 
forth in Appendix IX. In all cases, the order of the line-ups must be 
provided to the rights holders no later than one hour prior to tip-off. 
Only uniformed players are permitted to stand inside the playing 
court during the team presentations. 

22.2.3 Players must come on to the playing court as they are introduced 
and stand at the free-throw line, facing the opposite basket, lining 
up side by side. 

22.2.4 The use of different lighting, as considered most suitable for the 
event, will be allowed only during the presentation of the teams, 
provided that before tip -off, the lighting must be in accordance with 
the applicable arena rules and have the prior authorisation of the 
Company. Once the game has started, the lighting in the playing 
court area may not be altered, except during half-time after the on-
court inter views are finished, and only while the two teams are in 
the locker rooms. Additionally,  during time-outs and quarter breaks 
both bench areas must remain lit with sufficient lighting. 
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22.2.5 During the game day practices, the home club will provide the 
Euroleague Basketball office and the visiting club with information 
in English regarding the pre-game procedure for the presentation 
of the teams and, in general, of the activities that will take place 
during time-outs and intervals of play between quarters. 

22.2.6 No events or ceremonies will be authorised during the last seven 
minutes before the start of the third quarter.  
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CHAPTER VI  

Games 

Article 23  Rules of the game 

The Official Basketball Rules as approved by FIBA will apply in all 
games, except for those modifications approved by the General 
Assembly, enclosed as Appendix XII. 

Article 24  Playing uniforms  

24.1 The player uniforms will be authorised by the Company as stated in 
Articles  66.3, 66.4 and 66.5. 

24.2 The home team will wear its main playing uniform unless requested 
by the Company to wear its reserve playing uniform. 

24.3 At all games, the colours of the playing uniforms must be clearly 
different: as a result, one team will wear a dark colour and the other 
a light colour. The Company will specify for each game whether the 
visiting team will wear the main or reserve playing uniforms. 

24.4 The visiting team must travel to all games with its main and reserve 
playing uniforms. If the team is flying, the players must keep them in 
their hand luggage, along with their socks and shoes. 

Article 25  Authorised persons 

25.1 The only people who can be in the playing court area and its 
surroundings and sit on the respective team benches are the team 
members registered in the registration documents approved by the 
Company and included on the Game List. They will be identified by 
their passport, the Game List and the Authorisation List provided by 
the Company. Individuals holding management positions within the 
club may not be in these areas. 

A minimum of one head coach, one assistant coach, one doctor and 
a maximum of one team manager will be included on the Game List. 

25.2 The crew chief will order any person not complying with these 
conditions to leave the team bench area or any place close thereto. 
Likewise, the crew chief will order any person having been 
sanctioned with a disqualifying foul to leave the playing court area 
and the team bench area. 
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Any players who are registered with their club and not included on 
the scoresheet of a game will not sit in the team bench area. The 
fourth paragraph of Article 55  establishes a special area available 
for them to sit. 

The participation of a player not included in the registration 
documents approved by the Company will be considered as an 
improper fielding of a player. 

25.3 During games no other personnel, with the exception of security 
qfstpoofm-!dbo!cf!mpdbufe!cfuxffo!boe!cfijoe!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!
team bench areas and the seating area along the same sideline. 

In addition, one camera from the international feed production 
dpnqboz!)ifsfjobgufs!ęJGQDĚ*!jt!bvuipsjtfe!up!bqqroach the team 
benches only during time-outs and intervals of play between 
quarters. 

25.4 The scoresheet must include all people on the team bench up to a 
minimum of 10 and a maximum of 12 players, plus up to 10 staff 
members, all of them included on the Game List. The players must 
be present, appropriately dressed, must warm-up pre-game and be 
fit to play. 

25.5 The clubs must ensure that the players in the best shape available 
for every game are included on the scoresheet. 

Article 26  Anthems 

Only the EuroLeague anthem and the dmvcėt!bouifn!xjmm!cf!bmmpxfe!
to be played at games, always following the instructions of the 
Company. 

Article 27  Beginning of the game, game clock and time-outs 

27.1 The teams may not use any excuse for not holding a game or 
delaying its start. Any refusal to comply with uif!sfgfsfftė!psefs!
may be considered as failure to appear. 

27.2 The game clock must always display the countdown until the 
beginning of play in the following situations: during pre-game, 
intervals of play between quarters and half-time and before any 
overtime . 

27.3 TV Time-Outs: The Company reserves the right to apply TV time-
outs in all games. In such a case four mandatory TV time-outs will be 
applied per game, one in each quarter 

The timer will be the person responsible for calling all TV time-outs. 
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The speaker must announce using the public address system 
whether it is a TV time-out or a regular time-out charged to either 
team. 

Article 28  Suspension of the game and preventive measures 

28.1 No game may be suspended by anyone other than the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO. Best efforts will be made so that all games are 
played on the date and in the arena established by the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO. For this purpose, the Euroleague Basketball CEO 
may request to take the necessary preventive measures to 
guarantee the smooth running of the game, including ordering a 
game being played behind closed doors or in a different arena, or 
allowing the referees to take the necessary measures they deem 
appropriate to guarantee the normal completion of the game. 

28.2 In the event of force majeure and in the cases expressly stated in 
these Regulations, as a pre-emptive measure, the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO, or the crew chief by delegation of the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO, will be empowered to suspend the game. The crew 
chief must immediately inform the Euroleague Basketball CEO 
concerning the reasons that caused the suspension and the 
measures adopted. 

In the event that the Euroleague Basketball CEO suspends a game 
prior to its celebration, he will decide which costs are attributable 
to each party in case the game is rescheduled to another arena 
and/or date. 

Article 29  Suspension due to the absence of safety measures 

29.1 The absence of safety measures may, in highly exceptional cases, 
cause the suspension of the game before it begins, if the crew chief 
believes, under their own responsibility, that there are no 
guarantees for its normal completion. In light of such a 
circumstance, the Disciplinary Judge will at his own discretion 
decide whether the game will be played or whether the home team 
loses by the result of zero to twenty (0-20). 

29.2 If the Disciplinary Judge decides that the game must be played, he 
will also establish the conditions under which it will be held, as well 
as any compensation and sanctions that might apply. 
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Article 30  Suspension of a game due to the spectators 

30.1 If a game is suspended by the crew chief due to seriously 
inappropriate behaviour on the part of the spectators, the 
Disciplinary Judge, assessing without coercion all the 
circumstances that are involved in the case, and mainly the safety 
measures adopted, the severity of the disturbances and the 
spectators causing them, will at his own discretion resolve whether 
the game must resume or whether the visiting team will be declared 
as the winner with the score standing at the time when the game 
was stopped if they are leading, else the score will be recorded as 0-
20 in its favour. 

30.2 Should it be decided to resume the game, the Disciplinary Judge will 
also decide the conditions and the form in which it has to be held, as 
well as the compensation and sanctions that might apply. 

Article 31  Suspension due to a reason attributable to the teams  

31.1 If the game is suspended by the crew chief due to the attitude of the 
members of the two  opposing teams, the Disciplinary Judge will at 
his own discretion resolve whether the game has to be resumed or 
whether it is given as concluded with the result on the scoresheet at 
the time of the suspension. If the incorrect behaviour that is the 
reason for the suspension is attributable to the behaviour of only 
one of the teams, the non-infringing team will be declared as the 
winner with the score standing at the time when the game was 
stopped if they are leading, else the score will be recorded as 20-0 
in its favour. 

31.2 If the Disciplinary Judge decides that the game must be resumed, he 
will also establish the conditions under which it will be held, as well 
as any compensation and sanctions that might apply. 

Article 32  Suspension due to an unsuitable arena 

32.1 Should the crew chief be obliged to suspend the game because the 
home club has no playing court or its playing court is not in a suitable 
condition or lacks the necessary technical elements, the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO, after considering the circumstances, will decide 
whether the game has to be played on another date. In such a case 
all the officiating costs will be at the expense of the home club, 
which must also compensate the visiting club with the amounts that 
the Euroleague Basketball CEO deems appropriate. 
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32.2 Notwithstanding the above, if the Euroleague Basketball CEO 
considers that an intentional infringement may have been 
committed, he will submit the matter to the Disciplinary Judge. In 
the event that the Disciplinary Judge at his own discretion 
considers the intentional infringement proved, he will declare the 
loss of the game by the result of zero to twenty (0-20) without 
detriment to any compensations or sanctions that might apply in 
accordance with the Disciplinary Code. 

Article 33  Failure of the referees to appear  

When a game is not played due to the failure of the referees to 
appear, the Euroleague Basketball CEO will provide for the game to 
be replayed. The Company will cover the cost of travel or any other 
expense incurred by the visiting club and referees as long as they 
are duly justified, without detriment to any sanctions that might 
apply. 

Article 34  Determination of new date, time and place in case of suspension 
of a game 

34.1 In all cases that a game is suspended, either before the game starts 
or after it has started, the Euroleague Basketball CEO will decide on 
the place, date and time at which it will be held or resumed, as the 
case might be. The game will be played under the conditions 
established by the Disciplinary Judge, if any. 

34.2 If the suspension of the game is attributable to one of the two clubs 
involved, without prejudice to the sanction that may be applied, the 
infringing club will pay for the officiating expenses and any other 
expense related to the suspension of the game, in addition to any 
new travel expenses of the opposing club if necessary. In the event 
that the suspension of the game is attributable to both clubs, the 
two clubs will assume the above-mentioned expenses in equal 
parts. 

Article 35  Arena change due to a sanction 

Should the Disciplinary Judge determine, by sanction, the closing of 
b!dmvcėt!bsfob-!uif!dmvc!nvtu!jogpsn!uif!Fvspmfbhvf!Cbtlfucbmm!
office, in the 72 hours following the notification of the sanction, of 
the arena(s) for the game(s) to which the sanction applies, which will 
likewise comply with the EuroLeague Regulations. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Arenas 

Article 36  General rules 

36.1 The arenas where competitions organised by the Company are to 
be held, will be covered and enclosed premises and must comply 
with the minimum technical and safety conditions provided in the 
following articles. For anything not covered herein, the Official 
Basketball Rules as approved by FIBA will be abided by. 

36.2 Authorisation to use an arena is the decision of the Euroleague 
Basketball CEO, and to this effect checks and inspections may be 
made that are deemed necessary by the Company for ensuring 
dpnqmjbodf!xjui!uijt!dibqufs-!bu!uif!dmvcės expense. 

36.3 Any arena modifications will require the previous authorisation of 
the Euroleague Basketball CEO. 

36.4 For special games or events, the Company will adapt the 
requirements for facilities according to specific needs. 

Article 37  Playing court area (see Graphic 10) 

The playing court area must meet the following requirements: 

37.1 Basketball playing court: The arena must provide a like-new 
condition parquet (wood) basketball playing court, duly installed, 
which must meet the requirements established by the standard DIN 
18032-2 / EN 14904. The basketball playing court may have 
permanent wooden flooring or mobile wooden flooring. It must 
have an antiglare surface. 

37.2 Dimensions and colours: The playing court area must be adapted to 
the dimensions and the markings established by FIBA. 

The lines marking the playing court must be at least 2m from the 
spectators, signage or any other obstacle, except for the provision 
stipulated below for th e courtside seats. The marking lines will be 
5cm in width and white- or black-coloured. With the prior approval 
of the Company, the marking lines can be other than white or black. 
All lines must be the same colour and in high contrast with the wood. 
The 5cm width of the lines must be completely painted except when 
the lines are on top of a graphic design, like the central line of the 
free-throw circles when it contains a design, or the central circle 
lines on top of the central team logo. In these cases, only two 1cm 
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grey continuous lines will be painted to demarcate the 5cm width of 
the official line. The 3cm of the inside area will keep the artwork of 
the graphic design. 

No lines other than those of the basketball playing court are 
permitted.  

Around the playing court there will be a further boundary line in a 
sharply contrasting colour, or in the same colour as the parquet 
floor of the playing court, or alternatively in a maximum of 3 
different colours, marking an area of at least 2m in width. 

When only one contrasting colour is used, it is recommended that 
the further boundary line is painted in one of the two main 
identifying colours of the club, or alternatively black. The use of 
white colour is not allowed. 

When more than one colour is used, the main colour of the club 
must be always dominant throughout the whole further boundary 
line. The second club colour and, alternatively, a third one can be 
included with minor presence and for design purposes. 

The whole playing court surface must be of the colour of the wood 
parquet floor (Hevea Ruber Wood ĕ natural colour ĕ is 
recommended), and the restricted areas must be of the same colour 
of the area outside the 3-point line. The area beyond the restricted 
area and up to the 3-point line will be of the same wood parquet 
colour but varnished in a whitened and lighter shade to ensure the 
contrast between the two areas. Clubs will be authorized to include 
design elements in the area outside the 3-point  lines, using this 
same lighter parquet colour tone. These elements must be linked to 
the club brand identity, or alternatively to its territory. This 
contrast must be clearly visible on TV. All paintings and varnishes 
must be matte. 

Black lines are recommended for the natural colour set-up. The 5cm 
width of the lines must be completely painted except when the lines 
are on top of a graphic design, like the central line of the free-throw 
circles when it contains a design, or the central circle lines on top of 
the central team logo. In these cases, only two 1cm grey continuous 
lines will be painted to demarcate the 5cm width of the official line. 
The 3cm of the inside area will keep the artwork of the graphic 
design. 

The playing court design, including colours, lines, design elements 
and branding, needs to be approved by the Company. The clubs are 
requested to send a digital design of the playing court including 
colours, lines and branding no later than 31 August, and pictures of 
the playing court with all elements no later than three weeks prior 
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to their first home game of the season. Any further changes or 
modifications to the playing court or any of its branding and 
commercial elements will not be authorised during the season, 
unless approved by the Company. 

Clubs must paint the lines of the playing court before the start of 
the season. 

37.3 The height of the ceiling or lowest obstruction above the playing 
floor will be at least 7m. 

37.4 The clubs are responsible for keeping the playing court area clean 
at all times. 

37.5 Escape lanes 

The space between the basket and the courtside seats along the 
endlines must include a space for the escape lanes as well as for the 
under the basket camera and camera operator. The escape lanes 
will be at least 0.8m in width and 2m in length and will be marked. 
The camera operator space will be at least 1m in width for a total 
space of at least 1.8m as shown in Graphic 10 and Graphic 12. The 
size of these spaces may be reduced only with the prior 
authorisation of the Company. 

The surface of the escape lanes will be flat and at the same level as 
the playing court. 

The Company will provide the clubs with the design of the sticker to 
be placed on the floor to demarcate the escape lanes and the 
camera operator space. 

Article 38  Backstop units  

Each backstop unit consists of the following elements: one 
backboard, one basket ring with a ring mounting plate, one basket 
net, one basket support structure and the padding. 

The backstop units must be the Spalding Arena Renegade model. 
Prior to the start of each season, each backstop unit must undergo 
a calibrating test to be carried out cz!Tqbmejoh-!bu!uif!dmvcėt!fyqfotf/ 

Uif!dmvct!nvtu!gpmmpx!uif!nbovgbduvsfsėt!hvjefmjoft!sfhbsejoh!
maintenance and replacement of all equipment. 

The clubs are also responsible for keeping the backstop unit 
elements clean and well-painted during the entire season. When 
necessary these elements will be cleaned before the start of each 
game and before the third quarter of the game. 
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38.1 Backboards 

The technical characteristics, marking and padding of the 
backboard will be as established by FIBA. 

The backboards must have a protective framework of the backstop 
unit around the outer edge. 

The lines painted on the backboard must be white. 

38.2 LED lights in backboard 

Each backboard must be equipped with red LED lights outlining the 
inside of the four sides of the perimeter of the backboard to indicate 
the expiration of time in each quarter or overtime. The LED lights 
will be mounted on the inside borders of the backboards no more 
than 7cm inside the edge of the backboard, flushing up against the 
inside of the tempered glass, and will be of a bright red colour. 

The red LED lights installed in each backboard must be 
synchronised with the game clock in such a way that they light up, 
and stay lit, brightly when each quarter or overtime expires. These 
must be synchronised to light up in the same video frame when the 
game clock displays 0.0. The red LED lights must not light up when 
the 24-second period expires. 

Also, each backboard must be equipped with a horizontal strip of 
yellow LED light immediately beneath the upper red LED lights to 
indicate the expiration of the 24-second possession. These must be 
synchronised to light up in the same video frame when the shot 
clock displays 0.0. 

The installation of these lights must be done in such a way that it 
ensures the safety of players and referees. 

38.3 Basket support structures  

The backboards must be firmly fixed on basket support structures 
on the floor at a right angle thereto and parallel to the endlines. 

The basket support structures (including the padding) will lie at 
least 200cm from the exterior edge of the endline. 

The entire backstop unit that is behind the backboard must be 
padded at the bottom from the surface of the backboard to a 
distance of 120cm. The minimum thickness of the padding will be 
2.5cm. 

The base of the backstop unit facing the playing court will also be 
padded from the floor to a height of at least 215cm. The minimum 
thickness of the padding will be 10cm. Both lateral surfaces of the 
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backstop unit will also be padded with the same minimum thickness 
requirements. 

All padding will be constructed in such a way as to prevent limbs 
from becoming trapped. It will have a maximum indentation factor 
of 50%. This means that when a force is applied suddenly to the 
padding, the indentation in the padding does not exceed 50% of its 
original thickness. All padding must be of the same single colour. 
The colour and design of the padding of both backstop units must 
be identical. The design must be approved by the Company. 

Under no circumstances may ceiling-mounted backboards be used. 
Only floor -fixed or mobile basket support structures are permitted. 

Once the backstop unit has been adjusted, the top edge of the ring 
must be at a height of 305cm. 

The whole backstop unit will meet the requirements of rigidity and 
elasticity established by FIBA. 

The backstop unit will be suitably installed on the floor to ensure 
the safety of the players and referees. 

38.4 Replacement equipment  

The arena must have one backstop unit with the LED lights already 
installed, for replacement in the event of breakage. 

In addition, the arena will also have one backup backboard with the 
ring and LED lights already duly installed. 

The backup equipment must be the same model from the same 
manufacturer as the one installed. 

The club will have the necessary technical and personal means for 
the replacement to be made with the utmost speed. 

38.5 Rings 

The rings, which will be of pressure-release type, must comply with 
the technical conditions and specifications established by FIBA. The 
rings will be installed in such a way that no force applied to the ring 
will be transferred to the backboard. Therefore, there will be no 
direct contact between the ring mounting plate and the backboard. 
When the force above is no longer applied, the ring will return 
automatically and instantly to the original position. 

The arena must have at least two backup rings for replacement in 
case of damage. 
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Rings must be painted before the start of the season. 

38.6 Nets 

Six nets will be provided by the Company each season for their 
compulsory use during games. The nets will comply with the 
technical conditions approved by FIBA. 

There must be two new backup nets in the backup material storage 
area at all times. 

Article 39  Measuring and indicator devices 

The arena must have an apparatus to measure the height of the ring, 
a dynamometer, a manometer, a ball pressure gauge and a level. 

In addition, the arena must have a metal measuring tape (from 0 to 
50m) to measure the playing court, or any other electronic 
equipment that measures the dimensions of the playing court 
accurately. 

Article 40  Tdpsfsėt!table and team benches 

40.1 Uif!bsfob!nvtu!qspwjef!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!xjui!b!nbyjnvn!pg!21!
chairs and with a length of 8m, in accordance with the specifications 
pg!uif!Dpnqboz/!Uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!xjmm!cf!qptjujpofe!bu!dpvsu!mfvel 
and may not be raised on a platform/podium. No substitution chairs 
or benches are permitted. The home club will use a black cloth to 
dpwfs!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 

40.2 This area will be equipped as follows: 

¶ One colour laser printer, which prints at a minimum of 20 pages 
per minute. 

¶ Three dedicated high bandwidth internet connections with the 
download and upload speeds as listed below, with the 
necessary hardware to enable connections to the router, hub, 
modems, etc. Wi-Fi networks are not permitted. One line 
dedicated to the Euroleague Basketball digital scoresheet of 50 
Mbps/! B! tfdpoe! mjof! efejdbufe! up! bmm! puifs! tdpsfsėt! ubcmf!
internet connection  of 100 Mbps. The third dedicated line will 
be a backup of 100 Mbps. 

¶ The necessary hardware to share the internet connections with 
other computers if provided by the Company. 

¶ A minimum of 10 electrical power sockets. Electrical power 
must be provided via a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply). 
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¶ One laptop with only the authorised software installed. 

¶ Two wide screen computer npojupst-!32Ě!jo!tj{f/ 

¶ One Pen Tablet. 

¶ Two digital manually operated clocks. 

¶ One telephone with international dialling functionality.  

¶ One thermometer. 

¶ One backup laptop with only the authorised software installed. 

¶ One backup electronic equipment manufacturer hardware 
joufsgbdf!npevmf!qptjujpofe!cfofbui!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 

¶ Adequate paper supply must be provided. 

All equipment cables must be properly and tidily rigged. 

40.3 Uif!qptjujpot!bu!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!gps!bmm!hbnft!xjmm!cf!uif!gpmmpxjoh; 
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* To be located at the position next to the visiting team bench 

The media director will only be able to communicate with the team 
members sitting in the team bench area in order to comply with 
their obligations stipulated in these Regulations with regard to 
media issues, such as coordinating pre-game, half-time and post-
game interviews. 

Op!puifs!qfstpo!nbz!tju!bu!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!vomftt!qsfwjpvtmz!
approved by the Company. 
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40.4 No unauthorised messages or advertising/brands other than 
Cpnqboz!csboet!nbz!cf!ejtqmbzfe!bu!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!ejsfdumz!ps!
indirectly through product or equipment placement. 

40.5 Po!uif!tbnf!tjef!bt!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!pqqptjuf!uif!nbjo!UW!
cameras, there will be a marked area for the chairs of the two teams. 
This area will be defined by a line of at least 2m in length traced as 
an extension of the endline and by another line 2m in length, traced 
5m from the centre line and perpendicular to the sideline. The lines 
marking this area must be the same colour as those marking the 
playing court. 

Located immediately behind these areas defined by the marking 
lines, in a symmetrical form, will be the chairs to be used by the 
teams, with a length of 9m. The number of chairs in each team bench 
area will be 17. The bench seats area will be surrounded by a 
Tensabarrier or similar retractable belt stanchion. If the technical 
staff wants to be behind the players, the 17 chairs may be 
distributed in two rows, always respecting the security distance 
from the spectator seats. 

As stipulated in Article 55 , four courtside seats will be available for 
the visiting team for use by its members not included on the Game 
List, and/or its employees/club members. 

Without detriment to the indications of Article 37 , the team 
benches must be located at a minimum distance of 2m from the 
spectators. 

40.6 All coaches and team followers must only use the official coaching 
board provided by the Company during games in the case that the 
Company provides one. 

Article 41  Electronic equipment  

The arena must have the following electronic equipment correctly 
installed and working properly, which will be clearly visible from the 
tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!from the playing court, from the team benches and 
for any other person involved in the game including the spectators. 

41.1 Scoreboards 

Two large synchronised scoreboards will be installed one at each 
end of the court with synchronised and clearly visible displays. The 
scoreboards will contain a digital countdown game clock with a very 
powerful acoustic signal to indicate the end of each quarter or 
overtime. For the last 60 seconds of each quarter and overtime, the 
game clock must indicate the time in tenths of a second. 
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The scoreboards must indicate the points scored by each team, the 
number of each player from 0/00  to 99 (and preferably their 
corresponding surnames), the points scored by each player and the 
fouls committed by each player. 

The scoreboards will have a luminous mechanism that will indicate 
the number of fouls committed by each team, with numbers of team 
fouls from 1 to 5. This mechanism will not replace the red team foul 
markers used by the data entry scorer to indicate the five fouls by 
one team. The luminous counter will stop when it reaches the fifth 
foul. 

The scoreboards will also indicate the number of charged time-outs. 

All the clocks and scoreboards installed in the arena must be 
synchronised, even those of the centre-hung cube when used also 
as a scoreboard. 

The display of the clocks and scoreboards will be in bright 
contrasting colours. The background of the displays will be 
antiglare. 

The scoreboards must be configured to continuously receive live 
data from the digital scoresheet. 

The clocks and scoreboards must be mounted securely and must be 
able to withstand severe impact from any ball. 

41.2 Shot clocks and additional game clocks (see Graphic 9) 

Two automatic four-sided shot clocks, to apply the "24-second rule" 
with an additional game clock, which will be installed above and 
behind the backboard so that they are perfectly visible (between 30 
and 50cm from the front of the backboard). Alternativel y, four two -
sided shot clocks can be installed, with two shot clocks to be 
installed above and behind each backboard and two to be installed 
on basket arm of each backstop unit with the display facing the main 
camera. 

The shot clock and additional game clock must be automatic, with a 
digital countdown to indicate the time in full seconds only until the 
countdown reaches 4.9, at which point it will indicate the time 
including tenths of a second from 4.9 until 0.0, as well as a very 
powerful acoustic signal to indicate the end of the 24-second 
period. The shot clock is prohibited from counting down when the 
game clock is stopped. 

The colour of the numbers of the shot clock and the numbers of the 
additional game clock will be different. The shot clock numbers will 
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be red and the additional game clock numbers yellow. The numbers 
of the display units will have a minimum height of 25cm and a 
minimum width of 12.5cm. 

The time-out countdown may not be displayed on the shot clock nor 
on the game clock. 

The game clock, shot clocks and additional game clocks must be able 
to be reset immediately to any time in the game including full 
seconds and/or decimals. 

The arena must have a third four-sided shot clock and additional 
game clock as backup, which will be identical to those installed. 

In addition, there will be two backup shot clocks and additional 
game clocks to be placed at the left corner of each half court, just off 
the playing court, in the event of a permanent malfunction of the 
shot clocks and additional game clocks. Therefore, backup wiring 
for the backup shot clocks and additional game clocks will be placed 
at these locations. 

41.3 Whistle -controlled time system  

A Precision Time System 900EK model including latest software 
updates must be used in all games. All the arenas must have the 
necessary equipment approved by the Company, composed of one 
device and at least four belt packs. One of them will be a backup belt 
pack. This equipment will be duly connected to the game clock and 
work properly. The system must be serviced prior to the start of the 
season by sending the device and the belt packs to the Precision 
Time System headquarters in the United States of America. 

Clubs cannot share the same equipment to other clubs. Should a 
club acquire the equipment from another club, the equipment will 
not be accepted for use unless first serviced/approved for use by 
the manufacturer in time to be set up in the arena and tested prior 
to the start of the season. 

41.4 Acoustic signals 

Two separate acoustic signals are required with different, very 
powerful sounds: 

¶ One for the timer. It will sound automatically at the end of 
playing time for a quarter, overtime and/or game. 

¶ One for the shot clock operator, which will sound automatically 
at the end of the 24-second period. 

These two signals must have a minimum acoustic power of 100dBA 
to be heard easily in noisy conditions and must be connected to the 
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public address system of the arena. The Company will request the 
club to make the acoustic signals louder when it considers that they 
cannot be easily heard. 

41.5 Instant replay system 

The Instant Replay System (IRS) will be used by the referees in all 
games of the season. The IRS will be used according to the rules set 
forth in Appendix XIII. 

The Company will decide on the technology to be used for the IRS, 
xijdi!xjmm!cf!jotubmmfe!bu!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 

In the case of using the IRS, only the referees and the IRS operator 
will be present in the area where the IRS is installed. The crew chief 
will order any other person not complying with these requirements 
to leave the area. 

41.6 Technical conditions and electronic equipment check  

All of these electronic devices must comply with the technical 
conditions approved by FIBA, save those exceptions approved by 
the Company. 

The clubs will be obliged to check all of their electronic devices to 
always have them in optimum condition for use. Likewise, the clubs 
will have a backup console for each of the electronic devices. The 
backup equipment must be of same manufacturer as the one 
installed. 

Any cabling must be covered securely and must not create a 
tripping hazard. 

Article 42  Storage. Backup material placement  

An area will be designated on the arena floor level, below the 
seating area and adjacent to the playing court area, for the storage 
of backup basketball-related equipment. 

The backup backstop unit, backboard, ring, nets and shot clocks and 
additional game clocks will be stored in this area immediately 
adjacent to the playing court area, on the arena floor level. 

The backup digital scoresheet laptop, as well as the whistle-
controlled time system backup belt pack, will be located at the 
tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 

The backup personal foul markers must be located underneath the 
tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 
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When determining the floor plan for the seating around the playing 
court, adequate space will be available to bring the backstop unit, 
on to the playing court, without delay. 

All backup material must be configured identically as the game 
equipment. 

Article 43  Loading docks 

The arena will have adequate covered loading docks that will 
accommodate the loading and unloading of deliveries. 

The arena will have a parking area that is adjacent to the loading 
docks. 

Article 44  Arena audio systems 

44.1 The arena must have a high-quality audio system that is clearly 
audible from all locations within the arena seating area. 

44.2 Audio must be of a high quality for voice, music and sound effects. 

44.3 The arena must have a public address system with a microphone 
located bu!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!gps!uif!tqfblfs/ 

44.4 The arena will provide two high-quality wireless hand-held 
microphones and two high-quality wireless lapel or headset 
microphones that can be used on the playing court and at other 
locations within the arena seating area for on-court presentations, 
promotions and entertainment during pre-game, intervals of play 
between quarters, half-time and time-outs. 

44.5 The arena must have an audiovisual control room to replay music 
from a digital format, to include at least one computer that will have 
the memory and speed to support extensive audio files, as well as a 
cart machine to play additional audio files. 

44.6 Depending on the quality of the permanent audio system, the 
Company may request the club to supply an ancillary audio system 
for purposes of the on-court entertainment during pre -game, 
intervals of play between quarters and half-time ceremonies and 
shows. 

44.7 Profanity and explicit lyrics in any language are prohibited (with or 
without accompanying music) in all arena audio systems. 
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44.8 Clubs will ensure rights clearance in favour of EP for all audio and 
audiovisual material played in the arena on the occasion of the 
games. 

44.9 The public address system inside the arena may be used to inform 
the spectators of incidents arising during the game on the playing 
court and in emergency situations. In no case may it be used as a 
means to negatively alter the emotional state of the spectators or 
directly or indirectly incite violence, which means that aggressive, 
disrespectful, offensive or any other negative messages are not 
allowed. 

44.10 Its use is only authorised when the game clock is stopped and under 
the following conditions:  

44.10.1 The speaker must notify fans, anytime a multiple foul situation 
occurs, of what was called on the court by the referees through the 
public address system. Likewise, the speaker must inform of the IRS 
situation that is being checked by the referees 

44.10.2 Bgufs!fwfsz!ipnf!ufbnėt!cbtlfu!tdpsfe-!uif!tqfblfs!boe!uif!EK!xjmm!
together have a total of five seconds to celebrate it and play music 
respectively. 

44.10.3 The speaker may use the public address system anytime the game 
clock is stopped, except for during free throws, in order to positively 
encourage the spectators. 

44.10.4 The public address system may also be used for promotional actions 
during time-outs and intervals of play between quarters. 

44.11 Without prejudice to what is established in Article 44.9, during the 
games, music may only be played through the public address system 
in time-outs and intervals of play between quarters. Any other use 
and obviously a use that might negatively affect the emotions of the 
spectators or incite violence is entirely prohibited. The installation 
of musical instruments and/or loudspeakers within 5m from the 
ufbn!cfodift!boe!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!jt!opu!bvuipsjtfe/ 

44.12 Without detriment to any disciplinary measures that might be 
applicable, the Company may prohibit the use of the public address 
system or musical instruments for clubs that fail to comply with the 
provisions of the two previous sections. 

Article 45  Game operations  

The club will have a sufficient number of staff members who are 
experienced in the area of game operations. They will work in order 
to guarantee the smooth running of the entire event. 
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The arena must have a backup generator installed in case of 
electrical power failure, guaranteeing that the game can be 
completed including all minimum elements. Minimum elements are 
defined as shot clocks and additional game clocks, scoreboard, 
tdpsfsėt! ubcmf! qpxfs-! ifbujoh-! dppmjoh! boe! wfoujmbujpo! tztufnt-!
internet connection and IFPC equipment. 

Clubs may not use any material element (CO2, paper streams, etc.) 
whilst the ball is in play or whilst the game clock is running. 

Article 46  Lighting (see Graphic 13) 

46.1 The arena will meet the following lighting requirements: 

¶ The horizontal illumination on the playing court area, measured 
1m above the floor, will be an average maintained lux level of 
2,500. Illumination measured facing the main and reverse angle 
cameras will be an average maintained lux level of 1,500. 

¶ The illumination measured facing the endline cameras will be an 
average maintained lux level of 1,000. 

¶ The horizontal illumination immediately outside the further 
boundary line, measured 1m above the floor, will be an average 
maintained lux level of 2,000 lux. 

¶ The horizontal illumination will gradually decrease following 
these guidelines: row 1 to 7 will be an average maintained lux 
level of 1,250, row 8 to 14 will be an average maintained lux 
level of 625, row 15 to 21 will be an average maintained lux 
level of 375, and row 22 and beyond will be an average 
maintained lux level of 125. 

¶ Full arena lighting must be provided beginning 90 minutes prior 
to each game and must be maintained until 30 minutes 
following the end of the game. 

¶ During team practices the illumination will be the same as 
during games. 

46.2 Lighting must be specifically focused for basketball, based on the 
configuration and placement of the playing court. 

46.3 Any glare that may disturb the sight of the players and referees or 
affect the quality of the TV broadcast must be avoided. 
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46.4 The club will identify locations above the playing court, typically 
located on the catwalk level (recommended height of 15m), for the 
placement of up to four sets of strobe lighting, one in each of the 
four corners. These sets will be temporarily installed by Company 
accredited photographers under the supervision of the arena 
personnel. 

¶ Each set of strobe lighting will include up to four separate 
tuspcf!ęifbet/Ě!Bu!fbdi!dpsofs-!uif!tuspcf!mjhiujoh!tztufn!xjmm!
have a wiring harness for the installation of four lines, which will 
power one set of strobe lights. Each set will have synchro-
cabling and be accessible to Company accredited 
photographers via an exchange switch located in the vicinity of 
the backstop unit. 

¶ The strobe lighting and related equipment will be provided at 
the expense of the Company accredited photographers. 
Installation will be supervised by the arena lighting technician. 

¶ These locations will provide adequate power (minimum of 800 
amp; 3 phase), as well as backup power, to ensure the 
simultaneous operation of the strobe lights, which will be 
operated by the photographers. 

46.5 The arena will have emergency backup lighting of at least 1,000 lux. 

46.6 The club must ensure that the arena has no spill-over of exterior 
light from windows, skylights, corridors and entries and will take 
whatever steps necessary to prevent these light sources from 
entering the playing court area and seating area. 

46.7 The club must ensure that the arena lighting system has instant 
restrike capability, allowing the lights to be turned off during pre-
game presentations, special ceremonies and entertainment (during 
pre-game, quarter breaks, half-time and time-outs) and then 
immediately turned on at full illumination. During time-outs and 
quarter breaks both bench areas must remain lit with sufficien t 
lighting. If the arena lighting system does not have instant restrike 
capability, dimming the playing court area lights once the game has 
begun will not be allowed. 

46.8 Lighting in all areas of the arena outside of the seating area must be 
maintained at a minimum of 380 lux and 90cm from the floor. 

Article 47  Arena temperature  

The temperature of the arena will be maintained between 16ºC and 
25ºC during games and official practices. The temperature levels in 
the playing court area, locker rooms, suites, public concourses, VIP 
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hospitality areas, media areas and all other areas will not vary more 
than 4ºC. 

The proper heating, cooling and ventilation systems will be 
provided in the arena, and control checks will be performed, in 
order to ensure that these temperature levels are maintained at all 
times. 

With regard to games, these temperatures are understood to be 
those when the seating area is occupied. To these effects, the arena 
must have all necessary heating, cooling and ventilation systems. 

The crew chief may suspend a game if the temperature of the 
playing court area is below 16ºC or above 25ºC. 

Article 48  Locker rooms 

48.1 Team locker rooms 

The arena will have two locker rooms, of equal size, each with a 
minimum surface area of 63m2, of which a minimum of 27m2 will be 
for hygienic and sanitary services. 

48.1.1 Each of the locker rooms must contain the following equipment and 
amenities: 

¶ A minimum of 15 lockers, in a single room, which will include 
individual storage space for clothing, shoes and personal items. 

¶ Hanging space, with hangers, will be provided at each locker. 

¶ Benches or individual chairs made of wood or of resistant 
materials, washable with water. There will be benches/chairs 
for at least 20 people. 

¶ One dry erase white board (minimum of 0.9m × 1.2m). 

¶ One high-sftpmvujpo!UW!tdsffo!bu!mfbtu!79dn!)38Ě*!jo!tj{f!xjui!
VGA and HDMI inputs. 

¶ Wi-Fi internet service. 

¶ A minimum of two toilets, with individual stalls. 

¶ Six showers with hot water, which may be individual or 
collective, with shower heads a minimum of 2.15m above the 
floor.  

¶ If there are hair dryers, they will meet all safety and accident 
prevention standards. 

¶ Two washbasins. 
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¶ Two urinals. 

¶ Two mirrors. 

¶ Two padded massage tables in like-new condition (minimum 
dimensions of 0.8m in height × 0.6m in width × 1.80m in length). 

¶ One ice machine. 

¶ A thermometer. 

The game clock must be displayed inside each team locker room. 

48.1.2 The team locker rooms will preferably be on the same side of the 
arena as the team benches, will have direct access to the playing 
court area and will be in reasonable proximity to the media work 
room. 

48.1.3 The locker rooms must be properly ventilated, clean and in first-
class condition. All materials used must be washable with water. 

48.1.4 Adequate average lighting must be provided, as well as an 
emergency lighting system. 

48.1.5 The sound level of all possible exterior sources of noise reaching the 
locker rooms must not exceed 50dB. 

48.1.6 The floor of the locker room will be carpeted with a hygienic and 
washable material. The floor of the hygienic and sanitary area of the 
locker room must be non-slip and fitted with drains. 

48.1.7 The locker rooms will have locks and will be properly secured. 

48.1.8 The announcements made through the public address system in 
emergency situations must be heard inside the locker rooms. 

48.1.9 The home team and visiting team locker rooms must be of the same 
quality standards. 

48.2 Coaches locker room  

It is required that the arena has a dedicated locker room for the 
coaches of each team, with a minimum surface of 21m2. This locker 
room will meet the requirements established for the additional 
locker rooms. 

48.3 Referees locker room 

The arena will have one locker room for the referees, with a 
minimum surface area of 27m2, of which 6m2 are for hygienic and 
sanitary services. 
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48.3.1 The referees locker room must be separated from the team locker 
rooms and a separate access route to/from the playing court must 
be provided. Only the referees, the unified scorers, the Euroleague 
Basketball delegate, the referee coach and the international feed 
production company technicians are permitted inside or 
immediately outside the referees locker room. From the moment 
the referees leave their locker room to go to the playing court for 
the game until the moment the scoresheet is closed, only the 
referees and unified scorers are permitted inside the referees 
locker room. 

48.3.2 This locker room must contain the following equipment and 
amenities: 

¶ A minimum of four lockers, which will include individual storage 
space for clothing, shoes and personal items. 

¶ Hanging space with hangers. 

¶ Benches or individual padded chairs. 

¶ One dry erase white board (minimum size of 0.9m × 1.2m). 

¶ Internet connection for the digital scoresheet laptop, with 
remote printing functionality.  

¶ One high-sftpmvujpo!UW!tdsffo!bu!mfbtu!79dn!)38Ě*!jo!tj{f-!xjui!
VGA and HDMI inputs. 

¶ One toilet. 

¶ Two showers with hot water, which may be individual or 
collective, with shower heads a minimum of 2.15m above the 
floor.  

¶ If there are hair dryers, they will meet all safety and accident 
prevention standards. 

¶ One washbasin. 

¶ One urinal. 

¶ One mirror. 

¶ One table with two chairs. 

¶ One padded massage table in like-new condition (minimum 
dimensions of 0.8m in height × 0.6m in width × 1.80m in length). 

¶ Three hand towels. 

¶ Three bath towels. 

¶ Crushed ice. 

¶ A thermometer. 
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¶ A ball pressure gauge. 

The game clock must be displayed inside the referees locker room. 

48.3.3 The floor of the locker room will be carpeted with a hygienic and 
washable material. The floor of the hygienic and sanitary area of the 
locker room must be non-slip and fitted with drains. 

48.3.4 The locker room will have a lock and will be properly secured. 

48.3.5 The locker room must be properly ventilated, clean and in first-class 
condition. 

48.3.6 The requirements for temperature, lighting and sound level are the 
same as those of the team locker rooms. 

48.3.7 The announcements made through the public address system in 
emergency situations must be heard inside the locker room. 

48.3.8 Fruits, isotonic drinks and bottled water will be provided to the 
referees in their locker room. 

48.4 Additional locker rooms 

48.4.1 The arena will have one locker room for the unified scorers and one 
locker room for the Euroleague Basketball delegate. One table and 
two chairs will be needed in each of these locker rooms. The locker 
room for the unified scorers will be in an area adjacent to the 
referees locker room. 

48.4.2 The arena will have one locker room available for the Euroleague 
Basketball representative and/or the Company staff. 

48.4.3 Each of the locker rooms above must be properly ventilated, clean, 
in first -class condition and equipped with: 

¶ Individual lockers commensurate with the capacity of the 
locker room. 

¶ Benches or individual padded chairs. 

¶ One toilet. 

¶ Two washbasins. 

¶ Small storage areas for luggage and equipment. 

¶ Small safe for storage of personal valuables with a key or 
combination lock. 

In addition, the locker rooms will fulfil the following requirements:  
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¶ Each locker room will have non-slip flooring and will be fitted 
with drains. 

¶ Each locker room will have a lock and will be properly secured. 

¶ The requirements for temperature, lighting and sound level are 
the same as those of the team locker rooms. 

¶ The announcements made through the public address system 
in emergency situations must be heard inside the locker rooms. 

¶ Wi-Fi internet service. 

¶ It is recommended that the game clock be displayed inside each 
of the additional locker rooms. 

Article 49  Medical facilities  

A medical room of an approximate size of 35m2 will be designated 
adjacent to the team locker rooms. It will be equipped as follows on 
the occasion of games and practices: 

Equipment: 

¶ Medical emergency bag 

¶ Waiting room with seats 

¶ One toilet with a washbasin and a WC 

¶ Ice machine 

¶ Examination couch 2.40m long and at least 0.60m wide with an 
adjustable revolving stool and a lamp with a mobile arm 

¶ Chair 

¶ Table 

¶ Hangers 

¶ Cabinet for storing medical material 

Sterilised surgery material essential for minor wounds:  

¶ Gauzes or other sterilised dressings 

¶ Antiseptics 

¶ Gauze roller bandages 

¶ Sterilised cotton swabs 

¶ Cellulose dressings 

¶ Suture kit 
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¶ Sterilised incise drapes 

¶ Suture thread 

¶ Surgical gloves 

¶ Immobilisation splints for the upper and lower extremities 

¶ Compression splints for the upper and lower extremities 

¶ Plaster bandages 

¶ Elastic support bandages 

¶ Adhesive tape 

¶ Band-Aids (for minor wounds) 

¶ Local anaesthetics 

¶ Treatments of burns (silver sulfadiazine creams) 

¶ Stethoscope 

¶ Sphygmomanometer 

Essentials for critical care : 

¶ Endotracheal cannulae 

¶ Laryngoscope 

¶ Nbzpėt!uvcf 

¶ Manual bag-mask resuscitator 

¶ Plasma expanders 

¶ Intravenous infusion kit  

¶ Anti -allergic medication: corticosteroids 

¶ Cardiorespiratory arrest medication:  

¶ Adrenaline, lidocaine 5%, atropine, bicarbonate 1 Molar 

¶ Ant i-hypertensive medication: Adalat 

¶ Bronchodilator medication: bronchodilator sprays (Ventolin) 

¶ Oxygen bottle with face mask 

¶ Automated external defibrillator  

All types of medical material and commonly used drugs must be 
available for non-critical care emergency situations (nasal 
haemorrhages, ocular traumas and all types of pain). 

The medical room must be in a perfect state of hygiene, well lit and 
ventilated. It will be situated so as to be directly and rapidly reached 
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by the emergency services outside the arena (ambulances) as well 
as from the playing court area itself. 

The arena will have an emergency ambulance service with intensive 
care unit consisting of at least 3 certified paramedics, including at 
least one vehicle during all games and one vehicle during practices, 
for the participants . The vehicle must be present at the arena no 
later than 90 minutes prior to the tip -off time of the game and until 
30 minutes following the end of the game. At any time that one 
vehicle must leave to transport somebody, another replacement 
vehicle must be on stand-by to arrive immediately. The absence of 
the emergency ambulance service with intensive care unit in the 
arena may be a reason for the suspension of the game. 

The arena will also have at least one medical room for the 
spectators that will meet the same requirements as those 
established for the medical room for participants (teams and 
referees) and will be located in a different area of the arena. The 
arena will also have a second emergency ambulance service with 
intensive care unit during games for spectators. This room(s) will be 
directly and rapidly accessible from the seating area and to the 
ambulances coming from outside the arena. 

Article 50  Doping control room  

50.1 The arena will have a doping control room, in a perfect state of 
hygiene, well lit and ventilated, and with a waiting area. The doping 
control room and the material provided therein will be in 
accordance with the FIBA Internal Regulations governing Anti-
Doping in the Euroleague Basketball competitions. 

50.2 It is recommended that the game clock be displayed inside the 
doping control room. 

50.3 The doping control room may not be the same room as the medical 
room mentioned in Article 49 . 

Article 51  Arena customer experience  standards 

The licensed clubs must adhere to the Arena Customer Experience 
Standards that will be provided by the Company. These standards 
consist of the Customer Service Standards and the Additional 
Arena Infrastructure Standards that relate to customer experience, 
and the Arena Lease Terms that must be adhered to in any future 
negotiation between a club and a prospective arena. 

Uif!Dpnqboz!xjmm!npojups!uif!dmvcėt!beifsfodf!up!uif!Bsfob!
Customer Experience Standards and issue approvals of compliance 
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over the course of the season. Clubs that do not observe the 
standards will be required to meet with the Company management 
and consultants to formulate an action plan designed to achieve 
compliance. 

The Arena Customer Experience Standards will periodically be 
updated to keep up with the newest trends approved by both the 
Company and the licensed clubs. These revisions will be issued by 
the Company periodically and clubs should make sure that they 
adhere to the latest version of the Arena Customer Experience 
Standards. In the case that revisions to these standards happen 
after the club has received formal approval that its arena adheres 
to them, the club will make its best efforts in order to comply with 
the revised sections of these standards. 

Clubs holding an associated club licence are encouraged to follow 
the Arena Customer Experience Standards. Notwithstanding this, 
Article 52 , Article 53 , and Article 54  will apply. 

Article 52  Video screens and electronic fascia boards 

52.1 A huge centre-hung cube with video screens will be installed as a 
marketing and communication platform, and it will be optional to 
show the scoreboard data in the cube. 

52.2 Alternatively, the arena will have a minimum of two colour video 
screens with a minimum size of 2.7m high x 3.6m long, which can be 
clearly viewed by all spectators seated in the arena. 

52.3 The club must demonstrate that the video screens provide high-
quality resolution and are among the latest-generation available, to 
the reasonable satisfaction of the Company. 

52.4 The club must provide a TV production facility that is independent 
of the TV compound used for the live TV broadcast, which will allow 
for the following:  

¶ Live international feed. 

¶ Insertion of advertising, promotions, messages and other video 
content that is independent of the live TV production. 

¶ Slow-motion, high-resolution replays. 

¶ Insertion of graphics. 

¶ Audio feed via the arena public address system. 
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52.5 It is recommended that the arena has electronic fascia boards that 
are visible throughout the arena seating area and that can be used 
to display messages, event information, advertising and other 
content. 

52.6 The club will have experienced operators for the equipment 
mentioned above. 

52.7 The arena will have the advertising system stipulated by the 
Company in Chapter IX. 

52.8 Apart from other reproductions for entertainment, advertising or 
promoting basketball, live footage of the game being played and 
game action replays may be shown on the video screens of the 
arena. In no case will the teams be shown during a time-out. When 
game replays are shown on the video screens, the treatment of the 
content must be balanced. Game replays cannot be used as a means 
to give support to the home team or in such a manner as to alter the 
emotional state of the spectators or to incite violence. 

If necessary, the club will block any footage on the screen not 
abiding by what is stated above. 

52.9 It is not allowed to use the video screens to distract players during 
a game, including but not limited to playing time and/or during free 
throws. 

52.10 Without detriment to any disciplinary measures that might be 
applicable, the Company may prohibit game action replays being 
shown on the video screens whenever the club is making an 
inappropriate use of them. 

52.11 Where possible, anytime the referees are performing a review 
through the IRS, the unaltered footage coming directly from the IRS 
monitor will be shown on the arena video screen(s) for spectators. 
No other replays coming from any other source including the 
international feed and in-house cameras may be displayed prior to, 
evsjoh-!ps!jnnfejbufmz!bgufs!uif!sfgfsfftė!sfwjfx/ 

Article 53  Wayfinding signage 

Throughout the arena there will be wayfinding signage, both 
temporary and permanent, which directs spectators to their seats, 
to toilets, to concessions, to merchandise stands, to shuttle buses, 
to VIP hospitality areas, to parking areas, to emergency exits and 
generally provides easy access for all spectators and guests. 

Signage must also be displayed to guide teams and referees to the 
playing court, locker rooms, press conference room, medical room, 
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doping control room and exits. The signage for teams and referees 
must be in the local language and in English, and must be in 
accordance with the design instructions provided by the Company. 

The signage for the spectators must be in the local language and in 
English. 

Article 54  VIP hospitality area  

The club must have at least one VIP hospitality area, with capacity 
for a minimum of 200 people. 

The area will be located in proximity to the VIP seats whenever 
possible. 

In the case that there is not enough room inside the arena to set up 
a VIP hospitality area, the club may use outdoor spaces or venues in 
close proximity to the arena. 

Catering services will be provided in the VIP hospitality area and/or 
suites. If the Company reaches an agreement with a catering 
provider, food supplier or partner producing food products, those 
clubs without a contract with a provider for these services or with 
this contract close to its end will be given the option to agree on the 
dbufsjoh!tfswjdft!xjui!uif!Dpnqbozėt!qspwjefs/ 

Article 55  Courtside seating (see Graphic 10a) 

Courtside seating is defined as the grouping of seats that is 
physically separated from the fixed tribune of the arena, beginning 
with the row of seats that is closest to the playing court and the 
successive rows that physically form part of one single group or 
section of seating (provided that these rows are in between the 
fixed tribune of the arena and the playing court according to the 
measurements below). 

55.1 Courtside seats may be placed along the entire length of the 
sideline opposite the team benches ĕ leaving a space of 3m 
between seats in the centre (a space of 1.5m in width from each side 
of the centre line) in the first row of courtside seats; this space 
between seats may be 2.5m in width in the second row of the 
courtside seatsĕ and along approximately the entire length of each 
endline, with the exception of the escape lanes on both sides of the 
backstop unit. 

Instead of leaving a space of 3m between seats in the centre, a space 
of up to 2.5m x 2.5m perpendicularly in front of each free-throw line 
may be agreed between the Company and the club. 
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The courtside seats along the sideline may be placed directly on the 
playing floor, but the feet of a person sitting in the seats may not be 
closer than 1.5m from the playing court. The courtside seats on the 
endlines may be placed directly on the playing floor, but the feet of 
a person sitting in these seats may not be closer than 2m from the 
playing court. Those courtside seats along the endlines between the 
backstop unit and the team bench area must be placed behind the 
electronic advertising system boards.  

Besides the described above, any camera positioned close to the 
courtside seats must have an operational space plus a backwards 
space of at least 1 meter. 

55.2 The clubs must also place four courtside seats on each side of the 
tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!obnfe!cfodi!tfbut-!leaving a space of at least 1.2m 
to the side of the of the team bench (see Graphic 10a). It is 
compulsory that these seats are sold (preferably as full season 
ticket packages) and occupied for every home game.  

Once the club has sold its eight bench seats, it will also be permitted 
to place four more bench seats behind them (second row) on either 
ps!cpui!tjeft!pg!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!tvckfdu!up!uif!dmvc!sfdfjwjoh!uif!
Dpnqbozėt!bvuipsjtbujpo!gps!uif!sfrvftu!up!jotubmm!uiftf!tfbut-!
which will have been made to the Company well in advance.  

If a club has sold the 16 permitted Bench Seats (8 on either side of 
uif!tdpsfstė!ubcmf-!ejwjefe!jo!3!spxt!pg!5!tfbut!fbdi*-!uifz!xjmm!cf!
permitted to install an additional 2 seats per row and per side of the 
tdpsfstė!ubcmf-!gps!b!upubm!pg!35!tfbut!)23!po!fbdi!tjef!pg!uif!tdpsfstė!
table, divided in 2 rows of 6 seats each). If a club wishes to install and 
sell these additional seats, they must install and sell them on both 
tjeft!pg!uif!tdpsfstė!ubcmf/ 

These bench seats may not be occupied by executives, managers or 
other club members nor used as an advertising platform in any way. 

The Company reserves the right not to authorise a person to occupy 
one of these seats or to prohibit the use of the bench seats in case 
of serious or repeated incidents, without detriment to any 
disciplinary measures that may be applicable for not complying with 
any of the requirements set forth in this article. 

The club must send to the Company a request adjoining a detailed 
playing court area layout that shows the dimensions of the bench 
seats and the distance from them to the team cfodi-!up!uif!tdpsfsėt!
table and to the playing court. Permission to use bench seats will not 
be granted in any case if the above documentation is not provided. 
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After receiving the request, the Euroleague Basketball CEO will 
evaluate all the circumstances, including the effects on the playing 
court area layout, in order to make a decision. The authorisation, if 
given, may be withdrawn at any time if the Company notices any 
type of incidents or actions affecting the course of the game, its 
participants or the image of the competition. 

The club must provide the Company with the information about 
each of the bench seat ticket holders for approval, prior to the first 
home game when the ticket is for the entire season, or the day 
before the game in question when the bench seats are sold on a 
game per game basis. 

55.3 In the first row of the courtside seats located along the endline next 
to the visiting team bench, the home club will reserve the first four 
seats next to the visiting team bench for use by employees/club 
members of the visiting team/club. 

The visiting team/club must notify the home club of the full names 
of the employees/club members who will be occupying these four 
seats no later than its official practice time on the game day. 

As set forth in Article 139  of these Regulations, the clubs will be 
responsible for complying with the Euroleague Basketball in-Arena 
Code of Conduct included as Appendix VIII, which establishes 
special provisions for the courtside and bench seat ticket holders, 
and for any related infringements committed by them. The home 
club must identify the fans holding a courtside seat or a bench seat 
who persistently fail to respect the Euroleague Basketball in-Arena 
Code of Conduct, sharing the full name and photo with the 
Company. 

In the case that the Company notices any kind of public incidents 
due to the proximity of the spectators, it may request the club to 
eliminate the spectator seats closer to the playing court and/or the 
team bench area. 

Article 56  Arena capacity  

56.1 The arena must be all-seater and have the minimum capacity 
established in the EuroLeague Club Licensing Rules as mentioned in 
Article 7.1 k) of these Regulations. All seats must be numbered. 

Corridors, halls, staircases or any other area where people circulate 
must be unoccupied. 

This capacity may include seats that are removed from public sale 
for media seating and other special purposes. In these cases, the 
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club will inform the Company regarding the number of seats not 
included in the sellable capacity and their specific use. 

56.2 The arena will have the necessary permits to comply with all local 
regulations and laws. 

In case of any change in capacity that may happen over the course 
of the season, the club must submit to the Company the blueprints 
of the updated seating area, noting the change in order to have it 
approved. 

If the club wishes to close certain seating sections of its arena (or 
cover them) and limit the arena capacity as part of its long-term 
ticketing strategy, it must inform the Company in this respect. 

The club is also allowed to have alternative and/or unconventional 
options to installed seats instead of regular seating sections. These 
include, but are not limited to, cushions, pouffes, and club and bar 
seating arrangements. If the club wishes to install an alternative 
seating option to actual seats, it must ensure that these are fixed to 
the floor and cannot be easily removed or thrown on to the playing 
court. In whatever case, all instances of unconventional seating 
sections will be reported to the Company, for approval, before the 
product is sold to the public by the club. 

The club may also be allowed to present to the Company a business 
case for opening one or more standing sections in its seating area. 
These sections must be provided with safety measures. The 
Company reserves the right to reject the installation of any 
standing section that might be deemed unsafe. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Safety and Security 

Article 57  Safety and security measures 

57.1 The health and safety supervision of all set-up and dismantling 
works in the arena is the responsibility of the home club. 

57.2 The Company will provide safety and security guidelines that must 
be observed by the clubs. 

57.3 The minimum safety and security measures in the arena will be as 
follows: 

57.3.1 The arena will have a public liability insurance policy. 

57.3.2 The arena must have separate access routes for players and 
referees from the moment they enter the arena until they reach 
their locker rooms and the playing court without coming across the 
public at any time. Vehicular access to and from the arena for the 
visiting team and referees will always be made available via a secure 
covered door. 

57.3.3 Qspufdujwf!xbmmt!cfijoe!uif!ufbn!cfodift!boe!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!
tunnels and nets are prohibited. 

57.3.4 The courtside advertising boards will be between 80cm and 90cm 
in height and will be located at least 2m from the line defining the 
playing court. They must be suitably protected with a black padding 
in rubber or similar material that will have a thickness of 4.8 to 
5.5cm, with an indentation factor of 50% to prevent injury to 
players or referees. All other elements, such as backstop units, must 
also be suitably protected as stipulated in these Regulations. 

57.3.5 Uif!ipnf!dmvc!xjmm!sfrvftu!uif!wjtjujoh!dmvcėt!bewjdf!qsjps!up!tfmmjoh!
tickets to the fans of the visiting team. 

57.3.6 Upon request by the Company, the home club must provide the list 
of accredited personnel no later than 16:00 CET on the game day, 
including their access rights and, if available, their photographs. The 
number of individuals with access to the playing court and locker 
rooms must be justified. 

57.3.7 In the event of clubs resulting in being sanctioned for incidents 
occurred due to the behaviour of their fans, the Company has the 
right to request the implementation of additional security control 
measures, at the club's cost. 
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Article 58  Security personnel 

58.1 The club must contract the services of a security company to ensure 
all the security services. The club will provide adequate uniformed 
and plainclothes security personnel, in coordination with the 
competent local authorities, who will be staffed and operate in 
accordance with the comprehensive safety and security plan. 

58.2 Up!fotvsf!uif!ufbntė!tbgfuz!boe!tfdvsjuz-!uif!dmvc!nbz!qmbdf!bo!
appropriate number of uniformed security personnel behind the 
team benches, who will be seated at their stations, with their main 
gpdvt!po!uif!dspxeėt!cfibwjpvs-!bu!bmm!ujmes while the players and 
referees are on the playing court area and who will stand behind the 
team benches during all time-outs and intervals of play between 
rvbsufst-!bmtp!xjui!uifjs!nbjo!gpdvt!po!uif!dspxeėt!cfibwjpvs/ 

Security personnel will be stationed outside each of the team and 
referees locker rooms from the arrival of the teams and referees at 
the arena through to their departure. Security personnel will also be 
stationed at the locker rooms and playing court during practice 
sessions. The security personnel must wear clearly numbered vests. 

58.3 Dedicated security personnel will be available to accompany the 
visiting team, complying with its requests at all times. 

Dedicated security personnel will be available to accompany the 
referees, complying with their requests at all times. 

58.4 An adequate number of security personnel and ushering staff must 
be provided to guarantee correct control checks at all entrances to 
the arena, prevent people from occupying seats or sectors different 
from those appearing in their tickets, and ensure that spectators 
honour the Euroleague Basketball In-Arena Code of Conduct . 

58.5 The doping control room will be guarded pursuant to the FIBA 
Internal Regulations governing Anti-Doping. 

58.6 The club will provide uniformed and non-uniformed security 
personnel at the exterior of all entrances to the arena and other 
personnel who will patrol the car parking and bus parking areas 
during the games. 

58.7 The club is responsible for providing adequate security protection 
for all TV camera crews, radio and TV commentators and their 
equipment, and for ensuring that no person is allowed to interfere 
with the actions of any of the TV camera crews or commentators 
covering the game. 
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Article 59  High-risk games 

59.1 Should the Company define a game as high-risk, the club will inform 
the Company regarding the additional safety and security measures 
planned at least 15 days prior to this game. In the case of Playoffs, 
these measures will be notified to the Company the same day that 
the Playoffs game is confirmed. 

59.2 Should any game be considered as high-risk by local authorities, the 
Company and the visiting club must be informed accordingly. Any 
potential measure impacting the attendance of visiting fans must be 
clearly communicated to the visiting club ahead of the ticket sales 
for these games.  

59.3 Should any club be forced to impose a ban or limitations to the 
attendance of visiting team fans, it  must present the Company with 
the order from the local or regional authorities imposing said 
limitations. Clubs will not be permitted to impose such limitations 
should they not be forced onto the clubs by local or regional 
authorities.  

Article 60  Security managers 

60.1 The club must appoint a security manager to deal with all security 
issues regarding EuroLeague games. The position of security 
manager or deputy security manager is incompatible with any other 
position linked with the team. 

60.2 The security manager is responsible for maintaining the order 
inside the arena by requesting the necessary intervention of the 
security personnel or police before, during and after the game. 

60.3 The security manager is also responsible for the correct 
implementation of the safety and security plan. The club will 
provide the Company with the safety and security plan for 
EuroLeague games including the evacuation plan of the arena at 
least 20 days prior to the start of the competition. 

60.4 The security manager is also responsible for the elaboration of a 
post-game safety and security report that must include any incident 
or anomaly (of whatever nature) occurred on the occasion of the 
game, inside the arena and at its access points, as well as the 
implemented actions. This report must be sent to the Company 
within 48 hours after the game. 
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60.5 Four days prior to each game at the latest, the security managers of 
both clubs must share all relevant information (including details of 
the travel delegation and attendance of any visiting team fans). The 
club will schedule meetings with the police prior to each of its home 
games. The visiting club will be invited to participate in the meeting 
with the police that will take place the morning of the game day. In 
the case of a high-risk game, an additional meeting(s) may take 
qmbdf/! Uif! wjtjujoh! dmvcėt! tfdvsjuz! nbobhfs! ps! efqvuz! tfdvsjuz!
nbobhfsėt!buufoebodf!bu!uif!nffujoh!up!cf!ifme!uif!morning of the 
game day and at the game will be compulsory in case of a high-risk 
game. 

60.6 In the case of a high-risk game with no visiting team fans attending, 
the visiting club must have its security manager or deputy security 
manager travelling and staying with the team.  

60.7 If the visiting team fans attend the game, both the security manager 
and the deputy security manager of the visiting club must travel, 
and one will stay with their fans and the other will stay with the 
team throughout the game. Both visiting and home team 
representatives may record video footage of the fans throughout 
the entire game. The visiting team security manager and the home 
team security manager must perform together a walkthrough of the 
arena seats allocated to the visiting team fans before and after the 
game, to evaluate if any damage has occurred during the game. The 
walkthrough of the arena areas will take place immediately before 
the doors are opened to the public, and again after the game has 
ended and all visiting team fans have left the arena. In the case that 
the home team representative refuses the walkthrough, no claims 
due to damages in the arena by the visiting team fans will be 
accepted by the Company. 

60.8 The Company reserves the right to establish the obligation for the 
security manager or deputy security manager of the club to 
accompany the team in every game played as visiting team. 

Article 61  Arena coordinator  

61.1 The club must appoint an arena coordinator who shall be present in 
all home games. 

61.2 The arena coordinator will be responsible for: 

a) Ensuring that all arena elements are set up according to these 
Regulations and that connections are working properly. 
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b) Maintaining order in the playing court area, requesting the 
necessary intervention of security personnel before, during and 
after t he game. 

c) Being the first person of contact for any needs of the visiting 
team, referees and unified scorers. 

d) Meeting the doping control officers and accompanying them to 
the doping control room prior to the game. 

61.3 The arena coordinator must be able to communicate fluently in 
English and the local language. 

The position of arena coordinator will not be compatible either with 
any team follower position, any managerial position with another 
specific task during home games, or with the club representative 
position at the General Assembly and/or the Shareholders 
Executive Board. 

Article 62  Crowd -Related Emergency Incidents Protocol 

Clubs will apply the Euroleague Basketball Protocol on Crowd 
Related Emergency Incidents, in cases of emergency within the 
arena where spectators are alerted due to a medical / security 
incident where an urgent response is required. 
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CHAPTER IX 

Marketing Regulations  

Article 63  EuroLeague brand 

63.1 Use of the EuroLeague name and logo and the Final Four name and 
logo, whether used separately or together, must comply with the 
trademark use requirements that are established by EP (which may 
be amended from time to time). 

63.2 Use of the EuroLeague name and logo and the Final Four name and 
logo, whether used separately or together, or combined with the 
club logo, as well as the use of logos of various EuroLeague clubs, 
will be subject to all provisions of the EuroLeague Style Guide 
(enclosed as Appendix X), and to the prior authorisation of EP. 

In accordance with the guidelines given in the EuroLeague Style 
Guide, which may be amended at any time by the Company, the 
following list includes, but is not limited to, the items on which the 
FvspMfbhvf! mphp! nvtu! bqqfbs! )ęFvspMfbhvf! mphpĚ! nfbot! uif 
competition logo provided by the Company). Therefore, it does not 
require the prior authorisation of EP: 

¶ EuroLeague documentation: letter paper 

¶ Backdrops included in these Regulations 

¶ Media promotions and press releases 

¶ EuroLeague tickets (whether game tickets, season tickets or 
other types of tickets) 

¶ Posters 

¶ Media Guide 

¶ Official Game Programme 

¶ Accreditations  

¶ On-court logos 

Jo!uif!dbtf!uibu!b!dmvc!pcubjot!FQėt!xsjuufo!bvuipsjtbujpo!up!nblf!
use of EuroLeague footage, the EuroLeague logo will have to be 
ejtqmbzfe!jo!uif!dpsofs!pg!uif!UW!tdsffo!bddpsejoh!up!FQėt!tqfdjgjd!
instructions.  

All the online visuals and creativities used by the clubs for 
promotion and related to the EuroLeague must integrate the 
EuroLeague logo. In addition, in the visuals and creativities that 
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jodmvef!uif!qmbzfstė!jnbhf-!uif!qmbzfst!nvtu!xfbs!uif!pggjdjbm!qmbzjoh!
uniform of the EuroLeague and use any other official product of the 
competition (balls, etc.). 

63.3 The EuroLeague brand cannot be used in other competitions 
(EuroCup, domestic championship, domestic cup, friendly games or 
any other) unless authorised by the Company. 

Article 64  Use of the club brands 

64.1 The Company, EP and the EuroLeague partners have, in accordance 
with the relevant Contract, the right to use, without any restriction, 
the logo, symbol and name of the participating clubs for any and all 
promotional and/or commercial purposes aimed at promoting the 
EuroLeague, including the production, licence and/or sale of 
EuroLeague merchandise. 

64.2 The clubs must send no later than 31 July all versions of the team 
logo in vector format, including positive and negative applications, 
and the style guidelines. 

64.3 No change in the team logo will be permitted after 31 July unless it 
is caused by force majeure and with the prior approval of the 
Company. 

If a change is made after the mentioned deadline, the club will pay 
for all related costs for its implementation on all platforms. 
Implementations will be made by the deadlines determined by the 
Company. 

Article 65  Use of the players image 

The Company, EP and the EuroLeague partners have, in accordance 
xjui!uif!sfmfwbou!Dpousbdu-!uif!sjhiu!up!vtf!uif!jnbhf!pg!uif!dmvcėt!
qmbzfst-!uif!qmbzfstė!mjlfoftt!)qipuphsbqi-!dbsjdbuvsf-!fud/*-!obnf-!
number or any combination thereof for any and all commercial and 
promotional purposes solely in connection with the EuroLeague 
and provided that the image of the player appears linked to the club, 
the player wearing its apparel and footwear, or when the player 
participates in public events organised by the club or by the 
Company. 

However, the Company will guarantee that the EuroLeague 
partners, when using player imagery in their creativities, always 
display a minimum of three players from three different teams. The 
only exception to the above will be when the promotion of a 
EuroLeague partner is conducted only on a regional basis and there 
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are two EuroLeague teams in that region. In this case, the creativity 
may include only two players, one from each club of the region. 

In addition, the Company, EP and the EuroLeague partners may 
request the appearance of specific players of the clubs for 
promotional actions or commercial purposes (such as spot filming, 
press conferences or in-store activations) during the entire season. 
The requested players must be made available by the clubs. 

Article 66  Player uniforms  

66.1 General rules 

66.1.1 No advertising on the player uniforms will be allowed other than 
that expressly authorised in this chapter. 

66.1.2 No brand entering into conflict with the EuroLeague partners may 
appear on the player uniforms, except for the brand of the title or 
naming or presenting partner of the club, or alternatively, if none of 
the above exist, the main partner of the club, which for the 
avoidance of doubt will be considered as the brand appearing on the 
front of the playing uniform with the greatest exposure (hereinafter 
sfgfssfe!up!bt!ęnbjo!qbsuofsĚ*/ 

66.1.3 The player uniforms must be identical for all the members of the 
team, and prohibition is made of the use of any element, garment or 
equipment that fails to comply with the official playing uniform of 
the team. 

66.1.4 It is not allowed to include any type of logo or brand on the 
background of the player uniforms. 

66.1.5 The numbers permitted to be used for the player uniforms will be: 0 
and 00 and from 1 to 99. A team may not have both 0 and 00 in the 
roster at the same time. The colour of the numbers cannot be the 
same colour as the uniform and in clear contrast with the rest of the 
uniform . 

66.1.6 Any commercial brand authorised on the player uniforms may be 
displayed with its original official brand or, as a second option, with 
its name in English. The club that wishes to use the second option or 
both during the season will notify the Company prior to the start of 
the season. In addition, every time that the language of the logo is 
changed, the club will inform the Company 48 hours prior the game. 

66.1.7 On the occasion of the One Team actions, special branding 
requirements will be established, as set forth in Article 79 . 
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66.2 Distinctive marking of playing uniforms  

The distinctive marking of the playing uniform will be set out as 
follows: 

66.2.1 Front of the shirt  (see Graphic 1) 

a) The number of the player must be at least 10cm in height and 
be situated in the centre and right above the partner or name of 
the team/club. 

b) No other distinctive marking may be placed within 5cm of the 
number of the player. 

c) The advertising space (a maximum of two commercial brands ĕ 
whether included or not in the name of the team ĕ on a 
maximum of three lines) will be a maximum size of 16cm in 
height and 30cm in width. 

d) The badge with the EuroLeague logo must be displayed on the 
upper left part and will occupy 7.5cm in height and 5cm in 
width. No distinctive markings other than the One Team badge 
may appear next to the EuroLeague badge. The Company will 
provide the clubs with the EuroLeague badges that must be 
applied on the playing uniforms. The badges may not be printed 
directly on the uniforms. The EuroLeague champion of the 
previous season will be provided with a special and exclusive 
EuroLeague badge for its playing uniforms. 

e) The badge with the One Team logo must be displayed on the 
upper left part, just below the EuroLeague badge, and will 
occupy a maximum of 1.5cm in height and 7cm in width. No 
distinctive markings other than the EuroLeague badge may 
appear next to the One Team badge. The Company will provide 
One Team badges to the clubs. 

f) The club logo may be displayed on the upper right part. The club 
logo will not occupy more than 25cm2. 

g) The manufacturer logo may be displayed on the upper right part 
of the shirt, below the club logo, but it may be no larger than 
12cm2. 

h) For the Final Four, the clubs will be provided with a unique and 
special badge that must be displayed on the playing uniforms. 
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66.2.2 Back of the shirt  (see Graphic 2) 

a) The centre of the back of the shirt must display the number of 
the player, which will be at least 18cm in height. No other 
distinctive marking may be placed within 5cm of the number of 
the player. 

b) Above the number, the name of the player will be inserted in 
upper-case letters on a single line of text that will be a maximum 
of 6cm in height. The name used for each player on the back of 
the shirt will be the one stated on the Individual Registration 
Gpsn! bt! ęqmbzjoh! vojgpsn! obnfĚ-! xijdi! xjmm! sfrvjsf! uif!
approval of the Company and may not be changed during the 
season. 

The name of the player on the back of the shirt must be written 
in Latin characters, using diacritics when appropriate. 

c) Under the number, one line of text must be displayed in upper-
case letters 8cm in height, which must be the name of the city 
exactly as included in the name of the team. If the text is over 
one line, the inclusion of two lines, each 6cm in height, may be 
authorised. Only text will be authorised in this area. This text 
must be placed at a minimum distance of 3cm and a maximum 
of 5cm from the number. 

The name of the city on the back of the shirt must be written in 
Latin characters and in English. 

d) Within the space between the name of the player and the 
number, the clubs will be allowed to advertise one commercial 
brand on one single line that will be a maximum size of 6cm in 
height and 25cm in width. 

e) The national or regional flag or a distinctive non-commercial 
emblem of the club (team motto or similar) may be displayed on 
the centre of the hem on the back of the shirt. The area 
occupied by the flag or the emblem will be no larger than 4cm2. 
Only one element, either the flag or the emblem, may be 
displayed, and in all cases must be approved by the Company. 

66.2.3 Shorts (see Graphic 3) 

a) The official logo of one commercial brand is allowed on the 
lower side of the front right leg, up to 22cm2 in size. 

b) The manufacturer logo is allowed to a size of no more than 
12cm2 on the left side of the right leg. 
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c) The number of the player must be displayed, 10cm in height on 
the left side of the left leg. 

d) The EuroLeague logo (7.5cm in height and 5cm in width) must 
be displayed on the right side of the left leg. The Company will 
provide playing uniform badges to the clubs. 

e) No advertising is allowed on the back of the shorts. 

66.2.4 The two lateral sides of the playing uniform are considered parts of 
the front and back of the shirt and shorts. Therefore, the lateral 
sides of the playing uniform cannot be used as an additional 
advertising space, neither for the club and its partners nor for the 
apparel manufacturer. 

66.2.5 Socks 

Players may wear either black or white socks. They are also allowed 
to wear socks of the same dominant colour as the playing uniform 
or of two colours, provided that these are the official uniform 
colours of the club. Both socks must be of the same colour, and all 
players on the same team must wear the same colour socks. 

No logo and/or advertising may be displayed other than the 
EuroLeague logo. 

66.2.6 Shoes 

Uif!pomz!mphp!uibu!nbz!cf!ejtqmbzfe!jt!uif!nbovgbduvsfsėt/ 

Shoes with lights or similar types of accessories will not be allowed. 
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66.3 Main and reserve playing uniforms  

66.3.1 All the teams must have a minimum of two distinct playing uniforms, 
one of a light colour and one of a dark colour. It is recommended 
that teams have a third distinct playing uniform in order to avoid a 
coincidence with playing uniforms whose design includes two 
distinct colours. If the front of the shirt is more than one colour, the 
back of the shirt must be the same as shorts: one single colour with 
the same shade. The club will state which uniform is the main 
playing uniform, and the other(s) will be the reserve playing 
uniform(s). The main and reserve playing uniforms may not be of 
different shades of the same colour. The clubs are obliged to send 
to the Euroleague Basketball office the digital design of each 
playing uniform including shirt and shorts no later than 15 July and 
the sample of each of them no later than 31 August. Sending to the 
Company the design of the playing uniforms in a digital file does not 
substitute the shipment of the samples. Following the authorisation 
of the Company, the playing uniforms must be produced to be used 
on the Media Day. 

66.3.2 Badges on the names, numbers or logos of the playing uniforms will 
not be allowed, except for what is established in Article 66.2. 

66.4 Modification of the playing uniforms  

66.4.1 No modification of the colours of the playing uniforms will be 
allowed after 1 August, unless caused by a change in the title or 
naming or presenting or main partner. Even in this case, the 
modification will not be authorised if made repeatedly during the 
same season. 

66.4.2 No change in the number of a player will be allowed once the season 
has started. Two different players may not use the same number in 
the same season. 

66.4.3 No modifications on the playing uniforms will be allowed once the 
season has started, unless caused by the change of the title or 
naming or presenting or main partner and only if the club is signing 
an agreement with a new partner for at least two years. If the club 
loses the title or naming or presenting or main partner for any 
reason not attributable to the club, the Company may waive the 
requirement for the agreement with a new partner as mentioned 
above. In whatever case, the prior approval of the Company will be 
required before proceeding to the change. 

66.4.4 Changing any of the distinctive markings of the playing uniforms is 
not authorised, even if it is for including non-commercial brands or 
entities or for corporate or solidarity purposes, unless it is approved 
by the Company. 
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66.5 Distinctive marking of the warm -up shirt  

The distinctive marking of the warm-up shirt is set forth in the 
following manner: 

66.5.1 Front of the warm-up shirt  (see Graphic 4) 

a) The number of the player must be at least 10cm in height and 
be situated in the centre and right above the advertising. 

b) No other distinctive marking may be placed within 5cm of the 
number of the player. 

c) The advertising space (a maximum of two commercial brands - 
whether included or not in the name of the team - on a 
maximum of three lines) will be a maximum size of 16cm in 
height and 30cm in width. 

d) The EuroLeague logo must be displayed on the upper left part 
and will occupy 7.5cm in height and 5cm in width. In no case may 
any other distinctive marking appear next to the EuroLeague 
logo. The Company will provide warm-up uniform badges to the 
clubs. 

e) The club logo may be displayed on the upper right part. The club 
logo will not occupy more than 25cm2. 

f) The manufacturer logo may be displayed on the upper right part 
of the shirt, but it may be no larger than 12cm2. 

g) For the Final Four, the clubs may be provided with a unique and 
special badge that must be displayed on the warm-up shirt. 

66.5.2 Back of the warm-up shirt  (see Graphic 5) 

a) The upper part of the back of the warm-up shirt must display 
the name of the player in upper-case letters, on a single line of 
text that will be from a minimum of 6cm to a maximum of 8cm 
in height. The name used for each player on the back of the shirt 
may include diacritics when appropriate and will require the 
approval of the Company and may not be changed during the 
season. 

b) In the centre of the back of the warm-up shirt the clubs will be 
allowed to advertise a maximum of two commercial brands - 
whether included or not in the name of the team - on a 
maximum of three lines. The total dimensions will be a 
maximum of 16cm in height and 30cm in width. 
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c) Under the advertising mentioned in paragraph b) above, there 
must be one line of text in upper-case letters 8cm in height, 
which must be the name of the city exactly as included in the 
name of the team. If the text is over one line, the inclusion of two 
lines, each 6cm in height, may be authorised. Only text will be 
authorised in this area. 

d) The name of the city on the back of the warm-up shirt must be 
written in Latin characters and in English. 

e) The name of the player on the back of the shirt must be written 
in Latin characters, using diacritics when appropriate. 

66.5.3 Changing any of the distinctive markings of the warm-up shirt is not 
authorised, even if it is for including non-commercial brands or 
entities or for corporate or solidarity purposes, unless it is approved 
by the Company. 

66.5.4 The clubs are obliged to send to the Euroleague Basketball office 
the digital design of their warm-up shirt no later than 15 July, and a 
sample no later than 31 August, and then they must be expressly 
authorised by the Company before going to production. Sending to 
the Company the design of the warm-up shirt in a digital file does 
not substitute the shipment of the samples. The same steps will 
apply to all further modifications. 

Article 67  Other garments and equipment 

67.1 The following garments and equipment are permitted provided that 
they do not pose a danger to other players and are the same 
dominant colour as the playing uniform, as a primary option or, if 
not, black. All garments or equipment used by players of the same 
team will be the same colour. In no case may they display any 
advertising or logo different from that of the manufacturer, club or 
EuroLeague competition: 

¶ protective equipment if the material is sufficiently padded 

¶ compression sleeves and stockings 

¶ knee braces, mouthguards 

¶ spectacles 

¶ headbands of a maximum size of 5cm in width 

¶ taping, which will be skin-coloured, preferably, or either the 
same dominant colour as the playing uniform or black. 
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67.2 No other garment or equipment different from that specified in the 
previous paragraph may be used in the games unless by medical 
prescription. Their use must be authorised by the Company, 
gpmmpxjoh!uif!bttfttnfou!pg!uif!Dpnqbozėt!nfejdbm!pggjdfs!boe!uif!
bqqspwbm! gspn! uif! Dpnqbozėt! Dpnqfujujpot! Efqbsunfou/! Up!
request the authorisation, the medical prescription must be sent to 
the Euroleague Basketball office by the medical staff of the club 
within 48 hours before the game. In case of a last-minute need, the 
dmvc!xjmm!dpoubdu!uif!Dpnqbozėt!nfejdbm!pggjdfs!cz!ufmfqipof/ 

Bandanas, hair beads and hard material are expressly prohibited.  

Article 68  Players and coaches dress code 

It is recommended that the players wear casual dressy attire 
whenever they are arriving or leaving the arena for playing or 
attending EuroLeague games. 

The head coach and assistant coaches must wear a suit during 
games. 

Article 69  Courtside advertising  

69.1 General principles  

Exploitation of courtside advertisements in the arenas will be ruled 
by the following regulations and will have to respect the exclusivity 
granted to EuroLeague partners (see the relevant contract). 

No advertising within the playing court area and immediate 
tvsspvoejoht-!jodmvejoh!uif!ufbn!cfodi!boe!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf!bsfbt-!
may be allowed other than that expressly authorised in this chapter. 

69.2 Technical equipment  (see Graphic 6, Graphic 7 and Graphic 8) 

Only advertising that is specifically mentioned in this article will be 
permitted on backstop units. 

a) Only the manufacturer name, logo or trademark is permitted on 
the backstop unit and with a maximum size of 250cm2 (only one 
name, logo or trademark on each structure). 

b) One EuroLeague logo sticker must be displayed on the top edge 
of each ring support. One competition sticker must be placed on 
the top edge of each backboard. Both stickers must be in a 
qptjujpo!tvjubcmf!gps!ęTmbn!DbnĚ!UW!dbnfras coverage. The 
Company will provide the clubs with these stickers. 
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c) One EuroLeague logo sticker must be displayed on the lower 
left corner of each backboard when facing it from centre court, 
and the same logo sticker on the lower right corner of the 
reverse side of each backboard. The Company will provide 
these logo stickers to the clubs. 

d) A One Team logo sticker must be displayed on the lower right 
corner of each backboard when facing it from centre court, and 
the same logo sticker on the lower left corner of the reverse 
side of each backboard. The Company will provide these logo 
stickers to the clubs. 

e) The advertising of two brands (the same for both baskets) is 
permitted on the basket support padding. The second brand 
may be displayed on the two lateral surfaces. 

Additionally, the team logo may be placed on the upper part of 
the front padding. The logo may not exceed 30cm in height and 
30cm in width. 

No modification of the size of the regular padding will be 
permitted.  

f) One advertising space for the EuroLeague partners or for 
EuroLeague self-promotion is reserved on both sides of the arm 
of each basket support. The Company will provide the relevant 
canvases. It is not allowed to display any other advertising on 
the arms of the basket supports. 

g) Adverti sing is permitted on the scoreboards provided it does 
not obstruct or interfere with their functioning.  

h) One advertising board may be placed on each of the shot clocks 
and additional game clocks, below the area where the shot 
clock is displayed. The advertising of only one brand (the same 
for both baskets) is permitted. The dimensions of this 
advertising board may not exceed the width of the shot clock 
and additional game clock. 

i) All designs and mockups must be provided to the Company for 
approval before 31 August. Any design that has not been 
previously approved by then will not be allowed. 

69.3 Playing court area  (see Graphic 10) 

Advertising is not permitted on the playing court and within the 
area delimited by the further boundary line, except that specifically 
mentioned in this article. 
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a) The team logo must be displayed inside the centre circle, and no 
advertising will be permitted inside this area. This team logo 
may occupy a diameter larger than 3.5m with the prior approval 
of the Company, which will determine the exact measure of the 
logo. 

b) Advertising is permitted inside the free-throw circles. The 
advertising must be the same for both free-throw circles during 
the entire season and must be painted. In any case, all lines 
marking centre and free-throw circles must be clearly visible. 

No change in this advertising will be allowed unless caused by 
the change of the advertised partner, and only if the club is 
signing an agreement with the new partner for at least two 
seasons. 

c) The name of the city where the club is registered and which 
appears in the name of the team must be displayed within the 
entire area delimited by the further boundary line 
dpssftqpoejoh!up!uif!tjef!pg!uif!ufbn!cfodift!boe!uif!tdpsfsėt!
table, with a maximum length of 10m and in standard white 
capitalised Latin characters, outside the playing court and 
perpendicular to the centre line. The name of the city must 
always be written in English and must have larger characters 
than those of the name of the arena in the case that the name of 
the arena is included in this area. No logos or other texts are 
permitted in this area. 

The name of the city must be legible for TV cameras and may be 
displayed only once. 

The requirements set forth in this point are also applicable 
when the team plays in a city other than the one in which the 
team is registered. 

d) It is allowed to include a non-commercial motto, corporate 
qbuufso!ps!b!tqfdjbm!bsuxpsl!jo!uif!pqqptjuf!tjef!pg!uif!ufbntė!
benches for design purposes. Only capitalised Latin characters 
are allowed. Placement needs to be perpendicular to the centre 
line. The layout needs to be approved by Company. 

e) One EuroLeague self-promotion  sticker, or one advertising 
space for the EuroLeague partners must be positioned facing 
the playing court, on the upper side of each endline (so as to be 
within the TV cameras coverage) and between the team bench 
area and the backstop unit. The Company will provide the clubs 
with these stickers.  
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f) Two advertising 2D stickers (the same for both positions) may 
be displayed in front of each of the team benches within the 
area delimited by the further boundary line. The stickers must 
be transparent. No coloured backgrounds in the design will be 
allowed. The advertising must be the same for the entire 
season. The advertising will consist of corporate logos of club 
partners only (no other symbols, messages or sub-logos may be 
displayed). The advertising stickers will be a maximum of 3m in 
width and 1.5m in height and must be placed starting at 2m 
from the endline. 

g) Two transparent 2D advertising stickers (the same for both 
positions) of a maximum of 5m in width and 1m in height can be 
displayed on the lower side of both endlines. The stickers must 
be transparent. No coloured backgrounds in the design will be 
allowed. The advertising must be the same for the entire 
season. The advertising will consist of corporate logos of club 
partners only (no other symbols, messages or sub-logos may be 
displayed). 

h) One advertising space for the EuroLeague partners must be 
reserved on each end of the playing court area, behind the 
endlines and in front of the backstop units (the Company will 
provide the clubs with the design of the relevant logo sticker, 
and the clubs will be responsible for its production and 
placement). 

i) Two transparent EuroLeague (or, in their place, the name 
and/or logo of EuroLeague partners or any other content in the 
reasonable discretion of the Company) logo stickers must be 
displayed (dimensions to be decided by the Company) within 
the playing court. They will be placed on opposite sides of the 
playing court facing the TV cameras platform as shown in 
Graphic 10, each being positioned in an area limited by the 
endline, the centre line and the 3-point line (the Company will 
provide the clubs with the design of these logo stickers, and the 
clubs will be responsible for their production and placement). 
These logo stickers may be different in the Regular Season and 
Playoffs if requested by the Company. 

j) No other advertising and/or branding is permitted outside the 
perimeter of both free -throw circles and centre circle, even if 
this is an extension of the advertising and/or branding that 
appears inside the circles. 

In the cases when there are stickers applied on the playing 
court, it is compulsory to use proven safety anti-slip laminated 
stickers. 
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It is also compulsory to take good care of the stickers, cleaning 
them up and changing them whenever necessary. 

If a club changes its arena where usually its home games are 
ifme-!ju!xjmm!cf!uif!dmvcėt!sftqpotjcjmjuz!to bear the cost of 
reproducing all corporate or advertising stickers of EuroLeague 
partners already produced. 

k) Basket Arm LED Boards: It is mandatory that the clubs have an 
electronic advertising system installed on the basket arm of 
both backstop units. The Company will provide the clubs with 
the equipment of the basket arm LED boards as well as an 
installation crew prior to the start of the competition. The clubs 
will be responsible for the appropriate maintenance of the 
equipment as well as for the management of the advertising 
software during the EuroLeague games. The clubs will also be 
responsible for covering any costs related to the maintenance 
and/or repairs of the basket arm LED boards. The necessary 
time to display the official graphic of the competition on the 
basket arm LED boards, which the Company will provide, will be 
made available by the clubs prior to the start of each game and 
prior to the start of the third quarter. This graphic must be the 
only one shown during the last 10 minutes prior to the tip-off 
time of the game, and during the last six minutes before the 
third quarter. It will not be counted as part of the 36 minutes 
reserved to EP during game time that is established below. 

The following specifications are compulsory: 

¶ Only still footage may be displayed on the basket arm LED 
boards during game time. No animations will be permitted. 

¶ The displayed content must be the same for both basket arm 
LED boards. 

¶ The exposure time of the contents displayed on the electronic 
advertising system of the basket arm LED boards will be shared 
between the Company and the home club in equal parts during 
game time (36 minutes of advertising time for each party). 

¶ Each party will be allowed to display a maximum of two 
different brands per quarter (half a quarter each) for a 
maximum of four different brands within its assigned 36-
minute exposure. 

¶ Advertising must be static when the ball is alive, meaning that 
transitions from one advertisement to another will only be 
allowed when the game clock is stopped. 
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¶ For the avoidance of doubt, the four club brands will respect the 
exclusive categories reserved for the EuroLeague partners, as 
stipulated in Article 69.1 and Article 71  of these Regulations. 

¶ The Company will provide the home club with the playlist and 
quarter distributi on prior to each game. This provision will not 
be applied in the Game of the Week. 

¶ During the games designated as Game of the Week, the clubs 
must make the entire time available on the basket arm LED 
boards to EP, for the EuroLeague partners. EP will make 
available 18 minutes of exposure on the electronic advertising 
system of the basket arm LED boards for the club, which will be 
allowed to display only two club brands, always respecting the 
exclusivity granted to the EuroLeague partners mentioned 
above. 

¶ Advertising must be set to 50% of the maximum brightness with 
a recommended level of brightness of 20-25%, unless 
otherwise specified by the Company. 

¶ Advertising must be able to be deactivated at the request of the 
referees. 

¶ The electronic advertising system must be independently 
operated and may not be connected to any other competition 
clock. 

¶ The advertisements of the basket arm LED boards may be 
different from those of the electronic advertising system 
around the playing court. 

¶ Clubs are not allowed to place any advertising on the padding 
of the basket arm LED boards. 

69.4 Outside the playing court area 

a) It is mandatory that the clubs install an electronic advertising 
system (LED or LCD) in their arenas, next to the playing court 
area, for all games. The electronic advertising system will be 
installed all along the TV cameras coverage, which includes the 
entire sideline (leaving only the necessary space to gain access 
to the team benches) and the upper part of the endlines, as 
shown in Graphic 10. No other type of advertising platform will 
be allowed in this area. It is also mandatory that all the 
electronic advertising boards simultaneously display the same 
image. 
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b) All electronic advertising boards must be clearly visible and 
must be between 80cm and 90cm in height. The clubs will 
inform the Company regarding the characteristics, dimensions 
and technical specifications of the electronic advertising 
system in their arenas no later than three weeks before the first 
game of the competition. The electronic advertising boards will 
be positioned around the playing court area, opposite the main 
TV cameras, covering the sideline and the part of the endlines 
nearest to the team bench area, forming an inverted U. The 
boards will be distributed in the following way: 

¶ At the endlines, a minimum of 6m and a maximum of 7m will be 
covered on each side. 

¶ At the sideline, a minimum of 26m will be covered (6m to 7m on 
each side, 12m to 14m in the central part). 

¶ The open area to access each team bench area will be a 
minimum of 1.5m wide and a maximum of 3m wide and will be 
uif!tbnf!po!cpui!tjeft!pg!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf/ 

¶ No empty space may be left between the sideline boards and 
the endline boards. The boards must be installed in such a way 
that a 90-degree angle is formed in the corners. 

Therefore, the entertainment squad, mascots, photographers 
or any element that may obstruct the view of the electronic 
advertising boards will not be positioned in front of them. 

All types of advertising boards must allow easy access to the 
playing court and guarantee the safety of all personnel involved 
in the game. All boards must be adequately padded with impact 
absorbing material in order to guarantff!bmm!qfstpoofmėt!tbgfuz!
as detailed in Article 57.3.4. At the same time, the positioning of 
the advertising boards will have to comply with public safety 
regulations in the country in which the arena is located. 

c) Electronic advertising rules 

All the electronic advertising system animations must fulfil the 
following style guidelines and specifications: 

¶ Clubs will provide the Company with the technical 
specifications of their electronic advertising platforms no later 
than 31 July. 

¶ White, light and bright backgrounds are not recommended in 
the electronic court advertising animations. It is recommended 
to always use dark backgrounds with high contrast levels over 
the displayed information. 
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¶ The content screen displayed within every animation must be 
static for at least five seconds. For instance, an animation 
lasting 15 seconds and displaying different content must keep 
each part of the content static for at least five seconds. 

¶ It is not permitted to display animations that may disturb the 
concentration of players, coaches and/or referees (i.e. 
flash/spark/blink animations). 

The Company will provide the clubs with an extended version 
of these Electronic Advertising Rules containing right and 
wrong examples. 

d) During the entire season up to the Final Four, the clubs must 
make available for EP: 

¶ A corporate animation of the EuroLeague or its partners, 
provided by the Company, must be played in a loop on the 
electronic advertising boards beginning 10 minutes before the 
game starts until tip-off. During half-time, this corporate 
animation must be played, also in a loop, until the beginning of 
the last minute immediately before the start of the third period. 

¶ 24 minutes on the electronic advertising boards around the 
playing court within the TV cameras coverage. These minutes 
made available must be 24 minutes of playing time, which 
means that exposure during intervals of play between quarters, 
half-time and time-outs is not counted. These 24 minutes must 
also be equally distributed among the four quarters. This 
provision will not be applied in the Game of the Week. If the 
game goes to overtime, one third of the inventory on the 
electronic advertising boards must be available for EP. 

These minutes made available must be of game time. 

¶ During the games designated as Game of the Week, the clubs 
must make the entire time available on the electronic 
advertising system to EP, for the EuroLeague partners. EP will 
make available 12 minutes of exposure on the electronic 
bewfsujtjoh!tztufn!gps!uif!dmvcėt!qbsuofst/!Uiftf!23!njovuft!
may be sold to uif!dmvcėt!own partners, with no other limitation 
than respecting the exclusivity granted to the EuroLeague 
partners. 

¶ The necessary time to display the official animation of the 
competition on the electronic advertising system, which the 
Company will provide, will be made available by the clubs prior 
to the start of each game and prior to the start of the third 
quarter. This animation must be the only one shown during the 
last 10 minutes prior to the tip-off time of the game, and during 
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the last six minutes before the third quarter. It will not be 
counted as part of the 24 minutes reserved to EP. 

¶ The club must provide the Company with an advertising space 
for  direct marketing actions, promotional campaigns, sample 
distribution and on-site sales purposes during the entire 
season. 

e) It is not allowed to advertise any non-Euroleague Basketball 
event on the electronic advertising system unless authorised by 
the Company. 

f) All the clubs that have electronic advertising boards on the 
pqqptjuf!tjef!pg!uif!ufbn!cfodi!bsfb!boe!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!bt!
well as along the endlines furthest away from the team bench 
area, must synchronise the advertising animations displayed 
along the endlines furthest away from the team bench area with 
the animations played on the electronic advertising boards 
mentioned in paragraph a) of this article. Such electronic 
advertising boards cannot obstruct the playing court from any 
camera shot. 

g) In no case will advertising be allowed in the vicinity of the 
electronic advertising boards, behind the team bench area, 
cfijoe!uif!tdpsfsėt!ubcmf-!ps!jo!boz!puifs!bsfb!within the master 
camera coverage, except for what is stated in point h) below. 

h) Advertising on the benches (chairs, cushions, etc.) can be 
managed by the club but must not interfere with the visibility of 
the game from the seating area and on TV. The logo of 
competitions other than the EuroLeague may not be displayed. 

i) Advertis ing is also permitted outside the TV cameras coverage 
and on a video screen, located away from the playing court area. 
If advertising announcements include audio, they may be run 
only during intervals of play between quarters or half-time. 
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j) The Company will provide the clubs with a playlist including all 
EuroLeague partners and corporate animations, which will be 
shown on the electronic fascia boards of the arena, if any, 
during 24 minutes of playing time, which means that exposure 
during intervals of play between quarters, half-time and time-
outs is not counted. These 24 minutes must also be equally 
distributed among the four quarters. The Company will also 
provide the clubs with a playlist with similar content to be 
shown on the video screens of the arena. The Company will be 
entitled to one third of the commercial inventory on these 
platforms. No brand entering into conflict with the EuroLeague 
partners may appear on the electronic boards, except for the 
title or naming or presenting or main partner of the club. 

k) The remaining advertising is for the club but the Company 
reserves the right to display banners, boards and others, 
bearing the EuroLeague logo or one of its partners. 

69.5 General information  

a) Advertising cannot be used as a means to give support to the 
home team or in such a manner as to negatively alter the 
emotional state of the spectators or to incite violence. 

b) Advertising placed in the playing court area that is not directly 
painted on the floor must be fixed safely. 

c) Advertising Production Costs: If a club decides to change its 
electronic advertising system during the season (dimensions, 
specifications, etc.) it will bear the cost of reproducing all 
advertising of the EuroLeague or any of its partners already 
produced and paid for the season by EP and/or the Company. 

d) If a club, for technical reasons, is facing difficulties in placing the 
advertising of the EuroLeague or any of its partners, it will 
inform the Company at least 24 hours in advance of the game, 
so that the Company can find a solution. 

e) Any refrigerators by the playing court area must display only 
the EuroLeague Official Soft Drink Provider and must be placed 
in a manner that they will be visible to the TV cameras. Only the 
Company has the right to designate the isotonic beverage 
and/or bottled water that is made available to the players on 
the sidelines. 

f) Any type of dismantling on the playing court and in its 
immediate surroundings is not authorised until 15 minutes 
after the final buzzer of the game, so that the dismantling is not 
broadcast on the international feed. 
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69.6 Electronic advertising system exposure time report  

69.6.1 Each home club must send the playlist 24 hours before each game, 
specifying the brands that are going to be displayed on all the 
electronic advertising platforms, the length of the videos in seconds 
and the times when the videos are scheduled to be played. 

69.6.2 Within 24 hours after each home game, the clubs must provide the 
Company with a detailed report documenting the time of exposure 
received by each of the EuroLeague partners appearing on all their 
electronic advertising platforms. This report must include detailed 
quarter by quarter information regarding each game. 

69.7 Official ball and ball carts 

69.7.1 The official ball designated by the General Assembly will be the only 
one that may be used in the games and practices, and will be 
supplied by the Company. 

69.7.2 The official ball may not be used in competitions, exhibition or 
friendly games other than the EuroLeague, unless it is approved by 
the Company. 

69.7.3 No markings that may be visible in photos or on TV footage will be 
allowed on the ball. 

69.7.4 The balls used in each game must have all branding in proper 
conditions, without significant deterioration of their original design.  

69.7.5 The Company will provide the ball carts and include the EuroLeague 
logo and the logos of any or all of its partners on their sides. The 
home club will provide the visiting team with two ball carts that hold 
a minimum of 12 basketballs. 

69.7.6 It will be compulsory to place the ball carts designated by the 
Company on the centre of the playing court and within the TV 
cameras coverage before the game and during half-time. 

Article 70  Merchandise 

70.1 EP will be the only entity responsible for the production and/or sale 
of EuroLeague merchandise. 

70.2 The clubs will collaborate with EP and/or the Company in the 
production, sale and promotion of the merchandise that they 
produce for commercial purposes during each phase of the 
competition and for other EuroLeague events. For these purposes, 
the clubs will collaborate in the following manner: 
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a) Each season, the clubs will send a report on their existing non-
branded and branded merchandise collection (detailed with 
existing items/references) to the Company no later than 31 
August. 

b) The Company will send to the clubs the proposed 
items/references and designs of the EuroLeague collection for 
the season before 15 July. 

c) The clubs will communicate whether they agree with the 
proposal no later than 31 July, to enable the Company to make 
the due changes to the collection. If no feedback is received 
before this date, the collection will be considered as correct and 
ready for production. 

d) The Company will approve the final design of the collection by 
31 August, in order to produce it and launch it no later than 15 
October. In the case that there is a new partner after 15 
October, the Company will approve the final design of the 
collection within 15 days following the communication by the 
club. 

e) The main method of sale will be through the Euroleague 
Basketball online merchandise platform. Once the collection 
has been launched online each club and the Company will 
discuss on how to access in-market opportunities meant to 
grow the EuroLeague points of purchase (POP) in local retail 
channels and speciality stores. 

f) The clubs must have a EuroLeague dedicated area within their 
own permanent merchandise store (offline and online) to 
display and sell the EuroLeague merchandise. In the event that 
the club does not own any permanent merchandise store, this 
area will be placed both in the merchandise stands inside the 
arena where the team plays the EuroLeague games and in at 
least one local specialised basketball store. 

The clubs that have a permanent merchandise store must 
delimit a EuroLeague merchandise dedicated area (minimum of 
2m in height × 1.5m in width). The top of this area must be 
properly branded with a Euroleague Basketball and club 
creativity (the design will be provided by the Company). 

In the case of the merchandise stands inside the arena, these 
will feature a EuroLeague dedicated area (minimum of 1.5m in 
height × 1.5m in width) to display and sell the EuroLeague 
merchandise. 
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In all cases, the club will be responsible for managing the 
EuroLeague merchandise dedicated area. In the case of the 
local specialised basketball store, the club will reach the 
necessary commercial agreements with the store management. 

The Company will inform the clubs of the products that they 
have to sell in the EuroLeague merchandise dedicated area. 

In addition, each club will send a maximum of 50 official shirts 
to the Euroleague Basketball online merchandise platform no 
later than 30 September and at no cost to the Company. The 
Company will make the request for the final number of units to 
each club based on demand estimations. The Company will 
send to each club quarterly reports detailing the status of the 
shirts and the sales made. The clubs will receive the retail price 
of each shirt sold no later than 30 June. If at the end of the 
season the shirts have not been sold, the club and the Company 
will agree in good faith that the Euroleague Basketball online 
merchandise platform keeps them in stock for one more season 
at a discounted rate for customers. If the shirts remain unsold 
at the end of the second season, the club and the Company will 
agree on their use. 

70.3 In no case may the clubs produce merchandise with the logos of the 
EuroLeague, the Final Four or any other intellectual property of EP 
without the prior authorisation of this company.  

70.4 For the Final Four or any other event organised by the Company, 
only the Company and/or EP may produce and/or sell any type of 
merchandise regardless of whether or not it includes the 
EuroLeague, Final Four or any other event-related logo. 

The Company will produce the EuroLeague champion shirt. The 
clubs may send the logo of their main partner to be included in the 
shirt design. 

70.5 EP is authorised to use the brands, logos and emblems of the 
participating clubs, as well as the footage of players and teams from 
the EuroLeague picture database, for producing EuroLeague 
merchandise. 

70.6 FQ!jt!bvuipsjtfe!up!dpmmfdu!qmbzfstė!tignatures from the clubs to 
promote and commercialise Euroleague Basketball products, 
including but not limited to collectibles, memorabilia and 
merchandise. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































